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In this thesis, we give a new construction of the tame local Langlands cor-
respondence for GL(n, F ), n a prime, where F is a non-archimedean local field of
characteristic zero. The Local Langlands Correspondence for GL(n, F ) has been
proven recently by Henniart, Harris/Taylor. In the tame case, supercuspidal repre-
sentations correspond to characters of elliptic tori, but the local Langlands corre-
spondence is unnatural because it involves a twist by some character of the torus.
Taking the cue from the theory of real groups, supercuspidal representations should
instead be parameterized by characters of covers of tori. Stephen DeBacker has cal-
culated the distribution characters of supercuspidal representations for GL(n, F ), n
prime, and they are written in terms of functions on elliptic tori. Over the reals,
Harish-Chandra parameterized discrete series representations of real groups by de-
scribing their distribution characters restricted to compact tori. Those distribution
characters are written down in terms of functions on a canonical double cover of
real tori. We show that if one writes down a natural analogue of Harish-Chandra’s
distribution character for p-adic groups, then it is the distribution character of a
unique supercuspidal representation of GL(n, F ), where n is prime, away from the
local character expansion. These results pave the way for a natural construction of
the tame local Langlands correspondence for GL(n, F ), n a prime. In particular,
there is no need to introduce any character twists.
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In this thesis, we reexamine the local Langlands correspondence for GL(ℓ, F ),
where ℓ is prime and F is a p-adic field of characteristic 0, using character theory and
ideas from the theory of real reductive groups. Our main result is a construction of
the tame local Langlands correspondence which circumvents some of the difficulties
of [5]. In particular, there are certain technical choices in the construction of the
local Langlands correspondence which are explained from our point of view. As
a result, the construction of the local Langlands correspondence can be made to
appear more natural.
If ℓ = 2, we assume that the residual characteristic of F is not 2. If ℓ > 2,
we assume that the residual characteristic of F is greater than 2ℓ. We make these
assumptions for three reasons. Firstly, because our methods require the knowledge
of the supercuspidal character formulas for GL(ℓ, F ), and these have only been com-
pletely computed so far in the cases where the residual characteristic of F is greater
than ℓ (see [9]). Secondly, it is unclear whether our methods will generalize to wildly
ramified situations. Thirdly, we will use some results from [21], which assumes in
the case of ℓ > 2 that the residual characteristic of F is greater than 2ℓ. Once the
supercuspidal characters for GL(n, F ) become available for arbitrary n, we expect
that our methods will generalize to the case where the residual characteristic of
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F is coprime to n. Our results illuminate some new ideas about character theory
of p-adic groups and local Langlands for p-adic groups not known before. In par-
ticular, irreducible Weil group representations WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ) and supercuspidal
representations of GL(ℓ, F ) are naturally parameterized not by certain characters
of elliptic tori known as admissible pairs, but by genuine characters of double covers
of elliptic tori, as is the case for admissible representations of real groups. We show
that the supercuspidal representations of GL(ℓ, F ) are naturally parameterized by
genuine characters of double covers of elliptic tori using character theory. To do
this we rewrite supercuspidal characters in terms of double covers of elliptic tori as
in Harish-Chandra’s discrete series character formula and as in the Weyl charac-
ter formula. Rewriting the supercuspidal character formulas in this way paves the
way for a more natural rendition of local Langlands for GL(ℓ, F ). In particular,
it eliminates the need for any finite order character twists in the local Langlands
correspondence for GL(ℓ, F ) that arise in the work of [5], [14]. As we shall see, our
results and formulas also give justification and reason to the character formulas that
first appeared in Sally/Shalika, which may look like they came out of nowhere.
Recall that the local Langlands correspondence for GL(n, F ) is a parametriza-
tion of representations of GL(n, F ) by representations of the Weil-Deligne group:
{W ′F → GL(n,ℂ)} ↔ {irreducible admissible representations of GL(n, F )}
Definition 1.0.1. Let E/F be an extension of degree n, n relatively prime to p,
and let  be a character of E∗. The pair (E/F, ) is an admissible pair if
(i)  does not come via the norm from a proper subfield of E containing F .
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(ii) If the restriction ∣1+pE comes via the norm from a proper subfield E ⊃
L ⊃ F , then E/L is unramified.
In the tame case, Howe constructs a map (see [11])
{admissible pairs (E/F, )} → {supercuspidal representations of GL(n, F )}
(E/F, ) 7→ 
which associates supercuspidal representations  of GL(n, F ) to admissible pairs
(E/F, ). This map is a bijection (see [14]). Moreover, the irreducible representa-
tions WF → GL(n,ℂ) are all of the form () := IndWFWE() for some admissible
pair (E/F, ) (where via the Artin map W abE
∼= E∗, we may pull back the character
 of E∗, to a character, denoted , of WE), and we obtain a bijection
{admissible pairs (E/F, )} → {irreducible WF → GL(n,ℂ)}
(E/F, ) 7→ IndWFWE()
The problem is that the obvious map,
() 7→ ,
the so-called “naive correspondence”, is not the local Langlands correspondence
because  has the wrong central character. Instead, the local Langlands corre-
spondence is given by
() 7→ Δ
for some subtle finite order character Δ which depends on the extension E/F . The
presence of the character twist Δ makes the correspondence look unnatural. We
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will show that if one considers genuine characters of a canonical double cover of
elliptic tori rather than characters of elliptic tori, then one obtains a natural local
Langlands correspondence. We do this in the following way.
Taking the cue from the theory of real groups, we use genuine characters ̃
of certain double covers of elliptic tori, denoted T (F )∘, instead of characters of
elliptic tori T (F ), to parameterize both representations of WF and supercuspidal
representations of GL(ℓ, F ) using character theory. We give a method for attaching
a genuine character of a double cover of elliptic tori satisfying certain regularity
conditions, to a supercuspidal Weil parameter of GL(ℓ, F ):
{irreducible WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ)} ↔ {regular genuine cℎaracters of T (F )∘} (1.1)
 7→ ̃
Moreover, as we shall show, supercuspidal characters of GL(ℓ, F ) correspond natu-
rally to genuine characters of T (F )∘ satisfying certain regularity conditions, rather
than admissible pairs (E/F, ). Given a genuine character ̃ of T (F )∘ satisfying
certain regularity conditions, we write down a conjectural Harish-Chandra type
character formula, denoted F (̃). We show that this naturally gives a bijection
{regular genuine cℎaracters of T (F )∘} ↔
⎧⎨⎩
supercuspidal representations
of GL(ℓ, F )
⎫⎬⎭
̃ 7→ (̃) (1.2)
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where (̃) is the unique supercuspidal representation of GL(ℓ, F ), whose character,
restricted to a certain natural subset of T (F ) (to be described later), is F (̃).
Then the composition of bijections (1.1) and (1.2),
 7→ ̃ 7→ (̃),
is the local Langlands correspondence for GL(ℓ, F ).
Let us explain why double covers of tori play a role. We start by considering the
group PGL(2, F ). First recall that the representations of PGL(2, F ) are precisely
the representations of GL(2, F ) with trivial central character. One of the conditions
of the local Langlands correspondence for GL(n, F ) says that if  : WF → GL(n,ℂ)
is irreducible, then det() = !(), where !() denotes the central character of
(), and where () denotes the supercuspidal representation of GL(n, F ) that
corresponds to  under the local Langlands correspondence. Here we are viewing
det() as a character of F ∗ in the following way. As the image of det() is in ℂ∗,
det() is trivial on [WF ,WF ], and therefore factors to a character of F
∗ ∼= W abF via
the Artin map. Let  be a supercuspidal Weil parameter for PGL(2, F ) (that is,
an irreducible representation WF → GL(2,ℂ) that parameterizes a supercuspidal
representation of GL(2, F ) with trivial central character). Then  = IndWFWE(),
for some admissible pair (E/F, ). It is a fact that det(IndWFWE()) = ∣F ∗ ⊗ E/F ,
where E/F = det(Ind
WF
WE
(1)). In the case that E/F is quadratic, E/F = ℵE/F ,
where ℵE/F is the local class field theory character of F ∗ relative to E/F . Now,
since () has trivial central character, the condition det() = !() implies that
∣F ∗ ⊗ ℵE/F = 1, so ∣F ∗ = ℵE/F . Therefore, the supercuspidal representations of
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PGL(2, F ) are parameterized by the admissible pairs (E/F, ) where ∣F ∗ = ℵE/F .
Now, recall again that supercuspidal representations of GL(2, F ) are parame-
terized by characters of elliptic tori. One might ask whether the supercuspidal repre-
sentations of PGL(2, F ) are parameterized by characters of its elliptic tori1 E∗/F ∗.
However, we have just seen that the supercuspidal representations of PGL(2, F ) are
parameterized by characters  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F . Such a  is
not a character of the elliptic torus E∗/F ∗ in PGL(2, F ). Rather, it is a genuine
character of a double cover of E∗/F ∗ in the following way. There is a canonical
exact sequence
1 −→ F ∗ −→ E∗ −→ E∗/F ∗ −→ 1
w 7→ [w]
Reducing this sequence mod ker(ℵE/F ) = N(E∗), we get an exact sequence
1 −→ F ∗/N(E∗) −→ E∗/N(E∗) −→ E∗/F ∗ −→ 1
where N denotes the norm map from E to F . Since F ∗/N(E∗) ∼= ℤ/2ℤ by Local
Class Field Theory, we have that E∗/N(E∗) is a double cover of E∗/F ∗. Then the
character  of E∗ naturally factors to a character, denoted ̃, of E∗/N(E∗), given
by ̃([w]) := (w) ∀[w] ∈ E∗/N(E∗) (since it is a character of E∗ that is trivial on
1One can view E1 as an elliptic torus in PGL(2,F), where E1 := {w ∈ E∗ : N(w) = 1}.
While it’s true that E1 ∼= E∗/F ∗ by Hilbert’s Theorem 90 if E/F is tame and quadratic, it is
not necessarily true that E1 ∼= E∗/F ∗ if E/F is degree ℓ, where ℓ is an odd prime (since E/F
might not be Galois, and so Hilbert’s Theorem 90 wouldn’t hold). Therefore, in order to present
a unified approach in this thesis, we view E∗/F ∗ naturally as the elliptic torus in PGL(2, F ) and
PGL(ℓ, F ), and no problems arise.
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N(E∗)). Moreover,  is not trivial on all of F ∗, so ̃ doesn’t factor to a character
of E∗/F ∗. This means that ̃ is a genuine character of E∗/N(E∗). Therefore, we
are getting naturally that the supercuspidal representations of PGL(2, F ) (i.e. the
supercuspidal representations of GL(2, F ) with trivial central character) are param-
eterized by genuine characters of a double cover of the elliptic torus E∗/F ∗ inside
PGL(2, F ). In fact, this double cover E∗/N(E∗) is none other than an analogue
of the -cover that appears in the theory over the reals, which is a natural double
cover of a real torus. We shall explain this shortly.
We can apply the same above reasoning to the case of PGL(ℓ, F ) where ℓ is an
arbitrary prime. In this case, the central character condition det() = !() implies
that if (E/F, ) is an admissible pair corresponding to a supercuspidal representation
of PGL(ℓ, F ), then ∣F ∗ ≡ E/F , where E/F = det(IndWFWE(1)). We can again reduce
the sequence
1→ F ∗ → E∗ → E∗/F ∗ → 1
mod ker(E/F ) to obtain a sequence
1→ F ∗/ker(E/F )→ E∗/ker(E/F )→ E∗/F ∗ → 1
Then  is naturally a genuine character of E∗/ker(E/F ). Sometimes E/F = 1,
in which case  factors to a character of E∗/F ∗, but if E/F ∕= 1,  lifts to a
genuine character ̃ of E∗/ker(E/F ), which is a nontrivial double cover of E
∗/F ∗.
In fact, these natural covers appear in general for PGL(n, F ) where n is general and
(n, p) = 1, and so our results should generalize to this setting. We will show that
these double covers that arise naturally in PGL(ℓ, F ) will also arise in GL(2, F ) and
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GL(ℓ, F ), and studying these covers will lead to a natural description of the local
Langlands correspondence for GL(ℓ, F ). In fact, the double covers that arise from
PGL(ℓ, F ) and GL(ℓ, F ) are a p-adic analogue of a natural double cover that arises
in the theory of real groups.
In the theory of real groups, admissible homomorphisms Wℝ → LG naturally
produce genuine characters of the -cover of T (ℝ), denoted T (ℝ), a double cover
of T (ℝ), which we now define. First, we need:
Definition 1.0.2. Let A, B, and C be groups, and suppose we have homomorphisms
1 : A → C, 2 : B → C. Then the pullback of these two homomorphisms is the
group
A×C B := {(a, b) ∈ A×B ∣ 1(a) = 2(b)}
together with projections
1 : A×C B → A 2 : A×C B → B
(a, b) 7→ a (a, b) 7→ b





Definition 1.0.3. Let G be a connected reductive group over ℝ, and let T ⊂ G a
maximal torus over ℝ. Let X∗(T ) be the character group of T . Let Δ+ be a set of




. Then 2 ∈ X∗(T ). Viewing
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2 as also a character of T (ℝ) by restriction, we define the -cover of T (ℝ) as the
pullback of the two homomorphisms
2 : T (ℝ)→ ℂ∗ Υ : ℂ∗ → ℂ∗
t 7→ 2(t) z 7→ z2
We denote the -cover by T (ℝ), and so the following diagram commutes:
T (ℝ)
−−−→ ℂ∗⏐⏐yΠ ⏐⏐yΥ
T (ℝ) 2−−−→ ℂ∗
Note that because of the commutativity of the diagram, although  is not
necessarily a character of T (ℝ),  is naturally a character of T (ℝ). Moreover, Π is
the canonical projection Π(t, ) = t.
The genuine characters of T (ℝ) that naturally arise from Weil parameters
are used to form L-packets. In the case of GL(n,ℝ), L-packets are singletons, and
we have that the irreducible admissible representations of GL(n,ℝ) and admissible
homomorphisms Wℝ → GL(n,ℂ) are in natural bijection with genuine characters
̃ of T (ℝ). The composition of these two parameterizations is in fact the local
Langlands correspondence for GL(n,ℝ).
More explicitly, the local Langlands correspondence for real groups can be
roughly stated as follows: Let G be a connected reductive group over ℝ. Let
 : Wℝ → LG be a parameter. Since (ℂ∗) is an abelian group consisting of
semisimple elements, we can arrange for (ℂ∗) ⊂ LT o, for some dual maximal torus
LT 0. However, it isn’t necessarily true that LT ⊂ LG. Instead, (Wℝ) is contained
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in a slightly more general group, called an E-group. In fact, one can show easily
that (Wℝ) ⊂ NLG(LT o) for some dual maximal torus LT o. That is, any admissible









for some maximal torus LT o. This is the starting point for describing the local
Langlands correspondence for real groups. As we mentioned, the image of Wℝ does
not necessarily lie in the L-group of a maximal torus. In other words, if (ℂ∗) ⊂ LT 0,
then the group generated by LT 0 and (j) is not necessarily the L-group of a maximal
torus. However, this group is an extension of Gal(ℂ/ℝ) by LT 0, called an E-group.










where ET is an E-group, and therefore one is reduced to studying  : Wℝ → ET .
Then, there is a torus T (ℝ) ⊂ G(ℝ) such that  naturally gives rise to a genuine
character ̃ of the group T (ℝ), where  = 12
∑
∈Δ+
 for some choice of positive roots
Δ+ of G with respect to T . Then, from ̃, one constructs a set of representations
J(Δ+, ̃) to form the L-packet of .
One can write down more explicitly the correspondence for relative discrete
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series representations, and this is the motivation for our work. Harish-Chandra
proved that all relative discrete series character formulas are of a certain form when
restricted to the compact (mod center) torus T (ℝ), written in terms of functions on
T (ℝ). To state the theorem, we make a few preliminary remarks.
Definition 1.0.4. Let G be a connected reductive group over ℝ, T ⊂ G a maximal




(1− −1(ℎ)), ℎ ∈ T (ℝ)
Recall that in general,  is not in X∗(T ). Therefore, (ℎ) does not make sense
if ℎ ∈ T (ℝ). However,  is a well-defined character of T (ℝ). If ℎ̃ ∈ T (ℝ) is any
element such that Π(ℎ̃) = ℎ, we may consider the function Δ0(ℎ,Δ+)(ℎ̃). This
function lives on T (ℝ), and we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.0.5. (Harish-Chandra) Let G be a connected reductive group, defined
over ℝ. Suppose that G contains a Cartan subgroup T that is defined over ℝ and
that is compact mod center. Let Δ+ be a set of positive roots of G with respect to




. Let ̃ be a genuine character of T (ℝ) that is regular. Let
W := W (G(ℝ), T (ℝ)) be the relative Weyl group of G(ℝ) with respect to T (ℝ).
Let (s) := (−1)ℓ(s) where ℓ(s) is the length of the Weyl group element s ∈ W .
Let T (ℝ)reg denote the regular set of T (ℝ). Then there exists a unique constant
(̃,Δ+) = ±1, depending only on ̃ and Δ+, and a unique relative discrete series







, ℎ ∈ T (ℝ)reg
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where ℎ̃ ∈ T (ℝ) is any element such that Π(ℎ̃) = ℎ. Moreover, every relative
discrete series character of G(ℝ) is of this form.
We can be more specific about the constant (̃,Δ+). In particular, (̃,Δ+) =
(−1)ℓ(s) where s ∈ W makes d̃ dominant for Δ+, d̃ denoting the differential of ̃.
For GL(2,ℝ) (which is the only general linear group besides GL(1,ℝ) that
has relative discrete series), the local Langlands correspondence for relative discrete
series representations is as follows. Fix a positive set of roots Δ+ of G with respect
to T . Let  : Wℝ → GL(2,ℂ) be a relative discrete series parameter, and let T (ℝ) be
the compact mod center torus of GL(2,ℝ). Then  naturally gives rise to a genuine
character ̃ of T (ℝ). By Harish-Chandra’s discrete series theorem, ̃ gives rise
to a unique relative discrete series representation, denoted (̃), whose character,
restricted to the regular elements of T (ℝ), is





, ℎ ∈ T (ℝ)reg
where ℎ̃ ∈ T (ℝ) is any element such that Π(ℎ̃) = ℎ. The map
 7→ (̃) (1.3)
is the local Langlands correspondence for relative discrete series representations of
GL(2,ℝ). Thus, one can write down the correspondence for relative discrete series
in terms of character theory. This is the approach we take in this paper, and we
will show that the correspondence (1.3) carries over naturally to the p-adic setting.
One of the results that we will prove is an analogue of Harish-Chandra’s the-
orem for GL(ℓ, F ), where F is a p-adic field of characteristic zero. In doing this, we
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give a new realization of the tame local Langlands correspondence for GL(ℓ, F ), and
the character twists Δ go away. Before we present our main results, we need to
define the covers of tori that will be essential, which are an analogue of the -cover
that appears in the theory over the reals.
Let G be a connected reductive group defined over F , and T a maximal torus
in G defined over F . Let Δ+ be a choice of positive roots of G with respect to T .




. Let  be a character of K∗, where K/F is the minimal splitting
field of T .
Definition 1.0.6. We define the  ∘ -cover of T (F ), denoted T (F )∘, as the
pullback of the two homomorphisms
 ∘ 2 : T (F )→ ℂ∗ Υ : ℂ∗ → ℂ∗





That is, T (F )∘ = {(z, w) ∈ T (F )× ℂ∗ : (2(z)) = w2}
Note that the above map T (F )∘ → ℂ∗ sends (z, w) to w. We have denoted
this map by ∘, even though this map is not literally  composed with . Moreover,
Π is the canonical projection Π(z, w) = z.
Our main results will be the following theorems.
Theorem 1.0.7. Let G(F ) = GL(ℓ, F ) where ℓ is prime, and let T (F ) = E∗ be an
elliptic torus in GL(ℓ, F ), so E = F ( ℓ
√
Δ) for some Δ ∈ F ∗. Let L be the unique
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unramified extension of F of degree ℓ − 1. Let o be any character of (EL)∗ whose
restriction to L∗ is ℵEL/L, where ℵEL/L is the local class field theory character of
L∗ relative to EL/L. Let  := o ∣ ∣EL where ∣ ∣EL denotes the EL-adic absolute





Let T (F )∘ be the  ∘  cover of T (F ). Let ̃ be a genuine character of T (F )∘
that is regular. Let W = W (G(F ), T (F )) denote the relative Weyl group of G(F )
with respect to T (F ). If s ∈ W (G(F ), T (F )), let (s) := (−1,Δ)ℓ(s)(ℓ+1), where (, )
denotes the Hilbert symbol of F and ℓ(s) denotes the length of s. Let T (F )reg denote
the regular elements of T (F ).
Then there exists a unique constant (̃,Δ+, ), depending only on ̃,Δ+, and







, ∀z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2
where w ∈ T (F )∘ is any element such that Π(w) = z and r is the depth of (̃).
Moreover, every supercuspidal character of GL(ℓ, F ) is of this form.
We will define all of the notation in the above theorem in Chapters 5-8, includ-
ing n(z), (̃,Δ+, ), and regularity. We remark that n(z) comes from a canonical
filtration on the torus T (F ), and is defined in [9]. Notice that when we treat the case
of depth zero representations (i.e. r = 0), the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}
becomes {z ∈ T (F )reg : n(z) = 0}. We wish to make a few comments about the
constant (̃,Δ+, ). Firstly, (̃,Δ+, )4 ∈ ℝ∗. Moreover, ∣(̃,Δ+, )∣ is a known
real number in that it has to do with a canonical measure on the Lie algebra. The




Now let  be a supercuspidal Weil parameter for GL(ℓ, F ). We will show in
Chapters 5 and 8 how to construct a regular genuine character, ̃, of T (F )∘, from
. We will then prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.0.8. The assignment
 7→ ̃ 7→ (̃)
is the Local Langlands correspondence for GL(ℓ, F ).
Let us be a bit more explicit about the representation (̃). In particular,
if  : WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ) is a supercuspidal Weil parameter for GL(ℓ, F ), and  =
IndWFWE() for some admissible pair (E/F, ), then the (̃) that  maps to under
the previous theorem is Δ .
We expect these theorems to hold for GL(n, F ) where n coprime to the residual
characteristic of F , as well as the analogous theorems for more general reductive
groups. This will be the subject of future work.
The strategy in the thesis will be as follows: we will show that rather than
using admissible pairs to construct the local Langlands correspondence, it is more
natural to use genuine characters of 2-fold covers of elliptic tori, satisfying certain
regularity type conditions. In particular, we show that Weil parameters are natu-
rally in bijection with these genuine characters. We then naturally write down a
Harish-Chandra type character formula F (̃) for the supercuspidal representations
of GL(ℓ, F ) in terms of genuine characters ̃ of the double cover T (F )∘ of E
∗ as
in Harish-Chandra’s theorem. We prove that F (̃) is indeed the character (on the
range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}) of a unique supercuspidal representation
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(̃) of GL(ℓ, F ), and that the map
 7→ ̃ 7→ (̃)
is the local Langlands correspondence for GL(ℓ, F ). Therefore there is no need to
introduce the character twists Δ that arise in the work of [5] and [14]. Therefore,
as a byproduct of our work, we have given an explanation for the character twists
Δ that appear in the local Langlands correspondence for GL(ℓ, F ).
We now briefly present an outline of the thesis. In section 2, we introduce
some notation that will be used throughout. In section 3, we recall the necessary
theory from real groups that we need. In particular, we describe some of the basic
ingredients of the local Langlands correspondence for real reductive groups, following
[2]. In section 4, we recall the necessary background to describe the local Langlands
correspondence for GL(2, F ), following [5]. In particular, we introduce the notion of
an admissible pair, and describe how such pairs parameterize both irreducible two-
dimensional representations of the Weil group and supercuspidal representations
of GL(2, F ). We then introduce the character twists Δ that arise in the local
Langlands correspondence, and then state the local Langlands correspondence as is
stated in [5]. In section 5, we introduce the relevant double covers that play a role
in our theory. We then define the relevant double covers of tori, and show how to
incorporate them into the local Langlands theory for PGL(2, F ) and GL(2, F ). We
then rewrite the supercuspidal characters of GL(2, F ) in terms of regular genuine
characters of double covers of elliptic tori, and show that the distribution characters
are determined by the values on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}. Finally,
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we present a natural construction of the tame local Langlands correspondence for
positive depth supercuspidal representations of GL(2, F ) using the above theory. In
section 6, we treat the case of depth zero representations of GL(2, F ), and the theory
is similar. The construction of the local Langlands correspondence we present in
section 5 works equally well for the depth zero representations. In section 7, we
recall the necessary background to describe the local Langlands correspondence for
GL(ℓ, F ) where ℓ is an odd prime, following [14]. In particular, we introduce the
notion of an admissible pair, and describe how they parameterize both irreducible
ℓ-dimensional representations of the Weil group and supercuspidal representations
of GL(ℓ, F ). We then introduce the character twists Δ that arise in the local
Langlands correspondence, and then state the local Langlands correspondence as is
stated in [14]. In section 8, we develop our general theory for GL(ℓ, F ), which carries
over directly from the theory we developed for GL(2, F ) in section 5. In section 9, we




Let F denote a local field of characteristic zero, oF its ring of integers, and
pF the maximal ideal of oF . We let p denote a uniformizer of F . Let kF denote
the residue field of F with cardinality q. We choose an element Φ ∈ Gal(F/F )
whose inverse induces on kF the map x 7→ xq. Throughout, we fix once and for all a
nontrivial additive character  of F of level one. If E/F is a separable extension, N
will denote the norm map from E to F , TrE/F will denote the trace map from E to
F , and Aut(E/F ) will denote the group of automorphisms of E that fix F pointwise.
When we write a decomposition w = pnu where w ∈ F ∗, we mean that u ∈ o∗F . If
E/F is quadratic and E = F (), we will frequently decompose an element w ∈ E
as w = pnu + pmv where we are viewing E as a vector space over F with basis
1, , and u, v ∈ o∗F . If E/F is quadratic, then we will write w instead of (w) where
1 ∕=  ∈ Gal(E/F ). Let (, )F denote the Hilbert symbol of F ; most of the time we
will write (, ) when there is no confusion about the field. We also set UnF := 1 + p
n
F
and UF = o
∗
F . If E/F is Galois, we let ℵE/F denote the local class field theory
character of F ∗ relative to the extension E/F . If K is a local non-archimedean
field of characteristic zero, we let ∣ ∣K denote the K-adic absolute value of K. In
Chapters 5-6, o will denote any character of E
∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F ,
where E/F is a tame quadratic extension, and we will set  := o ∣ ∣E. In Chapters
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8-9, o will denote any character of (EL)
∗ whose restriction to L∗ is ℵEL/L, where
E/F is a tame degree ℓ extension and L/F is the degree ℓ−1 unramified extension,
and we will set  := o ∣ ∣EL. We will generally write ∣ ∣ when it is clear which field
we are referring to.
If
1→ ℤ/2ℤ→ A→ B → 1
is an exact sequence of groups, then a character  of A is said to be genuine if
∣ℤ/2ℤ is not trivial (that is,  does not arise from a character A → B). When
we say that a 2-fold cover of a group (as above) splits, we mean that the exact
sequence splits. If G denotes any group, then Gab denotes its abelianization. If G is
a connected reductive group defined over F and T is a maximal torus in G defined
over F , then we will frequently write the finite relative Weyl group as W instead of
W (G(F ), T (F )). We will write T (F )reg for the set of regular elements in T (F ). If
B is a normal subgroup of A and a ∈ A, then we will write [a] to denote the class
of a in A/B.
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Chapter 3
Background from real groups
In order to motivate the theory that we wish to develop for p-adic groups, we
describe the corresponding theory over ℝ since this is what our theory is based upon.
We will briefly recall the relevant theory of the local Langlands correspondence over
ℝ. A more detailed account is given in the appendix. More information about the
general theory can be found in [2].
3.1 Covers of Tori
It will be important to describe a part of the local Langlands correspondence
having to do with discrete series representations. Recall Definition (1.0.3). The
Weyl group acts on T (ℝ) as follows: If (t, ) ∈ T (ℝ), then define
s(t, ) := (st, es
−1−(t)) ∀s ∈ W (G(ℝ), T (ℝ)) (3.1)
Definition 3.1.1. A genuine character ̃ of T (ℝ) is called regular if s̃ ∕= ̃ ∀s ∈
W (G(ℝ), T (ℝ)) where s̃(t, ) := ̃(s−1(t, )).
3.2 Discrete series Langlands paramaters and character formulas
In this section we will briefly describe the local Langlands correspondence for
discrete series representations of real groups. Let G be a connected reductive group
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over ℝ that contains a compact torus. It is known that this is equivalent to G(ℝ)
having discrete series representations.
Definition 3.2.1. Let t be an indeterminate and let k denote the rank of G. For
ℎ ∈ G, define the Weyl denominator DG(ℎ) by
det(t+ 1− Ad(ℎ)) = DG(ℎ)tk + ...(terms of ℎigℎer order)





Definition 3.2.2. Let G be a connected reductive group over ℝ, T ⊂ G a maximal




(1− −1(ℎ)), ℎ ∈ T (ℝ)
Then if the cardinality of Δ+ is n, we have
(−1)nDG(ℎ) = Δ0(ℎ,Δ+)2(2)(ℎ)




In general,  is not in X∗(T ). Therefore,  is not a well-defined character
of T (ℝ). However,  is a well-defined character of T (ℝ). If ℎ̃ ∈ T (ℝ) maps to
ℎ ∈ T (ℝ) via the canonical projection, then
∣DG(ℎ)∣
1
2 = ∣Δ0(ℎ,Δ+)∣∣(ℎ)∣ = ∣Δ0(ℎ,Δ+)∣∣(ℎ̃)∣
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Recall Theorem (1.0.5). One can explicitly calculate the discrete series characters
of GL(2,ℝ) using the theory from [2], but the details are tedious.
We conclude the section by describing the local Langlands correspondence for
discrete series representations of GL(2,ℝ). Fix a positive set of roots Δ+ of G with
respect to T . Let  : Wℝ → GL(2,ℂ) be a discrete series Weil parameter. By the
theory in [2],  caonically gives rise to a genuine character ̃ of T (ℝ). By Harish-
Chandra’s discrete series theorem, ̃ canonically gives rise to a unique discrete series







, ℎ ∈ T (ℝ)reg
where ℎ̃ ∈ T (ℝ) is any element such that Π(ℎ̃) = ℎ. Then the map  7→ (̃) is
the local Langlands correspondence for discrete series representations of GL(2,ℝ).
The rest of the thesis will be devoted to proving the analogous result for GL(ℓ, F ),
where F is a local non-Archimedean field of characteristic zero, and ℓ is prime.
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Chapter 4
Existing Description of Local Langlands for GL(2, F )
In this chapter, we describe the construction of the local Langlands correspon-
dence for GL(2, F ) as explained in [5].
4.1 Admissible Pairs
Let E/F be a tamely ramified quadratic extension and  a character of E∗.
Recall that N denotes the norm map from E to F .
Definition 4.1.1. The pair (E/F, ) is called an admissible pair if
(i)  does not factor through N and
(ii) If ∣1+pE factors through N , then E/F is unramified.
Admissible pairs (E/F, ), (E ′/F, ′) are said to be F -isomorphic if there
exists an F -isomorphism j : E → E ′ such that (w) = ′(j(w)) ∀w ∈ E∗. In
the case E = E ′, this amounts to saying that 1 ∕=  ∈ Aut(E/F ) and (w) =
′((w)) ∀w ∈ E∗.
We write ℙ2(F ) for the set of F -isomorphism classes of admissible pairs. Note
that if (E/F, ) is an admissible pair and if  is a character of F ∗, then the pair
(E/F, ⊗ E) is an admissible pair where E =  ∘N .
Definition 4.1.2. Let (E/F, ) be an admissible pair where  is level n. We say
that (E/F, ) is minimal if ∣UnE does not factor through N .
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Note that any admissible pair (E/F, ) is isomorphic to one of the form
(E/F, ′ ⊗ E) where  is a character of F ∗ and (E/F, ′) is a minimal admissible
pair.
Definition 4.1.3. Let vE denote the E-adic valuation. An element  ∈ E ∖ F is
called minimal over F if the algebra E = F [] is a field and, setting n = −vE(),
one of the following holds:
(1) E/F is totally ramified and n is odd;
(2) E/F is unramified and, for a prime element p of F , the coset pn + pE
generates the finite field extension kE/k.
Proposition 4.1.4. Let E/F be a tamely ramified quadratic extension, and let  be
a character of E∗ of level m ≥ 1. Let () ∈ p−mE satisfy (1+x) =  E(()x) ∀x ∈
pmE .
1 Then (E/F, ) is a minimal (admissible) pair if and only if the element ()
is minimal over F .
Proof. See [2, Proposition 18.2]
4.2 Depth zero supercuspidal representations of GL(2, F )
In this section we recall the parameterization of the depth zero supercuspidal
representions via a subclass of admissible pairs, following [2, Chapter 19].
Let (E/F, ) be an admissible pair where  has level 0. By definition of
admissible pair, this implies that E/F is unramified.
1In [5], the notation  is used. We prefer to use the notation () since this element depends
on the character .
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Lemma 4.2.1. Let E/F be an unramified quadratic extension, let  be a character
of E∗ of level zero, and let  ∈ Aut(E/F ),  ∕= 1. The following are equivalent:
(i) the pair (E/F, ) is admissible
(ii)  ∕= 
(iii) ∣UE ∕= ∣UE
where (w) := ((w)).
Proof. See [5, Lemma 19.1]
Returning to the admissible pair (E/F, ) of level zero, write kE = oE/pE.
Then kE/kF is a quadratic extension, where kF = oF/pF . Moreover, since ∣1+pE =
1, ∣UE is the inflation of a character, call it again , of k∗E. By the theory of
finite groups of Lie type, the character  then gives rise to an irreducible cuspidal
representation ′ of GL(2, kF ). Let  be the inflation of 
′ to GL(2, oF ). We may
extend  to a representation Λ of K := F ∗GL(2, oF ) by setting Λ∣F ∗ = ∣F ∗ , and




where cInd denotes compact induction.
Then these are all the depth zero representations of GL(2, F ). In particular,
if ℙ2(F )0 denotes the set of admissible pairs of level zero and A02(F )0 denotes the
set of equivalence classes of depth zero supercuspidal representations of GL(2, F ),
then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.2.2. The map (E/F, ) 7→  induces a bijection
ℙ2(F )0 → A02(F )0
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Furthermore, if (E/F, ) ∈ ℙ2(F )0, then:
(i) if  is a character of F ∗ of level zero, then E = 
(ii) if  = , then ! = ∣F ∗
Proof. See [5, Section 19.1].
4.3 Positive depth supercuspidal representations of GL(2, F )
In this section we recall the parameterization of the positive depth supercus-
pidal representions via a subclass of admissible pairs, following [5, Chapter 19].
First we let (E/F, ) be a minimal admissible pair such that  has level n ≥ 1.
We set  E =  ∘ TrE/F .
Proposition 4.3.1. Let m,n be integers, 0 ≤ m < r ≤ 2m+1. Let  be a character
of F of level one. Let a ∈ F . Define the character  a by  a(x) =  (a(x− 1)). The









Proof. See [5, Proposition 1.8]
We apply this proposition to the character  of E∗ of an admissible pair
(E/F, ). Let └┘ denote the floor function. Then, the restriction of  to U └n/2┘+1E
defines a character of U
└n/2┘+1
E that is trivial on U
n+1
E . Therefore, it defines an
element of (Um+1E /U
r+1
E )
∧ where m = └n/2┘ and r = n. Therefore, by the previous
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proposition, since  E is a character of E of level one, there is an element () ∈ p−nE
such that (1 + x) =  E(()x) ∀x ∈ p└n/2┘+1E .
To the pair of data (E/F, ) and (), where (E/F, ) is a minimal admissible
pair, one can attach a supercuspidal representation  of GL(2, F ) (see [5, Chapter
20]). We will not need the details of this construction, but will recall the relevant
facts from [5] as we need them.
In general, let (E/F, ) be an arbitrary admissible pair of level n ≥ 1. As we
mentioned before, there is a character  of F ∗ and a character ′ of E∗ such that
(E/F, ′) is a minimal admissible pair and  = ′E. We define  = ′ . The
result is independent of the choice of decomposition  = ′E.
In all cases, the equivalence class of the representation  depends only on
the isomorphism class of the admissible pair (E/F, ). Let A02(F ) denote the set
of equivalence classes of all irreducible supercuspidal representations of GL(2, F ).
Then together with Proposition (4.2.2), we have a map
ℙ2(F )→ A02(F )
(E/F, ) 7→ 
defined independently of all choices.
Theorem 4.3.2. The map (E/F, ) 7→  induces a bijection
ℙ2(F )→ A02(F ) if p ∕= 2
Furthermore, if (E/F, ) ∈ ℙ2(F ), then:
(i) if  has level l(), then l() = l()/e(E∣F ).
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(ii) ! = ∣F ∗
(iii) the pair (E/F, ∨) is admissible and ∨ = 
∨

(iv) if  is a character of F ∗, then E = .
Proof. See [5, Theorem 20.2]
4.4 Weil parameters
In this section, we recall the statement of the local Langlands correspondence
for GL(2, F ). Most of what we say here is taken straight from [5].
Let G2(F ) denote the set of equivalence classes of 2-dimensional, semisimple,
Weil-Deligne representations ([5, Section 31]). Again, let A2(F ) denote the set of
equivalence classes of irreducible, smooth representations of GL(2, F ).
We first state the local Langlands correspondence, and then roughly describe
the elements behind the statement.
Theorem 4.4.1. There is a unique map
 : G2(F )→ A2(F )
such that
L((), s) = L(⊗ , s), (4.1)
((), s,  ) = (⊗ , s,  ), (4.2)
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for all  ∈ G2(F ) and all characters  of F ∗. The map  is a bijection.
The map  is the Langlands correspondence for GL(2, F ). We make some
preliminary remarks. We have a decomposition
G2(F ) = G12(F ) ∪G02(F )
where G02(F ) is the set of equivalence classes of irreducible smooth representations
of WF of dimension two, and G12(F ) denotes the classes of Deligne representations
(, V, n) ∈ G2(F ) (see [5, Section 31]) for which the representation  of WF is
reducible. Likewise, we write
A2(F ) = A12(F ) ∪ A02(F )
where A02(F ) denotes the representations  ∈ A2(F ) that are supercuspidal, and
A12(F ) denotes the representations  ∈ A2(F ) that are not supercuspidal.
Then it is a fact (cf [2, p. 221]) that the Langlands correspondence  must
map G12(F ) to A12(F ) and G02(F ) to A02(F ). We are only concerned with the map on
G02(F ), which is the heart of the matter. That is :
Theorem 4.4.2. [5, Theorem 33.4] There is a unique map
 : G02(F )→ A02(F )
with the property
(⊗ , s,  ) = ((), s,  ) (4.3)
for all  ∈ G02(F ), all characters  of F ∗. Moreover, the map  is a bijection.
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A very important property of the map  is:
Proposition 4.4.3. Let  be a map satisfying (4.3) of Theorem 4.4.2. Then:
(i) If  ∈ G02(F ) and  = (), then ! = det().
(ii) The map  satisfies (4.3).
Proof. See [5, Section 33]
We next turn to the question of parameterizing representations of WF by
admissible pairs. We have already parameterized the supercuspidal representations
of GL(2, F ) by admissible pairs.
Let ℙ2(F ) denote again the set of admissible pairs. Recall that there is a local
Artin reciprocity isomorphism given by W abE
∼= E∗. Then, if (E/F, ) ∈ ℙ2(F ), 
gives rise to a character of W abE , which we can pullback to a character, also denoted
, of WE. We can then form the induced representation  = Ind
WF
WE
 of WF . We
sometimes denote this representation by IndE/F .
Theorem 4.4.4. Suppose the residual characteristic of F is not 2. If (E/F, ) is an
admissible pair, the representation  of WF is irreducible. The map (E/F, ) 7→ 
induces a bijection
ℙ2(F )→ G02(F )
Proof. See [5, Chapter 33].
We therefore have canonical bijections
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ℙ2(F )→ A02(F ), ℙ2(F )→ G02(F ) (4.4)
(E/F, ) 7→ , (E/F, ) 7→ ,
given by Theorem 4.4.4 and Theorem 4.3.2. Combining both of these bijections, we
obtain a bijection
G02(F )→ A02(F ) (4.5)
 7→ 
However, this bijection is NOT the map  demanded in Theorem 4.4.2. The
reason is as follows. If (E/F, ) ∈ ℙ2(F ), then by [5, Proposition 29.2], representa-
tion  has determinant ℵE/F ⊗∣F ∗ , whereas  has central character ∣F ∗ , contrary
to the requirement of Proposition 4.4.3. To obtain the map  of 4.4.2, we must
therefore systematically modify the bijection (4.5), which we proceed to do now.
If K/F is a finite separable extension, let
K/F ( ) =
(RK/F , s,  )
(1K , s,  K)
denote the Langlands constant, as in [2, 34.3].
Proposition 4.4.5. Let K/F be a tamely ramified quadratic extension.
(i) If K/F is unramified, then ℵK/F is unramified of order 2 and
K/F ( ) = −1
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(ii) If K/F is totally ramified, then ℵK/F is the non-trivial character of
F ∗/NK/F (K
∗) and
 = (ℵK/F ,  )/q
1
2 .
In particular, K/F ( )
2 = ℵK/F (−1)
Proof. See [5, p. 255] for notation and proof.
Now, let (E/F, ) ∈ ℙ2(F ) be an admissible pair. We associate to this pair a
character Δ = Δ of E
∗ of level zero. First:
Definition 4.4.6. Let (E/F, ) be an admissible pair in which E/F is unramified.
Define Δ to be the unique quadratic unramified character of E
∗.
The ramified case is more involved. We recall that F denotes the group of
roots of unity in F of order prime to the residual characteristic of F . Let E/F be
a totally tamely ramified quadratic extension, let $ be a uniformizer of E, and let
 ∈ E∗. Since UE = EU1E = FU1E, there is a unique root of unity (,$) ∈ F
such that
$−vE() = (,$) (mod U1E).
Definition 4.4.7. (i) Let (E/F, ) ∈ ℙ2(F ) be a minimal admissible pair such that
E/F is totally tamely ramified. Let n be the level of  and let () ∈ p−nE satisfy
(1 +x) =  E(()x), x ∈ pnE. There is a unique character Δ = Δ of E∗ such that:
Δ∣U1E = 1, Δ∣F ∗ = ℵE/F ,
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Δ($) = ℵE/F (((), $))E/F ( )n,
for any prime element $ of E. The definition of Δ is independent of the choices of
 and ().
(ii) Let (E/F, ) ∈ ℙ2(F ) and suppose that E/F is totally tamely ramified.
Write  = ′E for a minimal admissible pair (E/F, 
′) and a character  of F ∗.
Define
Δ = Δ′ .
The definition of Δ is independent of the choice of decomposition  = 
′E.
Lemma 4.4.8. (i) If (E/F, ) is an admissible pair, the pair (E/F, Δ) is admis-
sible and the isomorphism class depends only on that of (E/F, ). The character Δ
satisfies Δ2 = 1, except when E/F is totally ramified and q ≡ 3 (mod 4). In the
exceptional case, Δ has order 4.
(ii) The map
ℙ2(F )→ ℙ2(F )
(E/F, ) 7→ (E/F, Δ)
is bijective.
Proof. Part (1) follows directly from the definitions of Δ. Part (2) follows from the
observation that Δ is tamely ramified, depending only on E/F and ∣U1E .
We can finally state the local Langlands correspondence for GL(2, F ), as de-
scribed in [5].
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Theorem 4.4.9. Tame Local Langlands Correspondence
Suppose the residual characteristic of F is not 2.
(i) For  ∈ G02(F ), define () = Δ in the notation of (4.4) for any
(E/F, ) ∈ ℙ2(F ) such that  ∼= . The map
 : G02(F )→ A02(F )
is a bijection satisfying
(⊗ , s,  ) = ((), s,  ),
for all characters  of F ∗.
(ii) The map  satisfies
(⊗ ) = () and (∨) = ()∨,
for all  and all characters  of F ∗.
Proof. See [5, Chapter 34].
We make two concluding remarks: Because of the uniqueness properties, 
is the Langlands correspondence when the residual characteristic of F is not 2.
Moreover, it is important to note that the construction gives !() = det().
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Chapter 5
Our constructions in the positive depth case for GL(2, F )
5.1 Covers of Tori
In this section, we define a special cover of a torus that we will need throughout.
This cover is an analogue of T (ℝ) in the setting of p-adic groups. Recall Definition
(1.0.2). Let G be a connected reductive group defined over F , and T a maximal
torus in G defined over F . Let Δ+ be a choice of positive roots of G with respect




. Let  be a character of K∗, where K/F is the minimal
splitting field of T . Note that the image of 2, restricted to T (F ), lies in K∗.
Definition 5.1.1. We define the  ∘ -cover of T (F ), denoted T (F )∘, as the
pullback of the two homomorphisms
 ∘ 2 : T (F )→ ℂ∗ Υ : ℂ∗ → ℂ∗





That is, T (F )∘ = {(z, w) ∈ T (F )× ℂ∗ : (2(z)) = w2}
Note that the above map T (F )∘ → ℂ∗ sends (z, ) to . We have denoted
this map by ∘, even though this map is not literally  composed with . Moreover,
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Π is the canonical projection Π(z, ) = z. We will use these maps repeatedly.
For example, if T (F ) = E∗/F ∗ is an elliptic torus in PGL(2, F ), then let
z ∈ T (F ). Then let w ∈ E∗ such that w 7→ z = [w] under the map E∗ → E∗/F ∗.
Then, let  be half the standard positive root of PGL(2, F ) and let ′ be half the
standard positive root ofGL(2, F ). Let  be the standard positive root of PGL(2, F )
and let ′ be the standard positive root of GL(2, F ). Then ′(w) = ′(xw) ∀x ∈ F ∗
since roots are trivial on the center F ∗ of GL(2, F ). Thus, ′ factors to E∗/F ∗, an
elliptic torus in PGL(2, F ). In fact ′ factors to . Well, ′(w) = w/w, and we get
that w/w = ′(w) = ([w]) = (z). Therefore,  ∘ 2(z) = (w/w).
5.2 Setup
In this chapter we first prove an analogue of Harish-Chandra’s discrete series
theorem (see Theorem (1.0.5)) for the positive depth supercuspidal representations
of GL(2, F ).
Theorem 5.2.1. Let G(F ) = GL(2, F ), and let T (F ) = E∗ be an elliptic torus in
GL(2, F ), so E = F (
√
Δ) for some Δ ∈ F ∗. Let o be any character of E∗ whose
restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F , where ℵE/F is the local class field theory character of F ∗
relative to E/F . Let  := o ∣ ∣E where ∣ ∣E denotes the E-adic absolute value. Let




. Let T (F )∘
be the  ∘  cover of T (F ) as in Definition (5.1.1). Let ̃ be a genuine character of
T (F )∘ that is regular. Let W (G(F ), T (F )) be the relative Weyl group of G(F ) with
respect to T (F ). If s ∈ W (G(F ), T (F )), let (s) := (−1,Δ)ℓ(s), where (, ) denotes
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the Hilbert symbol of F and ℓ(s) denotes the length of s. Let T (F )reg denote the
regular elements of T (F ).
Then there exists a unique constant (̃,Δ+, ), depending only on ̃,Δ+, and







, ∀z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2
where w ∈ T (F )∘ is any element such that Π(w) = z and r is the depth of (̃).
Moreover, every supercuspidal character of GL(ℓ, F ) is of this form.
Definition 5.2.2. Let ̃ be a genuine character of T (F )∘. We define the function
F (̃) : T (F )reg → ℂ by





, ∀z ∈ T (F )reg
We will define all of the notation in the above theorem in the next several
sections, including n(z), (̃,Δ+, ), and the definition of regular. We will also reg-
ularly use the fact (see Theorem (A.0.3)) that W (G(F ), T (F )) = Aut(E/F ). Notice
that there is only one main difference between this character formula and the char-
acter formula for discrete series of real reductive groups (see Theorem (1.0.5)). The
difference is in the denominator. For real groups, the denominator is Δ0(ℎ,Δ+)(ℎ̃),
and in the above statement, it is (Δ0(ℎ,Δ+))( ∘ )(ℎ̃) for some character  . If we
were to literally transport the character formula of Theorem (1.0.5) to the p-adic
case, then the denominator Δ0(ℎ,Δ+)(ℎ̃) would take values in F
∗
, which would be
problematic since characters must take values in ℂ∗. Therefore, a natural thing to
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try is to introduce a ℂ∗-valued character  into the denominator in order that the
denominator takes values in ℂ∗.
We note that all of our calculations in the next two chapters will assume
that we have chosen the standard positive set of roots of GL(2, F ) with respect to
the standard split maximal torus. Our main results, however, will be seen to be
independent of any choice of positive roots.
Let us remark also that in the course of proving the above statement for
GL(2, F ), we must show that a supercuspidal representation of GL(2, F ) is deter-
mined by the character’s values on elements of the torus E∗ in the range {z ∈ E∗ :
0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}. Actually, we will even show that a supercuspidal representation of
GL(2, F ) is determined by the character values on the range {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0},
which is stronger. This will also be true for GL(ℓ, F ).
Now let  be a supercuspidal Weil parameter for GL(2, F ). We will show later
in this section how to construct a regular genuine character, ̃, of T (F )∘, from .
We will then prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.2.3. The assignment
 7→ ̃ 7→ (̃)
is the Local Langlands correspondence for GL(2, F ).
We begin by making some definitions. Let F denote a non-Archimedean local field of
characteristic zero with residual characteristic coprime to 2. Let E/F be a quadratic
extension. Write E = F (
√




Then since E∗ embeds as an elliptic torus in GL(2, F ) via the map





we likewise have E∗/F ∗ embedded in PGL(2, F ) as an elliptic torus as well via the
natural map GL(2, F )→ PGL(2, F ) = GL(2, F )/F ∗. It is useful sometimes to view
E∗/F ∗ as sitting inside SO(2, 1) ∼= PGL(2, F ).
We now introduce a notion of regularity that we will need. Let E/F be a
tamely ramified quadratic extension and  a character of E∗. Recall that N denotes
the norm map from E to F .
Definition 5.2.4.  is called regular if  does not factor through N . If  is regular,
we call the pair (E/F, ) a regular pair.
All definitions we have made in the previous chapter for admissible pairs, we
also make for regular pairs and regular characters. For example, as we defined
the notion of minimal admissible pair, we make the same definition for minimal
regular pair. In particular, we also define the character twists Δ for a regular
pair (E/F, ) exactly the same way they were defined for admissible pairs. For
example, if (E/F, ) is a regular pair where E/F is unramified, then Δ is the
unique unramified quadratic character of E∗. Given a regular pair (E/F, ), one
may also construct a supercuspidal representation  as in the previous chapter, but
this construction is not one to one.
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Our constructions and results do not require the stronger notion of admissible
pair. We will sometimes say that  is regular when the field E is understood.
We now explain why double covers of tori play a role. We start by con-
sidering the group PGL(2, F ). First recall that the representations of PGL(2, F )
are precisely the representations of GL(2, F ) with trivial central character. One
of the conditions of the local Langlands correspondence for GL(n, F ) says that if
 : WF → GL(n,ℂ) is irreducible, then det() = !(), where !() denotes the
central character of (), and where () denotes the supercuspidal representation
of GL(n, F ) that corresponds to  under the local Langlands correspondence. Here
we are viewing det() as a character of F ∗ in the following way. As the image of
det() is in ℂ∗, det() is trivial on [WF ,WF ], and therefore factors to a character
of F ∗ ∼= W abF via the Artin map. Let  be a supercuspidal Weil parameter for
PGL(2, F ) (that is, an irreducible representation WF → GL(2,ℂ) that parameter-
izes a supercuspidal representation of GL(2, F ) with trivial central character). Then
 = IndWFWE(), for some regular pair (E/F, ). Since we are using the notion of
regular pair here rather than admissible pair, there may be a choice involved here.




as well. However, this will not matter, and we will show that our results and con-
structions are independent of all choices. It is a fact (see [5, Proposition 29.2]) that
det(IndWFWE()) = ∣F ∗ ⊗ E/F , where E/F = det(Ind
WF
WE
(1)). In the case that E/F
is quadratic, E/F = ℵE/F , where ℵE/F is the local class field theory character of F ∗
relative to E/F . Therefore, in this case we will use E/F and ℵE/F interchangeably.
Now, since () has trivial central character, the condition det() = !() becomes
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∣F ∗ ⊗ ℵE/F = 1, so ∣F ∗ = ℵE/F . Therefore, the supercuspidal representations of
PGL(2, F ) naturally correspond to regular pairs (E/F, ) where ∣F ∗ = ℵE/F .
One might ask whether the supercuspidal representations of PGL(2, F ) are
parameterized by characters of its elliptic tori E∗/F ∗, as is the case for GL(2, F ).
However, we have just seen that the supercuspidal representations of PGL(2, F ) are
parameterized by characters  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F . Such a  is
not a character of the elliptic torus E∗/F ∗ in PGL(2, F ). Rather, it is a genuine
character of a double cover of E∗/F ∗ in the following way: there is an exact sequence
1 −→ F ∗ −→ E∗ −→ E∗/F ∗ −→ 1
w 7→ [w]
Reducing this sequence by ker(ℵE/F ) = N(E∗), we get an exact sequence
1 −→ F ∗/ker(ℵE/F ) −→ E∗/ker(ℵE/F ) −→ E∗/F ∗ −→ 1.
Then, this exact sequence becomes
1 −→ F ∗/N(E∗) −→ E∗/N(E∗) −→ E∗/F ∗ −→ 1
where N denotes the norm map from E to F . Since F ∗/N(E∗) ∼= ℤ/2ℤ by Local
Class Field Theory, we have that E∗/N(E∗) is a double cover of the elliptic torus
E∗/F ∗ in PGL(2, F ). Then the character  of E∗ naturally factors to a character
̃ of E∗/N(E∗), given by ̃([w]) := (w) ∀[w] ∈ E∗/N(E∗) (since it is a charac-
ter of E∗ that is trivial on N(E∗)). Moreover,  is not trivial on all of F ∗, so
doesn’t factor to a character of E∗/F ∗. This means that ̃ is a genuine character
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of E∗/N(E∗). Therefore, we are getting that the supercuspidal representations of
PGL(2, F ) (i.e. the supercuspidal representations of GL(2, F ) with trivial central
character) naturally correspond to genuine characters of a double cover of the torus
E∗/F ∗ inside PGL(2, F ). We note that the double cover E∗/N(E∗) splits if and
only if (−1,Δ) = 1 (see [3]). That is, E∗/N(E∗) ∼= E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ if and only if
(−1,Δ) = 1. In fact, this double cover E∗/N(E∗) is none other than an analogue of
the -cover that appears in the theory over the reals (see Definition (1.0.3)), which
is a natural double cover of a real torus inside of the real group considered. We
explain this now.
Relative to the standard positive root of PGL(2, F ), let  be half the positive
root. An elliptic torus in PGL(2, F ) is of the form T (F ) = E∗/F ∗. Then if z ∈
T (F ), 2(z) = z. Fix a character o of E
∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F , and set
 := o∣ ∣E. Recall the denominator
(Δ0(z,Δ+))( ∘ )(w)
that was defined in Theorem (5.2.1). Although ( ∘)(w) is not naturally a function
on E∗/F ∗ since in particular  is not naturally a function on E∗/F ∗, it is by definition
a function on the  ∘ -cover of E∗/F ∗. Recall that our current situation, since
T (F ) = E∗/F ∗, then T (F )∘ = {(z, w) ∈ E∗/F ∗ × ℂ∗ : (2(z)) = w2}
We can now identify the natural double cover that we are handed from the
Local Langlands correspondence for PGL(2, F ), with this cover:
Lemma 5.2.5. E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘
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Proof. Define the map
E∗/N(E∗)
−→ T (F )∘
[w] 7→ ([w], o(w)∣2([w])∣1/2)
where we are taking the positive square root of the absolute value. To show injec-
tivity, suppose ([w]) = ([1], 1), where w ∈ E∗. Since [w] = [1], we get w ∈ F ∗.
But since o(w)∣2([w])∣1/2 = 1, we get that w ∈ N(E∗) since o∣F ∗ = ℵE/F and
since ∣2([w])∣ = 1 since [w] = 1. To show surjectivity, suppose ([w], ) ∈ T (F )∘,
where w ∈ E∗. Then, by definition of T (F )∘, we get that (2([w])) = 2. This
means that o(w/w)∣2([w])∣ = 2. But o is trivial on the norms, so we have
that o(w/w) = o(w
2/N(w)) = o(w)
2. Therefore,  = ±o(w)∣2([w])∣1/2. If
 = o(w)∣2([w])∣1/2, then we get that ([w]) = ([w], ). If  = −o(w)∣2([w])∣1/2,
then let x ∈ F ∗ ∖N(E∗). Then ([xw]) = ([w], ). Therefore,  is surjective. Since
 is clearly a homomorphism,  is an isomorphism.




an observation made in Chapter 3. The reason why this is important is that the
term ∣D(w)∣1/2 appears in the supercuspidal characters (see Section (5.3)). We will
need this fact in the character formulas for PGL(2, F ), GL(2, F ), PGL(ℓ, F ), and
GL(ℓ, F ) where ℓ is an odd prime.
Now let’s write down the character formula for a supercuspidal representation
of PGL(2, F ). In order to do this, we need to move to the setting of T (F )∘. In
particular, the proposed character formula involves genuine characters of T (F )∘.
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Let  : WF → GL(2,ℂ) be a supercuspidal parameter for PGL(2, F ) so that
 = IndWFWE() for some regular pair (E/F, ). As discussed earlier, this gives us a
genuine character ̃ of E∗/N(E∗).
Definition 5.2.6. A genuine character ̃ of E∗/N(E∗) is called regular if (E/F, )
is regular, where  is the pullback of ̃ to E∗. A genuine character ̃ of T (F )∘ is
called regular if ̃ ∘  is regular.
Now recall from Theorem (5.2.1) the proposed character formula





, z ∈ T (F )reg
where w ∈ T (F )∘ is any element such that Π(w) = z. We naturally constructed
a genuine character ̃ of E∗/N(E∗). However, the functions in F (̃) have domain
T (F )∘. Recall that T (F )∘ ∼= E∗/N(E∗) by Lemma (5.2.5), so we can pull the
function ( ∘ )(w) and the Weyl group action in F (̃) back to E∗/N(E∗) via this
isomorphism, and leave our constructed ̃ as living on E∗/N(E∗). That is, we
consider





, z ∈ T (F )reg
where [w] ∈ E∗/N(E∗) such that Π(([w])) = z. Unwinding the definitions, we see
that
( ∘ )(([w])) = o(w)∣2([w])∣1/2 ∀[w] ∈ E∗/N(E∗), where we also write [w] as the
element in E∗/F ∗.
We also need to define the Weyl group action. The Weyl group action on
the  ∘ -cover is obtained as follows. If ([w], ) is an element of T (F )∘, then
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analogously to the real case (recall equation (3.1) in Chapter 3), define s([w], ) =
(s[w], ((s−1 − )([w]))) for s ∈ W = W (G(F ), T (F )) = Aut(E/F ), the relative
Weyl group. Note that this is well-defined. Simplifying this expression, we get
s([w], ) = ([w], (w/w)) when s ∈ W is nontrivial. Then, since our character
formula lives on E∗/N(E∗), we must pull back this action from T (F )∘ to E
∗/N(E∗)
via . Doing this, we see that we get
s[w] = −1(s([w])) = −1(s([w], o(w)∣2([w])∣1/2)) =
−1([w], o(w)∣2([w])∣1/2(w/w)) = −1([w], o(w)∣2([w])∣1/2) =
[w] ∀[w] ∈ E∗/N(E∗)
when s ∈ W = Aut(E/F ) is nontrivial, since ∣2([w])∣ = ∣w/w∣ = 1 ∀w ∈ E∗.
We note that the definition of regularity for a genuine character of T (F )∘ is
analogous to the definition of regularity for a genuine character ̃ of T (ℝ) for real
groups, since the notion in the setting of real groups is that ̃ is not fixed by any
element of the real Weyl group W (G(ℝ), T (ℝ)).
Finally we can write down the character formula. Recall again the formula
(see Theorem (5.2.1))





z ∈ T (F )reg
where w ∈ T (F )∘ such that Π(w) = z.
Then, pulling ( ∘ )(w) and the Weyl group action back to E∗/N(E∗) via ,
we get




where z ∈ E∗/F ∗ and [w] ∈ E∗/N(E∗) is some element that maps to z under the
map
E∗/N(E∗) → E∗/F ∗. We can also pull this character formula all the way back to
E∗, and we get
F (̃)(z) = (̃,Δ+, )
(w) + (−1,Δ)(w)
o(1− w/w)∣Δ0(w,Δ+)∣o(w)∣2(w)∣1/2
where z ∈ E∗/F ∗ and w ∈ E∗ is some element that maps to z under the map
E∗ → E∗/F ∗. We will see that this proposed character formula for PGL(2, F ) is
independent of the choice of  .
Note that our formula simplifies:







The reason is that if [w] ∈ E∗/N(E∗) maps to z ∈ E∗/F ∗, then 2(z) = w/w,
since the positive root of GL(2, F ) factors to PGL(2, F ) since roots are trivial
on the center. Moreover, it’s clear that the positive root of GL(2, F ) sends w to
w/w, and therefore Δ0(z,Δ+) = 1 − w/w. Finally, we recall that ∣D(z)∣1/2 =
∣Δ0(z,Δ+)∣∣2(z)∣1/2 from Chapter 3.
We also note that if we had made the other choice of Δ+, the denominator
in our character formula would include the term o(w − w) instead of o(w − w).
However, because our definition of (̃,Δ+, ) includes the term (Δ+) (see Section
(5.3)), our overall character formula F (̃) remains the same regardless of the choice
of positive root. The same line of reasoning is true for the case of GL(2, F ), which
we present next.
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Summing up, noting that T (F )∘ ∼= E∗/N(E∗), then we have given a method
of assigning a conjectural character formula for a supercuspidal representation of
PGL(2, F ), to a supercuspidal Weil parameter of PGL(2, F ), given by
⎧⎨⎩
irreducible  : WF → GL(2,ℂ)
witℎ det() = 1
⎫⎬⎭ 7→ ̃ ∈ T̂ (F )∘ 7→ F (̃)
We wish to make an important comment here: In the above derivation of our
character formula, we chose an isomorphism
E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘
[w] 7→ ([w], o(w)∣2([w])∣1/2)
which will be important for the proposed character formula. What if we chose a
different isomorphism? Well, any other isomorphism is of the form
E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘
[w] 7→ ([w], o(w)∣2([w])∣1/2(w))
for some character  of E∗/N(E∗). However, it is easy to see that in order for
this map to be bijective, one is forced to take a  that is a non-genuine character
of E∗/N(E∗) (which is a double cover of E∗/F ∗). That is,  factors to E∗/F ∗.
Moreover, for this to even be a morphism, it is easy to see that we need that 2 = 1.
Therefore,  is a quadratic character of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is trivial. But
since E/F has degree 2, E∗/(E∗)2F ∗ ∼= ℤ/2ℤ. Therefore,  = 1 or the nontrivial
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quadratic character of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is trivial. Therefore, there are two
possible choices of isomorphism
E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘
and we chose one of them.
When we do the case of PGL(ℓ, F ), we will see that there are no choices
involved, and that any isomorphism we make is unique. In the PGL(2, F ) case, the
cover E∗/N(E∗) does not necessarily split. For PGL(ℓ, F ), the cover E∗/ker(E/F )
does split when E/F ∕= 1, and the splitting is unique, so there are no choices that
we can make, and the cover is isomorphic (with a unique choice of isomorphism) to
the  ∘ -cover.
We should note that in the theory of real groups, via the theory from [2],
a Langlands parameter naturally induces a genuine character of a double cover of
T (ℝ). This double cover, as we have explained, is isomorphic to the -cover of T (ℝ),
and a choice of isomorphism is made. However, there is a canonical way to choose
an isomorphism, and one uses the theory of E-groups to do this.
Let us now compute our proposed character formula for GL(2, F ). Let  be
half the standard positive root of GL(2, F ). An elliptic torus in GL(2, F ) is of the
form T (F ) = E∗. Recall the denominator
(Δ0(z,Δ+))( ∘ )(w)
that was defined in Theorem (5.2.1). Although ( ∘)(w) is not naturally a function
on E∗ since in particular  is not naturally a function on E∗, it is naturally a function
on the  ∘ -cover of E∗. We now introduce yet another cover which is isomorphic
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to T (F )∘. This cover is just the pullback of the cover E
∗/N(E∗) → E∗/F ∗ in
PGL(2, F ), to GL(2, F ).
Definition 5.2.7. Let Υ : E∗/N(E∗) → E∗/F ∗ be the canonical projection map
given by Υ([z]) := [z]. We define E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) as the group arising in the
following pullback diagram:
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) −−−→ E∗/N(E∗)⏐⏐y ⏐⏐yΥ
E∗
w 7→[w]−−−−→ E∗/F ∗
That is,
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) = {(w, z) ∈ E∗ × E∗/N(E∗) : [w] = [z] ∈ E∗/F ∗}
Then we have
Lemma 5.2.8. E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘
Proof. An explicit isomorphism is given by
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗)
−→ T (F )∘
(w, [z]) 7→ (w,ℵE/F (z/w)o(w)∣2(w)∣1/2)
To see that this is injective, note that if w = 1, then z ∈ F ∗ by definition of pullback.
But then ℵE/F (z) = 1 implies that z ∈ N(E∗). To see surjectivity, suppose that
(w, ) ∈ T (F )∘. Then by definition of the pullback, we get o(w/w)∣2(w)∣ = 2.
But o(w/w) = o(w
2/N(w)) = o(w)
2. Thus,  = ±o(w)∣2(w)∣1/2. If  =
o(w)∣2(w)∣1/2, then (w, [w]) = (w, ). If  = −o(w)∣2(w)∣1/2, then (w, [xw]) =
(w, ), where x ∈ F ∗ ∖N(E∗).
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Here we have again chosen an isomorphism E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘.
This is important for the character formula. We will explain why this choice of
isomorphism is natural.





an observation made in Chapter 3. The reason why this is important is that the
term ∣D(w)∣1/2 apears in the supercuspidal characters (see Section (5.3)). We will
need this fact in the character formulas for PGL(2, F ), GL(2, F ), PGL(ℓ, F ), and
GL(ℓ, F ) where ℓ is an odd prime.
Now let’s write down the character formula for a supercuspidal representation
of GL(2, F ). In order to do this, we need to move to the setting of T (F )∘. In
particular, the proposed character formula involves genuine characters of T (F )∘.
Now let  : WF → GL(2,ℂ) be a supercuspidal parameter so that  =
IndWFWE() for some regular pair (E/F, ). Then this canonically gives a genuine
character ̃ of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) as follows. Define ̃(w, [z]) := (w)ℵE/F (z/w).
Definition 5.2.9. A genuine character ̃ of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) is called regular
if (E/F, ) is regular, where (w) := ̃(w, [z])ℵE/F (z/w). A genuine character ̃ of
T (F )∘ is called regular if ̃ ∘  is regular.
We have therefore given a map Ê∗ → (E∗×E∗/F ∗E∗/N(E∗))∧ given by  7→ ̃,
where ̃(w, [z]) := (w)ℵE/F (z/w). Note that we have a canonical map in the
other direction, (E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗))∧ → Ê∗, given by ̃ 7→ , where (w) :=
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̃(w, [z])ℵE/F (z/w). We will regularly go back and forth between characters of E∗
and genuine characters of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗). In particular, when we write ̃,
a genuine character of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗), we will sometimes keep in mind that
there is a canonical character  of E∗ that ̃ comes from via the above maps.
Now recall the proposed character formula from Theorem (5.2.1):





, z ∈ T (F )reg
where w ∈ T (F )∘ such that Π(w) = z. We have naturally constructed a genuine
character ̃ of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗). However, the functions in F (̃) have domain
T (F )∘. Recall that T (F )∘ ∼= E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗), so we can pull the function
( ∘ )(w) and the Weyl group action in F (̃) back to E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) via
this isomorphism from Lemma (5.2.8), and leave our constructed ̃ as living on
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗). That is, we consider




(Δ0(w,Δ+))( ∘ )((w, [z]))
, w ∈ T (F )reg
where (w, [z]) ∈ E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) such that Π(((w, [z]))) = w. Unwinding the
definitions, we see that ( ∘ )(((w, [z]))) = ℵE/F (z/w)o(w)∣2(w)∣1/2 ∀ (w, [z]) ∈
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗).
We also need to define the Weyl group action. The Weyl group action on
the  ∘ -cover is obtained as follows. If (w, ) is an element of T (F )∘, then
analogously to the real case (recall equation (3.1) in Chapter 3), define s(w, ) =
(sw, ((s−1 − )(w))) for s ∈ W = W (G(F ), T (F )) = Aut(E/F ), the relative
Weyl group. Note that this is well-defined. Simplifying this expression, we get
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s(w, ) = (w, (w/w)) when s ∈ W = Aut(E/F ) is nontrivial. Then, since our
character formula lives on E∗×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗), we must pull back this action from
T (F )∘ to E
∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) via . Doing this, we see that we get
s(w, [z]) = −1(s(w, [z])) = −1(s(w,ℵE/F (z/w)o(w)∣2(w)∣1/2)) =
−1(w,ℵE/F (z/w)o(w)∣2(w)∣1/2(w/w))) =
−1(w,ℵE/F (z/w)o(w)∣2(w)∣1/2) =
(w, [z]) ∀(w, [z]) ∈ E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗)
when s ∈ W = Aut(E/F ) is nontrivial. Note that in defining this Weyl group
action, we implicitly used the isomorphism
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘
(w, z) 7→ (w,ℵE/F (z/w)(w)).
We note that the definition of regularity for a genuine character of T (F )∘ is
analogous to the definition of regularity for a genuine character ̃ of T (ℝ) for real
groups, since the notion in the setting of real groups is that ̃ is not fixed by any
element of the real Weyl group W (G(ℝ), T (ℝ)).
Finally, we can write down the character formula. Pulling back  ∘  and the
Weyl group action back to E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) via , the character formula is




























, w ∈ T (F )reg
since ∣D(w)∣1/2 = ∣Δ0(w,Δ+)∣∣2(w)∣1/2 from Chapter 3.
We also note that if we had made the other choice of Δ+, the denominator
in our character formula would include the term o(w − w) instead of o(w − w).
However, because our definition of (̃,Δ+, ) includes the term (Δ+) (see Section
(5.3)), our overall character formula F (̃) remains the same regardless of the choice
of positive root.
Summing up, noting that T (F )∘ ∼= E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗), then we have
given a method of assigning a conjectural character formula for a supercuspidal
representation of GL(2, F ) to a supercuspidal Weil parameter of GL(2, F ), given by
{
irreducible  : WF → GL(2,ℂ)
}
7→ ̃ ∈ T̂ (F )∘ 7→ F (̃)
We wish to make the following important comment. In our formulation above,
we chose an isomorphism
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘
(w, [z]) 7→ (w,ℵE/F (z/w)o(w)∣2(w)∣1/2)
What if we chose a different isomorphism? Well, it is easy to see that any other
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isomorphism is of the form
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘
(w, [z]) 7→ (w,ℵE/F (z/w)o(w)∣2(w)∣1/2(w, z))
for some character  of E∗×E∗/N(E∗). But to make this map bijective, it must be
that  is in fact a non-genuine character of E∗×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) (which is a double
cover of E∗), and therefore,  factors to E∗, so any isomorphism is of the form
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘
(w, [z]) 7→ (w,ℵE/F (z/w)o(w)∣2(w)∣1/2(w))
for some character  of E∗. For this to be even a morphism, we need that 2 = 1.
Moreover, using this isomorphism for our character formula, we get





w ∈ T (F )reg
The key point now is that if we take a regular pair (E/F, ) for PGL(2, F ) (i.e.
such that ∣F ∗ = ℵE/F ), and stick it in this character formula, we want to obtain
a supercuspidal character of PGL(2, F ). This is the bare minimum that we would
ask for in a character formula for GL(2, F ) if we wanted it to generalize a character
formula for PGL(2, F ). Suppose we make this request. Well, we will show with a
lot of work that the supercuspidal representation corresponding to





w ∈ T (F )reg
will be Δ. Then since representations of PGL(2, F ) have trivial central char-
acter, and since (Δ)∣F ∗ = 1, then this would force ∣F ∗ = 1. Therefore,  is a
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character of E∗ such that ∣F ∗ = 1 and 2 = 1. Thus,  factors to a character
of E∗/F ∗ whose square is 1. Since E/F has degree 2, (E∗)2F ∗ = ℤ/2ℤ, and thus
this forces  = 1 or  the unique nontrivial quadratic character of E∗ whose re-
striction to F ∗ is trivial. What we conclude is that this bare minimum requirement
on our character formula for GL(2, F ) forces us to only really consider two possible
isomorphisms
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘
Another requirement we should have is the following: The character formula for
GL(2, F ) must be compatible with the character formula for PGL(2, F ). That is,
if we take a supercuspidal representation of GL(2, F ) with trivial central character,
and feed it into the general character formula for GL(2, F ) and PGL(2, F ), we must
obtain the same formula. It should not be the case that if one takes a representation
ofGL(2, F ) with trivial central character, and view it as a representation ofGL(2, F )
or PGL(2, F ), one gets different character formulas. Let’s say this a different way:
We chose an isomorphism
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘
But it is important to note that if any other isomorphism was chosen, then the
resulting character formula would not have been compatible with the formula for
PGL(2, F ). That is, if we took a regular pair (E/F, ) for PGL(2, F ) (i.e. such that
∣F ∗ = ℵE/F ) and fed it through our PGL(2, F ) and GL(2, F ) character formulas
described earlier in this section, we would get different supercuspidal representations.
Thus, in a sense, the theory for GL(2, F ) is determined by the theory for PGL(2, F ).
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We should note again that in the theory of real groups, via the theory from
[2], a Langlands parameter naturally induces a genuine character of a double cover
of T (ℝ). This double cover, as we have explained, is isomorphic to the -cover of
T (ℝ), and a choice of isomorphism is made. However, there is a canonical way to
choose an isomorphism, and one uses the theory of E-groups to do this.
Again, as for PGL(2, F ), we will see that the proposed character formula for
GL(2, F ) is independent of the choice of  .
5.3 The constant (̃,Δ+, )
We now turn to the question of defining the constant (̃,Δ+, ). We recall the
main theorem describing the distribution characters of positive depth supercuspidal
representations of GL(ℓ, F ), where ℓ is prime. We note that there is an analogous
definition of regular pair (E/F, ) when E/F has degree ℓ, and this is discussed
further in Section (7.1).
Theorem 5.3.1. [9, Theorem 5.3.2] 1 Let (E/F, ) be a regular pair where E/F has
degree ℓ and  has positive level, and write G′ = E∗. Let  =  be the associated
positive depth supercuspidal representation of GL(ℓ, F ) given by Theorem (4.3.2).
Then
1In [9], X is the notation used instead of () (recall the notation () from Section 4.3).
The notation X is a bit misleading, because the element X depends on , not just . Since the















(wt)((), wY ) if 0 < n() ≤ r/2 and  = gt wℎere
t = z(1 + Y ) witℎ z ∈ Z, g ∈ G,
and Y ∈ g′n() ∖ (zn() + g′n()+)
(z)()(Y ) if n() > r/2 and  = z(1 +
gY ) witℎ
g ∈ G, z ∈ Z, and Y ∈ Vn()
0 otherwise
Here, C := c (g
′)c−1 (g)∣D()∣−
1
2 ∣(())∣− 12 is defined in [9, Section 5.3].2 The
notation is explained in [9, Chapters 4-5]. In particular, D and  denote the Weyl
discriminants of G and g, respectively.
To define (̃,Δ+, ), we need to calculate the constant ((), Y ) in the
above theorem. We refer the reader to [9, Theorem 5.3.2] and [9, page 55] for
various notation. We follow the same notation.
Recall G = GL(2, F ), g = gl(2, F ), G′ = E∗, g′ = E where E/F is a quadratic
extension. We have a direct sum decomposition g = g′+g⊥ where the perpendicular
is taken with respect to the trace form < Z1, Z2 >:= Tr(Z1Z2) ∀Z1, Z2 ∈ g. Recall
our fixed additive character  of F . Let V,W ∈ g⊥. Then we define
Q((),Y )(V,W ) := (trace([(),W ][V, Y ])/2).
2In [9], Λ is used to denote a fixed additive character of F . In [5],  is used to denote a fixed
additive character of F . We prefer to use the notation  .
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Q((),Y )(V,W ) is a non-degenerate, symmetric, bilinear form on g
⊥. Then, ((),Y )
is by definition the Weil Index of  ∘ Q((),Y ) (see [17]). Let us calculate ((),Y ).
We will use various properties about the Weil index listed in the appendix.
We may embed G′ in G as follows. If E = F (), where  =
√





⎞⎟⎟⎠ , a, d ∈ F, a, d ∕= 0











⎞⎟⎟⎠ : a, b ∈ F
⎫⎬⎭







⎞⎟⎟⎠, for x, y ∈ F ∗. With this into account, g⊥ is determined as follows
: Let C =
⎛⎜⎜⎝ a b
c d


























⎞⎟⎟⎠ : a, b ∈ F
⎫⎬⎭
Lemma 5.3.3. If () =
⎛⎜⎜⎝ a x
xΔ a
⎞⎟⎟⎠ and Y =
⎛⎜⎜⎝ t y
yΔ t
⎞⎟⎟⎠ are arbitrary elements
in g′, then the matrix of the quadratic form Q((),Y ) is⎛⎜⎜⎝ 4xyΔ 0
0 −4xyΔ2
⎞⎟⎟⎠
Proof. First note that the matrices A =
⎛⎜⎜⎝ 1 0
0 −1










⎞⎟⎟⎠ ∈ g⊥ be arbitrary.
Then
Q((),Y )(V,W ) = −4bdxyΔ2 + 4acxyΔ.
NowQ((),Y )(A,A) = 4xyΔ, Q((),Y )(B,B) = −4xyΔ2, andQ((),Y )(A,B) =
Q((),Y )(B,A) = 0. Therefore the matrix of the quadratic form Q((),Y ) is⎛⎜⎜⎝ 4xyΔ 0
0 −4xyΔ2
⎞⎟⎟⎠
Lemma 5.3.4. Let () =
⎛⎜⎜⎝ a x
xΔ a
⎞⎟⎟⎠ and Y =
⎛⎜⎜⎝ t y
yΔ t
⎞⎟⎟⎠ ∈ g′. Then
((), Y ) = (x,Δ)F (y,Δ)F F (Δ,  )
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Proof. By Definition (A.0.9), we have
( ∘Q((),Y )) = ℎF (Q((),Y ))F ( )nF (det(Q((),Y )),  )
In our case, n = 2, and we also have that by Lemma (A.0.10),
ℎF (Q((),Y )) = (4xyΔ,−4xyΔ2)F = (Δ,−xy)F
Then, Lemmas (A.0.8) and (5.3.3) imply that
F ( )
2 = F (−1,  )−1 and
F (det(Q((),Y )),  ) = F (−16x2y2Δ3,  ) = F (−Δ,  )
Thus, by Lemma (A.0.8),
( ∘Q((),Y )) = (Δ,−xy)FF (−1,  )−1F (−Δ,  ) =
(Δ,−xy)F F (Δ,  )(−1,Δ)F = (x,Δ)(y,Δ)F (Δ,  )
Definition 5.3.5. Let (E/F, ) be a regular pair such that  has positive level.
Associated to (E/F, ) is an element () (from Section (4.3)) and a supercuspidal
representation  :=  via Theorem (4.3.2). Now, () ∈ E∗, so () = a + x
for some a, x ∈ F . Let deg() denote the formal degree of . Let Δ+ be a
choice of a positive root of GL(2, F ) with respect to the diagonal maximal torus
T (F ). Define (Δ+) to be 1 if Δ+ is the standard positive root and define (Δ+)
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to be o(−1) if Δ+ is the opposite positive root. Then, we define (̃,Δ+, ) :=
deg()(x,Δ)F (Δ,  )o(2)c (g
′)c−1 (g)∣(())∣−
1
2 (Δ+) where c (g
′), c (g), and
(()) are defined in [9, Chapter 5].
In the calculations we will make throughout the rest of this chapter and the
next, we will make a choice of Δ+ to be the standard set of positive roots. There-
fore, the term (Δ+) is just 1, and therefore this term will not appear in most of
our calculations and formulas. We will show later that all of our results will be
independent of the choice of Δ+.
5.4 On certain decompositions associated to elements of E∗
Before moving on, we need to understand the sets n() = 0 and 0 < n() ≤ r/2
(cf Theorem (5.3.1)). We will determine explicitly how to write an element w ∈ E∗
such that 0 < n(w) ≤ r/2 in the form z(1+Y ), where z,Y are from Theorem (5.3.1).
We will refer to z(1 + Y ) as the decomposition of w.
We recall some relevant notions and definitions from [9, Section 5.3, Section
3.2]. We define a filtration on E∗ by setting G′t := 1 + p
┌te┐
E for t > 0, where e is the
ramification index of E over F and G′ := E∗. For example, when E/F is ramified,















E. Recall that Z(G) denotes the
center of G = GL(2, F ), so Z(G) = F ∗.
Definition 5.4.1. Let w ∈ Z(G)G′0+ . Then n(w) is defined by w ∈ Z(G)G′n(w) ∖
Z(G)G′n(w)+ . The decomposition of w by definition is the writing of w in the form
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w = ab where a ∈ Z(G), b ∈ G′n(w) and such that w is not in Z(G)G′n(w)+ .
Definition 5.4.2. If w is not in Z(G)G′0+ = F
∗(1 + pE), then define n(w) = 0.
We will now determine the decompositions of all elements of E∗. We separate
this into various cases. We first deal with the situation where E/F is ramified. Then
E = F (
√
p) or E = F (
√
dp), where d ∈ o∗F is not a square. Everything we prove
will be for E = F (
√




Lemma 5.4.3. Let w = pnu+ pmv ∈ E∗, where u, v ∈ o∗F , and n,m ∈ ℤ such that









Thus, w ∈ F ∗U2m−2n+1E . Moreover, w is not in F ∗U
2m−2n+2
E . Therefore, the decom-

















Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that w = x(1 + s(
√









2 ) = 1 + spm−n+1
Well, x ∈ F ∗ is arbitrary, therefore x−1pnu ∈ F ∗ is arbitrary, so the proof of the
Lemma reduces to showing that there is no y ∈ F ∗ such that y(1 + v′pm−n+ 12 ) =
1 + spm−n+1 for v′ ∈ UF , s ∈ UE. By way of contradiction, suppose such a y existed.
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We consider power series expansions of various elements. Let y = pk(y0 + y1p+ ...),
where k ∈ ℤ, y0 ∕= 0, let v′ = v′0 + v′1p+ ..., where v′0 ∕= 0, and let s = s0 + s1
√
p+ ...,
where s0 ∕= 0. Then we have






2 ) = 1 + (s0 + s1
√
p+ ...)pm−n+1
Comparing leading coefficients, this implies that k = 0 and y0 = 1. Therefore,





m−n+3/2 + ...) = 1 + (s0 + s1
√
p+ ...)pm−n+1
But expanding the left hand side, we see that





m−n+3/2 + ...) = 1 + v′0p
m−n+ 1
2 + y1p+ ...
On the other hand, 1 + (s0 + s1
√
p+ ...)pm−n+1 does not have a pm−n+
1
2 term, and
this implies that v′0 = 0. But v
′ is a unit, so we have a contradiction. Therefore, the









Lemma 5.4.4. Let w = pnu + pmv ∈ E∗ where u = 0 and v ∕= 0. Then w is not
in F ∗U1E, and so n(w) = 0.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that w = x(1+s
√
p) where s ∈ UE, x ∈ F ∗.
Then x−1pmv ∈ U1E. x is arbitrary, so the proof of the Lemma reduces to showing
that there is no y ∈ F ∗ such that y ∈ U1E. Suppose such a y existed. Then this
would mean that y has to have leading term 1 in its power series expansion, which




Lemma 5.4.5. Let w = pnu+ pmv ∈ E∗, where u, v ∈ F both non zero, n,m ∈ ℤ
such that n > m. Then w is not in F ∗(1 + pE). Thus, n(w) = 0.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that w = x(1 + s
√
p), x ∈ F ∗, s ∈ UE.











2 + pn−mu′) = 1 + sp
1
2 . Since x is arbitrary in F ∗, the
proof of the Lemma reduces to showing that there is no y ∈ F ∗ such that
y(p
1
2 + pn−mu′) ∈ 1 + pE
where u′ ∈ UF , s ∈ UE. By way of contradiction, suppose such a y existed, with
y = pk(y0 + y1p+ ...), y0 ∕= 0, so that
pk(y0 + y1p+ ...)(p
1
2 + pn−mu′) = 1 + s0p
1
2 + s1p+ ...
for some s = s0p
1
2 + s1p + ... ∈ 1 + pE. Comparing leading terms, this implies that
k = 0. But the leading term of (y0 + y1p + ...)(p
1
2 + pn−mu′) is not 1, so we have a
contradiction. Therefore, w is not in F ∗(1 + pE), so n(w) = 0.
We note that if w = pnu + pmv ∈ E∗ where v = 0 and u ∕= 0, then w ∈ F ∗,
and this case is irrelevant since the character is only valid on the regular set.
We now describe the decomposition of elements of E∗ when E/F is unramified.
Then E = F (
√
Δ) where Δ ∈ F ∗ is a non-square unit. In this case, for example we
have G′1 = 1 + pE and G
′
1/4 = 1 + pE.
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Lemma 5.4.6. Let w = pnu+ pmv ∈ E∗, where u, v ∈ F both non zero, n,m ∈ ℤ







Thus, w ∈ F ∗Um−nE , so n(w) > 0. Moreover, w is not in F ∗U
m−n+1
E . Therefore, the







Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that w = x(1+spm−n+1), for s ∈ UE, x ∈ F ∗.
Then, we get x−1pnu(1 + pm−n v
u
) = 1 + spm−n+1. x is arbitrary in F ∗, so the proof
of the Lemma reduces to showing that there is no y ∈ F ∗ such that y(1 +pm−n v
u
) ∈
1+pm−n+1E . Suppose such a y existed. We consider power series expansions of various
elements. Let y = pk(y0 + y1p+ ...). So p
k(y0 + y1p+ ...)(1 + p
m−n v
u
) ∈ 1 + pm−n+1E .
Comparing leading terms we get that k = 0 and y0 = 1. Thus






= 1 + spm−n+1 (5.1)
for some s ∈ UE. Comparing powers of p on both sides of (5.1), we must have




Let v′ = v′0 + v
′






m−n + ... Again, comparing terms in (5.1), we must have that
ym−n + v
′
00 = 0. Since u, v are non-zero units, we have v
′




But this is a contradiction. The reason is that −ym−n
v′0
∈ F , but 0 can’t be in F .
To see this, recall that 2 = Δ. If Δ = a0 + a1p + ..., then 
2 = Δ implies 20 = a0.
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So if 0 ∈ F , then this says that a0 is a square in F , so by Lemma (A.0.6), Δ
would be a square, which is a contradiction. Therefore,




is the decomposition in this case.
Lemma 5.4.7. Let w = pnu + pmv ∈ E∗, where u = 0 and v is non-zero. Then,
w is not in F ∗(1 + pE), and thus n(w) = 0.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that w ∈ F ∗(1+pE), so pmv = x(1+sp), s ∈
UE, x ∈ F ∗. Thus x−1pmv = 1 + sp. x is arbitrary in F ∗, therefore x−1pmv is
arbitrary in F ∗, so the proof of the Lemma reduces to showing that there is no
y ∈ F ∗ such that y ∈ 1 + pE. Well let y = y0 + y1p + ...,  = 0 + 1p + ... be the
power series expansions of y, . Then suppose
(y0 + y1p+ ...)(0 + 1p+ ...) ∈ 1 + pE
Comparing leading terms, this implies that y00 = 1. Let Δ = a0 + a1p+ .... Recall
that a0 is not a square in F by Lemma (A.0.6). Since 
2 = Δ, we have that 20 = a0.
Then squaring both sides of the equation y00 = 1, we get that a0y
2
0 = 1, which
implies that a0 is a square in F since y0 ∈ F . This is a contradiction, since we
mentioned before that a0 can’t be a square in F . Therefore, w is not in F
∗(1 + pE),
so n(w) = 0.
Lemma 5.4.8. Let w = pnu+ pmv ∈ E∗, where u, v are both nonzero and n = m.
Then n(w) = 0, i.e. w is not in F ∗(1 + pE).
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Proof. Rewrite w as w = pnu(1 + v
u
). Suppose by way of contradiction that w =
x(1 + sp), s ∈ UE, x ∈ F ∗. Then x−1pnu(1 + vu ) = 1 + sp. But x ∈ F
∗ is arbitrary,
so x−1pnu ∈ F ∗ is arbitrary. Therefore, the proof of the Lemma reduces to showing
that there is no y ∈ F ∗ such that y(1 + v
u
) = 1 + sp ∈ U1E. Suppose by way of
contradiction that such a y existed. Well, let y = pk(y0 + y1p+ ...). Then we have




Comparing leading terms we get that k = 0 and y0 = 1. Thus,
(1 + y1p+ y2p
2 + ...)(1 +
v
u
) = 1 + sp
Let y′ = y1p + y2p
2 + .... Then (1 + y1p + y2p
2 + ...)(1 + v
u
) = 1 + v
u
+ y′ + y′ v
u
.
Now, since v, u ∈ UF ,  ∈ UE we have y′, y′ vu ∈ pE. Recall that we are trying to




+ y′ + y′
v
u
∈ 1 + pE
This is equivalent to showing a contradiction in
v
u




But since y′ + y′ v
u




by subtracting y′+y′ v
u
from both sides. But v
u
is a unit, so we have a contradiction,
and so w is not in F ∗(1 + pE), so n(w) = 0.
Lemma 5.4.9. Let w = pnu + pmv ∈ E∗, and where u, v are both nonzero, and
n > m. Then n(w) = 0, i.e. w is not in F ∗(1 + pE).
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Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that w = pnu + pmv ∈ F ∗U1E. Rewrite w
as w = pmv(+pn−mu
v
). So suppose by way of contradiction that pmv(+pn−mu
v
) =
x(1 + sp), s ∈ UE, x ∈ F ∗. So x−1pmv( + pn−muv ) ∈ 1 + pE. Since x ∈ F
∗ is
arbitrary, the proof of the Lemma reduces to showing there is no y ∈ F ∗ such that
y( + pn−mu
v
) ∈ 1 + pE. Suppose such a y existed. Let y = pk(y0 + y1p + ...),
 = 0 + 1p+ .... By comparing coefficients, get k = 0 and y00 = 1. But y0 ∈ F ,
so this implies that 0 ∈ F . But this is a contradiction since if Δ = Δ0 + Δ1p+ ...,
then since Δ0 = 
2
0, we’d have that Δ0 is the square of an element of F , which
would imply by Lemma (A.0.6) that Δ is a square. Therefore, w is not in F ∗(1+pE),
so n(w) = 0.
We note that if w = pnu + pmv ∈ E∗, where v = 0 and u ∕= 0, then w ∈ F ∗,
and this case is irrelevant since the character is only valid on the regular set.
5.5 The proof that our conjectural character formulas agree with
positive depth supercuspidal characters
Here we prove that on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}, our
conjectured character formula agrees with the character of a specific positive depth
supercuspidal representation of GL(2, F ), and this supercuspidal is the one given
by the local Langlands correspondence. In Sections (5.6) and (5.7), we prove that
there are no other supercuspidal representations whose character agrees with ours
on this range. Therefore, we have a canonical way of attaching a supercuspidal
representation to our conjectured character formula F (̃). Note again that when we
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study the ranges {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}, we do not consider elements w ∈ F ∗
since distribution characters are not defined on F ∗.
In the remainder of the chapter and the next, we will deal exclusively with
GL(2, F ), and so we set T (F ) = E∗. Recall from Section (5.2) that our proposed
character formula simplifies to
F (̃)(w) = (̃,Δ+, )
(w) + (−1,Δ)(w)
o(w − w)∣D(w)∣1/2
, w ∈ T (F )reg
It will be useful for computational purposes to rewrite this formula as






, w ∈ T (F )reg
where
(̃,Δ+, w) := deg()(x,Δ)F(Δ,  )C
and
C := c (g
′)c−1 (g)∣D()∣
−1/2∣(())∣−1/2
is as in Section (5.3). We will use this rewritten version for the rest of Chapter 5.
Note that F (̃) is independent of the choice of  because w−w
2
∈ F ∗, and we have
required only that o∣F ∗ = ℵE/F . We will start by assuming that all of our regular
pairs (E/F, ) are minimal (cf Section (4.1)), and then we will show that there is
no harm in assuming this, and that all of our results are true for arbitrary regular
pairs.
First we consider the case that E/F is ramified, so we may take E = F ()
where  =
√
p or  =
√
dp where d ∈ o∗F is not a square. Without loss of generality
we let  =
√




We must first conduct a careful analysis of the supercuspidal characters in the
0 < n(w) ≤ r/2 range. Recall that n(w) > 0 if and only if either
i) w = pnu+ pmv where n ≤ m or
ii) w = pnu ∈ F ∗ with u ∕= 0
We ignore case (ii) because characters are only defined on the regular set.
Lemma 5.5.1. ((), Y ) = (x,Δ)F(Δ,  )(
w−w
2
)(w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) > 0 for
any character  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a power
of 2. Similarly, ((), sY ) = (x,Δ)F(Δ,  )(
w−w
2
)(w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) > 0
for any character  of E∗ and whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a
power of 2, where 1 ∕= s ∈ W = W (G(F ), T (F )).
Proof. Let us recall one of the results of Section (5.3) involving ((), Y ): If
(), Y embed in g′ as () =
⎛⎜⎜⎝ a x
xΔ a




((), Y ) = (x,Δ)F (y,Δ)F F (Δ,  )
If w = m + n ∈ E∗ where m,n ∈ F ∗, and n(w) > 0, then as we have seen in
the previous section, the decomposition of w is w = m(1 + n/m). Thus, since
(n/m,Δ) = (n,Δ)(m,Δ), and since m = w+w
2
and n = w−w
2
, we have that










where () = a+ x.
Now, w+w
2




(1 + w/w)), but since n(w) > 0, we have
w ∈ F ∗U1E, so w/w ⊂ U1E since if w = xu where x ∈ F ∗, u ∈ U1E, then w/w = u/u,
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which is clearly in U1E. So
1
2
(1 + w/w) ∈ U1E, and therefore (12(1 + w/w)) = 1 by
Lemma (A.0.5).






) ((w)(w) + (−1,Δ)(w)(w))
∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 < n(w) ≤ r/2 and for any character  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is











∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 < n(w) ≤ r/2.
Recall that our conjectured character formula is






w ∈ T (F )reg
where (̃,Δ+, w) = deg()(x,Δ)F(Δ,  )C. We have therefore proven the follow-
ing proposition.
Proposition 5.5.2. F (̃) agrees with the character of the supercuspidal represen-
tation −1 in the 0 < n(w) ≤ r/2 range, where  is any character of E∗ whose
restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a power of 2.
So the above analysis shows F (̃)(w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 < n(w) ≤ r/2
where  = −1 for any character  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and









∈ F ∗ and o∣F ∗ = ∣F ∗ = ℵE/F . Equivalently, the above analysis shows
F (̃)(w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 < n(w) ≤ r/2 where  =  for any character  of
E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a power of 2, since if  is a
character of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a power of 2,
then so is −1. We will use the  =  version in what follows for ease of notation,
although it makes no difference which version we use. We have therefore proven the
following proposition.
We will need to investigate the n(w) = 0 range to see which such characters
 can arise, if any. We will show that our conjectured formula agrees with a super-
cuspidal character in the n(w) = 0 range, for a unique . We will also show that
 = Δ, the twist coming from the local Langlands correspondence. A priori there
is no reason for our proposed formula to agree with any supercuspidal character on
the n(w) = 0 level. We now investigate the n(w) = 0 range.
Lemma 5.5.3.






)) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
for any character Ω of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a
power of 2.
Proof. Recall that n(w) = 0 if and only if either
i) w = pnu+ pmv, where u, v are both nonzero, n > m, or
ii) w = pmv, where v is nonzero.
In case (i), w

= pmv + pn u

= pmv(1 + pn−m u
v
). Note that 1 + pn−m u
v
∈ U1E
since n > m (and thus val(p
n−m








character Ω of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F . So suppose Ω has order a
power of 2. Then Ω is trivial on U1E by Lemma A.0.5, and thus we have that
Ω(w

) = Ω(pmv(1 + pn−m u
v




















) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
where Ω is any character of E∗ whose order is a power of 2.
Thus, since o(−1) = (−1,Δ), F (̃) simplifies in the n(w) = 0 range.




















)) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0









deg()C((w)(w) + (w)(w)) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
for some character  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a
power of 2.
Note that we proved earlier that F (̃)(w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 < n(w) ≤ r/2
for any such . So what we will now prove is that there exists a  such that
F (̃)(w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2. This  will be Δ. We will later










deg()C((w)(w) + (w)(w)) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
for some character  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a
power of 2.
Proof. Unwinding the definitions, one can see that to prove the lemma, it suffices
to show that (x,Δ)(Δ,  )(w)Ω(
w

) = (w)(w), for some character  of E∗
whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F , and whose order is a power of 2, which simplifies to
Ω() = (x,Δ)F(Δ,  )
Ω(w)
(w)
. But recall that Ω was any arbitrary character of E∗
whose restriction to F ∗ was ℵE/F , and whose order was a power of 2. If we let Ω = ,
then we are reduced to showing that there is some character  of E∗ whose restriction
to F ∗ was ℵE/F , and whose order is a power of 2, such that () = (x,Δ)F(Δ,  ).
We claim that  := Δ is such a character.
So we want to show that Δ() = (x,Δ)F(Δ,  ). We need to investigate
the term (). Note that () = () since ∣1+pE ≡ 1. We prefer to work with
(). Firstly, since E/F is ramified,  has odd level n = 2m + 1 [5, Chapter 19].
We also have () ∈ p−nE (cf Section (4.3)). So let () = pku+ pℓv. The fact that





we get ℵE/F (((), $)) = (v0,Δ) where v0 is the leading term of the power series
expansion of v. But (v0,Δ) = (v,Δ). Moreover, () ∈ p−nE implies that −n =
2ℓ+ 1. Now, by definition of x, we get that x = p
ℓv.
Therefore, by definition of Δ, we have Δ() = (v,Δ)E/F ( )
n and we wish
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to show that this is equal to (x,Δ)(Δ,  ) = (p
ℓv,Δ)(Δ,  ). Cancelling out
terms, we want to show that (pℓ,Δ)(Δ,  ) = E/F ( )
−2ℓ−1 since −n = 2ℓ + 1.
Well, we know that
E/F ( )
−2ℓ = (−1)ℓ
(cf [5, page 217]) Thus we are reduced to showing that E/F ( ) = (Δ,  )
−1 since
(p,Δ) = −1. But we prove this in Section (5.8).
Therefore, we have proven the following, when E/F is ramified.
Theorem 5.5.5. F (̃) agrees with the character of the supercuspidal representation
Δ on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}.
What we have actually proven is that if (E/F, ) is a minimal regular pair
with E/F ramified and  having positive level, then F (̃) agrees with the character
of the supercuspidal representation Δ on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}.
To prove this for an arbitrary regular pair follows from this. For if (E/F, ) is
an arbitrary regular pair, then there exists a minimal regular pair (E/F, ′) such
that  = ′E where E =  ∘ NE/F for some  ∈ F̂ ∗. Moreover,  = ′ by
definition. We proved above that F (̃′) = ′Δ′
on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤




E(w)F (̃′)(w) = F (̃′E)(w) = F (̃)(w) on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}.
Now we consider the case E/F is unramified, so  =
√
Δ, where Δ ∈ o∗F is
not a square.
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Recall that the conjectured formula is






w ∈ T (F )reg
where (̃,Δ+, w) = deg()(x,Δ)F(Δ,  )C. Note that (−1,Δ) = 1 since E/F is
unramified. This term will therefore sometimes be removed from formulas.
We again first conduct a careful analysis of the supercuspidal characters eval-
uated on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 < n(w) ≤ r/2}. Recall from Section (5.4) that
when E/F is unramified, n(w) > 0 if and only if either
i) w = pnu+ pmv, u, v ∈ o∗F where n < m or
ii) w = pnu ∈ F ∗, u ∈ o∗F
Again, we ignore case (ii) since characters are only valid on the regular set.
Proposition 5.5.6. F (̃) agrees with the character of the supercuspidal represen-
tation −1 in the 0 < n(w) ≤ r/2 range, where  is any character of E∗ whose
restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a power of 2.








1 ∕= s ∈ W = Aut(E/F ) and () = a + x, for a, x ∈ F . The reasoning is as






)). Now, w = pnu+pmv with n < m, so
























) ∈ U1E, and so (12(1 +
w
w










) ((w)(w) + (−1,Δ)(w)(w))
∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 < n(w) ≤ r/2
for any character  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a power











∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 < n(w) ≤ r/2
The above analysis shows F (̃)(w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 < n(w) < r/2
where  = −1 for any character  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and








∈ F ∗ and o∣F ∗ = ∣F ∗ = ℵE/F . Equivalently, the above analysis shows
F (̃)(w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 < n(w) < r/2 where  = , since if  is a character
of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a power of 2, then so is
−1. We will use the  =  version in what follows for ease of notation, although
it makes no difference which version we use.
We will need to investigate the n(w) = 0 range to see which such characters
 can arise, if any. We will show that our conjectured formula agrees with a super-
cuspidal character in the n(w) = 0 range, for a unique . We will also show that
 = Δ, the twist coming from the local Langlands correspondence. A priori there
is no reason for our proposed formula to agree with any supercuspidal character on
the n(w) = 0 level. We now investigate the n(w) = 0 range.
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Lemma 5.5.7.






)) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
for the unique unramified character Ω of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F .
Proof. Recall that n(w) = 0 if and only if either
i) w = pnu+ pmv, where u, v are both nonzero, n > m, or
ii) w = pmv, where v is nonzero.
iii) w = pnu+ pmv, where n = m and u, v are both non-zero.
In case (i), w

= pmv + pn u

= pmv(1 + pn−m u
v








) since o∣F ∗ = ℵE/F . But Ω is trivial on U1E by Lemma
(A.0.5). Therefore, we have Ω(w

) = Ω(pmv(1 + pn−m u
v













). In case (iii),
w = pnu + pmv with n = m, so w = pn(u + v). But then, u + v ∈ o∗E since
if the power series expansions of u, v,  are u = u0 + ..., v = v0 + ...,  = 0 + ...,
then if u + v ∈ oE − o∗E, then comparing leading coefficients gives u0 + v00 = 0,
so 0 = −u0/v0 ∈ F , which as we have seen, implies that Δ is a square. Thus,
Ω(w) = Ω(pn)Ω(u+ v) = Ω(pn) = Ω(pnv) since Ω(v) = 1 since Ω is unramified. In












Since o(−1) = (−1,Δ) = 1, F (̃) simplifies in the n(w) = 0 range.





















)) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0.
We now want to show that F (̃)(w) is equal to
(w) = deg()C()((w) + (w)) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
for  =  for some character  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose
order is a power of 2. Note that Ω() = 1 since Ω is unramified, and therefore, we
are reduced to showing that
(̃,Δ+, w) ((w)Ω(w) + (w)Ω(w)) =
deg()C()((w)(w) + (w)(w)) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
for some character . We will show that  = Δ works.
Note that we proved earlier that F (̃)(w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 < n(w) ≤ r/2
for any such . So what we will prove now is that there exists a  such that
F (̃)(w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2.
Unwinding the definitions, one can see that to prove F (̃)(w) = (w) ∀w ∈
E∗ : n(w) = 0 for  = , it suffices to show that
(x,Δ)(Δ,  )(w)Ω(w) = (w)(w)() ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0.
Lemma 5.5.8. () = (x,Δ)F(Δ,  ).
Proof. () is defined such that if G = GL(ℓ, F ), and if the inducing subgroup of
the representation is G′Gx,r/2 (see [9, page 7,34-35,65]), then we have the () = 1 if
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gx,r/2 = gx,r/2+ , and () = (−1)ℓ−1 otherwise, as long as E/F is unramified. Here
G = GL(2, F ), so ℓ = 2. We don’t know which point in the building x is. However,
in our case, since E/F is unramified, the point in the building always refers to
the maximal compact subgroup G(oF ) [5, Lemma 20.3]. Therefore, gx,r/2 ∕= gx,r/2+
if and only if r/2 ∈ ℤ (see [9, page 34-35]). That is, () = 1 if r is odd, and
() = −1 if r is even, where r is the depth of the representation  via Theorem
(4.3.2). Therefore, () = (−1)r+1. Note that the depth of  equals the depth of
 since ∣1+pE ≡ 1, i.e.  has level zero.
Now, consider the term (x,Δ). We need to investigate the term (). Note
that () = () since again, ∣1+pE ≡ 1. We prefer to work with (). Recall that
() ∈ p−nE . Here, n = r, since according to [9, page 34], () ∈ g′−r ∖ g′−r+ . Now
let () = pku+ plv. We need a lemma.
Lemma 5.5.9. l = −n.
Proof. Well, since (E/F, ) is a minimal regular pair (cf [5, Section 19.2 line 1]),
we have that () is a minimal element over F (see [5, Proposition 18.2]). By [5,
Section 13.4], () is minimal over F if and only if (() + p−n+1E )
∩
F = ∅, where
n = −vE(()), where vE denotes valuation. Now, it must be the case that either
l = −n or k = −n (or both). The reason is that vE(()) = −n. So suppose by
way of contradiction that k = −n but l ∕= −n. Now let w = pau′ + pbv′ ∈ p−n+1E .
Then () + w = pku + plv + pau′ + pbv′. Then () + w ∈ F if and only if
plv + pbv′ = 0. Then since () ∈ p−nE ∖ p
−n+1
E and since k = −n, we must have
that l ≥ −n. But we have assumed l ∕= −n, so that means l ≥ −n + 1. Thus,
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b ≥ −n+ 1. Therefore, just pick any a ∈ ℤ such that a ≥ −n+ 1 and any u′ and set
pbv′ = −plv. Then we get that pau′ + pbv′ ∈ p−n+1E and that () + w ∈ F . Thus,
(() + p−n+1E )
∩
F ∕= ∅, a contradiction, and the lemma is proven.
Therefore, () = pku + plv, and l = −n. Returning to the proof of the
proposition, recall that x = p
lv. Thus, (x,Δ) = (p
−nv,Δ). Also, since r = n, we
have () = (−1)r+1 = (−1)n+1. Therefore, we are reduced to showing that
(p−nv,Δ)(Δ,  ) = (−1)n+1
so equivalently, (Δ,  ) = −1. But since  has level 1, it is a fact that (Δ,  ) = −1
(we will show this in Section (5.8)).
Proposition 5.5.10. F (̃)(w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0, for  = , for some
character  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a power of 2.
In particular, F (̃)(w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 for  = Δ.
Proof. By the previous lemma, the conjectured equation
(x,Δ)(Δ,  )(w)Ω(w) = (w)(w)() ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
simplifies to Ω(w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. But recall that  is a character of
E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F and whose order is a power of 2. There is only
one character  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is ℵE/F , whose order is a power of 2,
and that equals Ω on the n(w) = 0 range. Indeed, this forces  to be Δ.
Therefore, we have proven the following, when E/F is unramified.
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Theorem 5.5.11. F (̃) agrees with the character of the supercuspidal representa-
tion Δ on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}.
What we have actually proven is that if (E/F, ) is a minimal regular pair with
E/F unramified and  having positive level, then F (̃) agrees with the character of
the supercuspidal representation Δ on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}. To
prove this for an arbitrary regular pair follows. For if (E/F, ) is an arbitrary regular
pair, then there exists a minimal regular pair (E/F, ′) such that  = ′E where
E =  ∘ NE/F for some  ∈ F̂ ∗. Moreover,  = ′ by definition. We proved
above that F (̃′) = ′Δ′
on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}. Therefore,
Δ (w) = ′EΔ′E
(w) = ′EΔ′
(w) = E(w)′Δ′
(w) = E(w)F (̃′)(w) =
F (̃′E)(w) = F (̃)(w) on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}.
5.6 On whether there are two positive depth character formulas com-
ing from the same Cartan
Given a supercuspidal parameter for GL(2, F ), we constructed a conjectural
character formula for a positive depth supercuspidal representation of GL(2, F ). We
showed that it agrees with the character formula of the positive depth supercuspidal
representation Δ on the set {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r2}, where r is the depth
of the representation. In the next two sections we show that there are no other
supercuspidal representations whose character agrees with F (̃) on the set {w ∈
E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}, thereby solving the uniqueness question in Theorem (5.2.1).
In fact, we show something stronger. In the next two sections, we show that a
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supercuspidal representation of GL(2, F ) is uniquely determined by the restriction
of its distribution character to the n(w) = 0 range. In this section, we show that if
the distribution characters of two positive depth supercuspidal representations, both
coming from the same Cartan, agree on the n(w) = 0 range, then the supercuspidal
representations are isomorphic. That is, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.6.1. Suppose (E/F, 1) and (E/F, 2) are admissible pairs such that
F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Then, 1 = 2 for some  ∈
Aut(E/F ).
We wish to make the following important note. Recall that in the previous
sections, we constructed a character formula F (̃) from a regular pair (E/F, ). The
above theorem and Theorem (5.7.1) will together prove that a positive depth super-
cuspidal representation of GL(2, F ) is uniquely determined by its restriction of its
distribution character to the n(w) = 0 range. We are claiming in the above theorem
and in Theorem (5.7.1) that it is sufficient to consider admissible pairs rather than
regular pairs in order to prove that a positive depth supercuspidal representation of
GL(2, F ) is uniquely determined by its restriction of its distribution character to the
n(w) = 0 range. This is because the positive depth supercuspidal representations
of GL(2, F ) are parameterized by admissible pairs, and so it is sufficient to consider
just admissible pairs.
Note that we are using our formulation F (̃) of the supercuspidal characters
of GL(2, F ), and we are implicitly using the fact which we proved that every su-
percuspidal character of GL(2, F ) is of the form F (̃) for some ̃ and some Cartan
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E∗.
Lemma 5.6.2. Let E/F be ramified. Suppose (E/F, 1) and (E/F, 2) are admis-
sible pairs such that F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Then, 1 = 2 for
some  ∈ Aut(E/F ).
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that E = F (
√
p). Recall that
n(w) = 0 if and only if
(i) w = pnu+ pmv
√
p for n > m or
(ii) w = pmv
√
p for v ∕= 0.
Then, assume F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) on the range {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0}.
















∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
in the notation of Section 4.4 first page. Recall that
(̃,Δ+, w) = (x,Δ)(Δ,  )deg()C
, where () = a + x. Let us write deg(1), deg(2) for the deg() that are
associated to the pairs (E/F, 1) and (E/F, 2), respectively. Recall also that











2 for i = 1, 2. Therefore we get that














∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
Cancelling out like terms, we get
deg(1)(x1 ,Δ)∣((1))∣−
1
2 (1(w) + (−1,Δ)1(w)) =
deg(2)(x2 ,Δ)∣((2))∣−
1
2 (2(w) + (−1,Δ)2(w)) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
Now, let




c2 = deg(2)(x2 ,Δ)∣((2))∣−
1
2 .
Then we have that
c1(1(w) + (−1,Δ)1(w)) = c2(2(w) + (−1,Δ)2(w)) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
Then the same proof of [21, Lemma 5.1], but adjusted to our situation here, shows
that 1∣F ∗(1+pE) = 2 ∣F ∗(1+pE) for some  ∈ Aut(E/F ). For the following arguments,
it suffices without loss of generality to assume  = 1.
Now let c := c1
c2
. Let [](w) := (w) + (−1,Δ)(w). Then we have c[1](w) =
[2](w) ∀w ∈ E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE) and we also have that 1∣F ∗(1+pE) = 2∣F ∗(1+pE).
Now let pE be a uniformizer of E and recall that p is a uniformizer of F . We may
take pE so that p
2
E = p. Since 1(p) = 2(p), we have that 1(pE)
2 = 2(pE)
2,
and so 2(pE) = 21(pE) where 2 could be plus or minus 1. Therefore, since
1∣F ∗(1+pE) = 2∣F ∗(1+pE) and since 2(pE) = 21(pE), notice that this implies
that 2(w) = 1(w)
val(w)
2 ∀w ∈ E∗, where val(w) denotes the E-adic valuation of
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w ∈ E∗. Therefore, plugging this into the formula
c[1](w) = [2](w) ∀w ∈ E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE)
we obtain






2 ∀w ∈ E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE)
but since val(w) = val((w)) ∀w ∈ E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE) and ∀i, this equality turns into
c[1](w) = 
val(w)
2 [1](w) ∀w ∈ E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE)
We will prove in the next section that ∃w′ ∈ E∗ ∖F ∗(1 + pE) such that [1](w′) ∕= 0.
Therefore, we can cancel [1](w




Therefore, c is a square root of 1, i.e. c is plus or minus 1.
Now, suppose that c = 1. Then this says that [1](w) = [2](w) ∀w ∈ E∗ ∖
F ∗(1 + pE) and [1](w) = [2](w) ∀w ∈ F ∗(1 + pE) (since 1∣F ∗(1+pE) = 2∣F ∗(1+pE))
and so [1](w) = [2](w) ∀w ∈ E∗, and so by linear independence of characters,
1 = 2, and we’re done.
Suppose c = −1. Then this says that 2 = −1. Therefore, this says that
2(w) = 1(w)(−1)val(w). But notice that this says that 2 = 1 ⊗ E, where
E :=  ∘ NE/F where  = ℵL/F where L/F is the unique unramified degree 2
extension of F . We now wish to determine the relationship between (1) and
(2). Recall that that 1(1 + x) =  E((1)x) and 2(1 + x) =  E((2)x).
Then, it is clear that 1(1 +x) = (1⊗E)(1 +x) ∀x ∈ pE. Therefore, we can take
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, we get c = deg(1)
deg(2)
.
But these are just formal degrees, which are positive real numbers, and so we get a
contradiction to the supposition that c = −1.
Therefore, 1 = 2 or 1 = 

2 , and so the admissible pairs are isomorphic,
and so the supercuspidal representations are the same.
Lemma 5.6.3. Let E/F be unramified. Suppose (E/F, 1) and (E/F, 2) are ad-
missible pairs such that F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Then, 1 = 2
for some  ∈ Aut(E/F ).
Proof. See [21, page 16].
Hence, we are now finished with both cases.
5.7 On whether there are two positive depth character formulas com-
ing from different Cartans
In this section we answer the question of uniqueness with respect to positive
depth supercuspidal representations coming from distinct Cartans. We show that if
the character formula F (̃) comes from the Cartan E, then there is no supercuspidal
representation coming from a different Cartan E1 ≇ E whose character agrees with
F (̃) on the set {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}. We know that there is a supercupsidal
representation whose character formula agrees with ours on this range, and there
are no other supercuspidal characters coming from E∗ that agree with F (̃) on the
range. In this section we show that the distribution characters of two supercuspidal
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representations, coming from different Cartans, can’t agree on the n(w) = 0 range.
This, together with the results from the previous section, shows that if (E/F, ) is an
admissible pair, then there is a unique positive depth supercuspidal representation
whose distribution character agrees with F (̃) on the range {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 }.
Note that we are using our formulation F (̃) of the supercuspidal characters
of GL(2, F ), and we are implicitly using the fact which we proved that every super-
cuspidal character on a Cartan E∗ of GL(2, F ) is of the form F (̃) for some ̃. We
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5.7.1. Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissible pairs with E ≇
E1. Then ∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 1Δ1 (w).
Well, there are many cases to check, and we split them up in a sequence of propo-
sitions.
Proposition 5.7.2. Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissible pairs with E
ramified and E1 unramified. Then ∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 such that F (̃)(w) ∕=
1Δ1 (w).
Proof. We claim that if the inducing representation of the representation coming
from E1 is E
∗
1Gx,r/2 (see [9, page 34-35]), then one can’t conjugate w into E
∗
1Gx,r/2
for all w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Therefore, we’d have that 1Δ1 (w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E
∗ :
n(w) = 0, since supercuspidal character formulas are zero on elements that can’t be
conjugated into the inducing subgroup of the representation.
The strategy is as follows: If two elements have different determinants, then
they certainly aren’t conjugate. So let w′g ∈ E∗1Gx,r/2, w′ ∈ E∗1 , g ∈ Gx,r/2. Since
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r > 0, det(g) ∈ 1+pF , no matter whether the point in the building corresponds to the
Iwahori or maximal compact. (This is easy to check, just look at the filtrations).
In particular, valuation(det(g)) = 0. And if w′ ∈ E∗1 , w′ = a + b, then w′ =⎛⎜⎜⎝ a b
bΔE1 a
⎞⎟⎟⎠, so det(w′) = NE1/F (w). But E1 is unramified, so the uniformizer of
E1 is p. So if w
′ = psv ∈ E∗1 , v ∈ o∗E, then valuation(det(w′)) ∈ 2ℤ. In particular,
valuation(det(w′g)) ∈ 2ℤ. But if w ∈ E∗ such that n(w) = 0, then it is clear that
valuation(det(w)) ∈ 2ℤ + 1. Thus, 1Δ1 (w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E
∗ : n(w) = 0. If we can
find a single element w ∈ {u ∈ E∗ : n(u) = 0} such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 0, then we’d
have a contradiction since we assumed that both character formulas agreed on the
set {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0}. We now need to consider two subcases.
Subcase (a): Suppose (−1,ΔE) = −1. We suppose by way of contradic-
tion that F (̃)(w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Then this implies that (w) +
(−1,ΔE)(w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Since (−1,ΔE) = −1, we have (w) =
(w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Now, since any w ∈ E∗ : n(w) > 0 is the prod-
uct of elements from the set {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0}, we have clearly that also
(w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) > 0. Thus, (w) = (w) ∀w ∈ E∗, which contradicts
the first condition in the definition of (E/F, ) being an admissible pair.
Subcase (b): Suppose (−1,ΔE) = 1, and suppose again by way of contradic-
tion that F (̃)(w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Then (w) + (w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E∗ :
n(w) = 0. Thus, (w/w) = −1 ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0, so (w2/w2) = 1. This says
that (w/w)2 = 1 for all w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. But since the set {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0}
generates all of E∗ as a group (i.e. any element w′ with n(w′) > 0 can be writ-
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ten as the product of elements coming from the set {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0}), we
get that since  is a multiplicative character, then (w/w)2 = 1 ∀w ∈ E∗. Thus,
we get that ∣(E∗)2 = ∣(E∗)2 . But since U1E ⊂ (E∗)2 by Lemma (A.0.6), we get
∣U1E = 
∣U1E , which contradicts the second condition of the definition of (E/F, )
being an admissible pair.
Proposition 5.7.3. Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissible pairs with E
unramified and E1 ramified. Then ∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 such that F (̃)(w) ∕=
1Δ1 (w).
We will need to split this proposition into two cases: (−1, p) = 1 and (−1, p) =
−1. We have E = F (
√
Δ), where Δ ∈ o∗F is not a square, and without loss of
generality E1 = F (
√
p).
Lemma 5.7.4. Suppose (−1, p) = 1. Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissi-
ble pairs with E ≇ E1, with E unramified and E1 ramified. Then ∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 1Δ1 (w).
Proof. We use the same strategy as in Proposition (5.7.2). Recall that w ∈ E∗ :
n(w) = 0 if and only if
w = pmv (5.2)
w = pnu+ pmv, n = m (5.3)
or
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w = pnu+ pmv, n > m (5.4)
We wish to show that any element of {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0} can’t be conjugated
into E∗1Gx,r/2 (see [9, page 34-35]), and then we will have that 1Δ1 (w) = 0 ∀w ∈
E∗ : n(w) = 0. We will then show that there exists an element w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 0. This will prove the Lemma.
We first show that if w is of the form w = pmv, then w can’t be conjugated
into E∗1Gx,r/2 (see [9, page 34-35]), as follows: As in Proposition (5.7.2), we calculate
determinants : Just as in Proposition (5.7.2), we have that if zg ∈ E∗1Gx,r/2, then
det(zg) ∈ NE1/F (E∗1). Now, if w = pmv, then det(w) = N(w) = −p2mv2Δ. To
check whether this is a norm from E1, we check Hilbert symbol :
(det(w), p) = (−p2mv2Δ, p) = (−Δ, p) = −(−1, p) = −1
Therefore, this shows that 1Δ1 (w) = 0 for all w of the form w = p
mv.
Now we show that if w = pnu + pmv, n > m, then w can’t be conjugated
into E∗1Gx,r/2. So let w = p
nu + pmv, n > m. If w′ = pks + plt
√
p ∈ E∗1 , then
NE1/F (w
′) = p2ks2− p2l+1t2. We wish to show that we can’t have an equality of the
form NE/F (w) = NE1/F (w
′) for any w′ ∈ E∗1 . Thus, we want to show that we can’t
have an equality
p2nu2 − p2mv2Δ = p2ks2 − p2l+1t2
Since m < n, we can rewrite the left hand side of the above equality as p2m(−v2Δ +
p2n−2mu2)
Subcase (i): Suppose k ≤ l. Then we can rewrite the above as
p2m(−v2Δ + p2n−2mu2) = p2k(s2 − p2l−2k+1t2)
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so that
p2m−2k(−v2Δ + p2n−2mu2) = s2 − p2l−2k+1t2
If s ∕= 0, then this forces m = k since −v2Δ + p2n−2mu2 and s2− p2l−2k+1t2 are both
units. But then we’d have −v2Δ ≡ s2 mod p, which would imply that if Δ0, v0, s0





(−1, p) = 1, we have that -1 is a square mod p, and so Δ0 is a square, which is a
contradiction to the fact that Δ is a non-square unit. Now suppose s = 0. Then it
is obvious that we cannot achieve the equality
p2m−2k(−v2Δ + p2n−2mu2) = −p2l−2k+1t2
since 2m− 2k is even, and 2l− 2k+ 1 is odd, and since −v2Δ + p2n−2mu2 and t2 are
units.
Subcase (ii): Suppose k > l. Then the equality
p2m(−v2Δ + p2n−2mu2) = p2ks2 − p2l+1t2
reduces to
p2m(−v2Δ + p2n−2mu2) = p2l+1(−t2 + p2k−2l−1s2)
If t ∕= 0, then this equality clearly can’t happen because 2l + 1 is odd and 2m is
even, and since −v2Δ + p2n−2mu2 and −t2 + p2k−2l−1s2 are units. Suppose t = 0.
Then we need to answer whether it is possible that
p2m(−v2Δ + p2n−2mu2) = p2ks2
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Well, this equality would force m = k, and then we’d have
−v2Δ + p2n−2mu2 = s2
Thus,
p2n−2mu2 = s2 + v2Δ
Now, s2 + v2Δ is a unit if (−1, p) = 1, since saying s2 + v2Δ ≡ 0 mod p would say
that Δ is a square, as in subcase (i). Therefore, the fact that s2 + v2Δ is a unit
forces that n = m, which is a contradiction since we assumed that w = pnu+ pmv
with n > m.
Therefore, we have shown that if w = pnu + pmv, n > m, then w can’t be
conjugated into E∗1Gx,r/2. This is more tedious, and we will not show it here.
Summing up, we have shown that elements of the form (5.2) and (5.4) cannot
be conjugated into E∗1Gx,r/2, and so 1Δ1 (w) = 0 for all w of the form (5.2) and
(5.4). Now, if there exists a w of the form (5.2) or (5.4) such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 0,
then we are done, because the character formulas from the unramified torus and
the ramified torus have different values on the same element. So we assume that
F (̃)(w) = 0 for all w of the form (5.2) and (5.4), and then seek a contradiction.
Well, this assumption clearly implies that (w) + (−1,Δ)(w) = 0 for all w of the
form (5.2) and (5.4). (−1,Δ) = 1, so we have (w) +(w) = 0 for all w of the form
(5.2) and (5.4). We will soon show that this implies that F (̃)(w) = 0 for all w of the
form (5.3). This will show that F (̃) vanishes on all elements w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0.
We will then use this to show a contradiction later. We now need the following
lemma.
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Lemma 5.7.5. ∣F ∗U1E = 
∣F ∗U1E where  is the generator of Aut(E/F ).
Proof. One can check that any element of 1 + pE can be written as the product of
an element of the form (5.2) and the Galois conjugate of an element of the form
(5.4). Let z ∈ U1E. Therefore, we may write z = w1w2, where w1 is of the form (5.2)
and w2 is of the form (5.4). Now, since F (̃)(w) = 0 on all w of the form (5.2) and
(5.4), we have
(w1) + (w1) = 0
(w2) + (w2) = 0
Multiplying the first equation by (w2) and the second equation by (w1), we con-
clude that
(w1w2) + (w2w1) = 0
(w1w2) + (w1w2) = 0
Therefore,
(w2w1) = (w1w2)
Therefore we have proven that (z) = (z) ∀z ∈ U1E. Since (x) = (x) ∀x ∈ F ∗,
we get ∣F ∗U1E = 
∣F ∗U1E where 1 ∕=  ∈ Aut(E/F ).
We want to eventually contradict the first condition of admissibility of the
pair (E/F, ). We need the following lemma, which we shall not prove, as it is not
difficult.
Lemma 5.7.6. Every element b of the form (5.3) can be written as a product ac,
where a is either an element of the form (5.2) or (5.4), and c is an element of F ∗U1E.
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Because of the above lemma, we have that if b is of the form (5.3), then if we
write b = ac as in Lemma (5.7.6), then (b) + (b) = (ac) + (ac) = (a)(c) +
(a)(c) = (a)(c) + (a)(c) since we showed that ∣F ∗U1E = 
∣F ∗U1E . Thus,
(b) + (b) = (c)((a) + (a)). But recall that we assumed that (a) + (a) = 0
for all elements a of the form (5.2) and of the form (5.4). Thus, we would have that
F (̃)(b) = 0 for all w in of the form (5.3). Thus, given the Lemma, we’d have that
F (̃)(w) = 0 for all w in cases (12), (13), and (14), so F (̃)(w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E∗ :
n(w) = 0.
So we have that F (̃)(w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Recall that we also have
that ∣F ∗U1E = 
∣F ∗U1E where 1 ∕=  ∈ Aut(E/F ). We want to show that these two
conditions will contradict the fact that (E/F, ) is an admissible pair. To show a
contradiction, note that by a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma (5.7.5),
we can show that if w1, w2 ∈ E∗ : n(w1) = n(w2) = 0, then (w1w2) = (w1w2).
(When we made the argument before, we only allowed w1, w2 to be in case (5.2) or
of the form (5.4). But now that we know that F (̃) vanishes also on elements of the
form (5.3), we can include these elements as well to say that if w1, w2 are of the form
(5.2), (5.3), or (5.4), then (w1w2) = (w1w2). The same proof holds clearly). Now,
if w1 is in of the form (5.2) and w2 is in of the form (5.3), then one can see that w1w2
is of the form (5.3). Thus, (w1w2) = (w1w2). This shows that (z) = (z) for
some element z of the form (5.3). But notice that the group generated by U1E, F
∗,
and any single element in of the form (5.3) is all of E∗. Thus, we get that  =  on
all of E∗, and therefore  factors through N , so (E/F, ) is not an admissible pair
(violates the first condition of admissible pair). Finally, we are done with proving
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Lemma (5.7.4).
Lemma 5.7.7. Suppose (−1, p) = −1. Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are ad-
missible pairs with E unramified and E1 ramified. Then ∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 such
that F (̃)(w) ∕= 1Δ1 (w).
Proof. Recall again that w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 if and only if
(i) w = pmv
(ii) w = pnu+ pmv, n = m, or
(iii) w = pnu+ pmv, n > m.
Moreover, w ∈ E∗ : n(w) > 0 if and only if
(i’) w = pnu+ pmv, n < m
(ii’) w = pnu ∈ F ∗.
We want to show like in Lemma (5.7.4) that any character formula 1Δ1
vanishes on elements of the form (i) and (iii) from E∗. If we can do this, then the
rest of the proof of Lemma (5.7.7) goes exactly the same way as in Lemma (5.7.4).
Thus, all we need to show is that any character formula 1Δ1 vanishes on elements
of case (i) and case (iii) from E∗. In Lemma (5.7.4), we were able to use arguments
that rely heavily on the fact that (−1, p) was 1 in that case. However, we can’t
use these same arguments in Lemma (5.7.7). Rather than finding a different proof,
we can rely on a result of [20, Proposition 2, p. 101]. Let E11 denote the norm 1
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elements of E1. First note that if ! is a character of E
∗
1 , then saying that !∣E11 ≡ 1 is
the same thing as saying that ! factors through NE1/F because of the exact sequence
1→ E11 → E∗1 → NE1/F (E∗1)→ 1
where the third map is w 7→ NE1/F (w) and where E11 denotes the norm 1 elements
of E1. i.e. this exact sequence says that any character ! of E
∗
1 that is trivial on E
1
1
arises as the pullback of a character of NE1/F (E
∗
1), which means that ! =  ∘NE1/F
for some character  of NE1/F (E
∗
1). Thus, saying that !∣E11 ∕= 1 is the same as
the first condition in the definition of admissible pair. Similarly, the above exact











where all the maps are same. So this exact sequence says precisely that if !∣U1E1 is
trivial on U1E1
∩
E11 , then !∣U1E1 factors through the norms. All of this information
together shows that the values on the ramified torus E1 of the character formula of
a supercuspidal representation coming from an admissible pair (E1/F, 1) can be
computed using [20, Proposition 2, Proposition (5.7.2), ℓ > 0, p. 101]. This formula
shows that 1Δ1 (w) = 0 for all w ∈ E
∗ : d(w) > ∣p∣2ℓ where d(w) = ∣(w−w)
2∣
∣N(w)∣ and ∣∣
denotes norm. But we clearly have that d(w) = 1 for all w of the form (i) and (iii),
so since ℓ > 0, we have that 1Δ1 (w) = 0 for all w ∈ E
∗ such that w is in case (i)
and case (iii). Thus, we have shown what we need, and the same proofs in Lemma
(5.7.4) will show that 1Δ1 vanishes on the set {w ∈ E
∗ : n(w) = 0}, and then
we can proceed with the same proofs as in Lemma (5.7.4). Thus, we are done with
Lemma (5.7.7).
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Therefore, we have finished the proof of Proposition (5.7.3).
Proposition 5.7.8. Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissible pairs with
E ≇ E1, with E ramified and E1 ramified. Then ∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 such that
F (̃)(w) ∕= 1Δ1 (w).
Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that E = F (
√
p) and E1 = F (
√
Δp),
Δ ∈ o∗F not a square. The proof for the case where E = F (
√
Δp) and E = F (
√
p) is
similar. We first claim that elements w ∈ E∗ such that n(w) = 0 can’t be conjugated
into E∗1Gx,r/2 (see [9, page 34-35]). This would then say that 1Δ1 (w) = 0 on these
elements. Then we will show that there is such an element w where F (̃)(w) ∕= 0,
and therefore we will be done.
Let’s show that the elements w ∈ E∗ such that n(w) = 0 can’t be conjugated
into E∗1Gx,r/2. Recall that w ∈ E∗ such that n(w) = 0 if and only if either w =
pnu+ pmv
√
p with n > m, u, v ∕= 0, or w = pmv√p with v ∕= 0.
Suppose w = pmv
√
p. Then det(w) = N(w) = −p2m+1v2. Recall that
det(E∗1Gx,r/2) ⊂ NE1/F (E∗1). If w′ = pks + plt
√
Δp ∈ E∗1 , then NE1/F (w′) =
p2ks2−p2l+1t2Δ. So we want to show that det(w) can’t be of the form NE1/F (w′) for
any w′ ∈ E∗1 . This can be done by checking the Hilbert symbol. Well, (det(w),Δp) =
(−p2m+1v2,Δp) = (−p,Δp) = (−1,Δp)(p,Δp) = (Δp,Δp)(p,Δp) =
(Δp2,Δp) = (Δ,Δp) = (Δ,Δ)(Δ, p) = (Δ, p) = −1. Therefore, det(w) can’t be a
norm from E1.
We now need the following sublemma:
Lemma 5.7.9. Suppose w = pnu + pmv
√
p with n > m, u, v ∕= 0. Then w can’t be
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conjugated into E∗1Gx,r/2.
Proof. Recall as usual, det(E∗1Gx,r/2) ⊂ NE1/F (E∗1). If w′ = pks + plt
√
Δp ∈ E∗1 ,
then NE1/F (w
′) = p2ks2 − p2l+1t2Δ. So we want to show that det(w) can’t be of
the form NE1/F (w
′) for any w′ ∈ E∗1 . Thus, we want to investigate whether we can
have an equality of the form p2nu2 − p2m+1v2 = p2ks2 − p2l+1t2Δ. Since n > m, this
equality reduces to p2m+1(−v2 + p2n−2m−1u2) = p2ks2 − p2l+1t2Δ.
First suppose k ≤ l. Then
p2m+1(−v2 + p2n−2m−1u2) = p2k(s2 − p2l−2k+1t2Δ)
If s ∕= 0, this equality is clearly impossible since both elements inside the parenthesis
are units. Suppose s = 0. Then we the equation above reduces to
p2m+1(−v2 + p2n−2m−1u2) = −p2l+1t2Δ
This forces m = l, and then we get
−v2 + p2n−2m−1u2 = −t2Δ
If v, t,Δ have power series expansions v = v0 + v1p + ..., t = t0 + t1p + ..., Δ =
Δ0 + Δ1p+ ..., then comparing leading coefficients of the equation we get
−v20 = −t20Δ0
Thus, Δ0 = (
v0
t0
)2, which is a contradiction since Δ is a non-square unit so its leading
term is a non-square mod p.
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Now suppose k > l. So
p2m+1(−v2 + p2n−2m−1u2) = p2l+1(−t2Δ + p2k−2l−1s2)
Now suppose t ∕= 0. The since both elements within the parenthesis are units, we
get m = l. So
−v2 + p2n−2m−1u2 = −t2Δ + p2k−2l−1s2
Comparing leading coefficients of power series, with the obvious notation, we get
−v20 = −t20Δ0
so that Δ0 = (
v0
t0
)2, again a contradiction since Δ is a non-square. Now suppose
t = 0. Then we get
p2m+1(−v2 + p2n−2m−1u2) = p2ks2
This is clearly a contradiction since the element within the parenthesis is a unit, and
s2 is also a unit, so the valuations of both sides are different. This proves Lemma
(5.7.9).
Now that we’ve shown that the elements w ∈ E∗ such that n(w) = 0 can’t be
conjugated into E∗1Gx,r/2, we can finish the proof of Proposition (5.7.8) by using the
same proof from subcases (a) and (b) from Proposition (5.7.2).
We have now finished the proof of Theorem (5.7.1). Summing up, we have
altogether shown that if (E/F, ) is a regular pair such that  has positive level,
then there is a unique positive depth supercuspidal representation, Δ , whose
character, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}, agrees with F (̃). There
is one minor point here to resolve. Is there possibly a depth zero supercuspidal
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representation whose character, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}, also
equals F (̃)? We will prove in the next chapter that if (E1/F, 1) is a regular pair
corresponding to a depth zero supercuspidal representation , then its character
formula, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}, is










, w ∈ E∗1 ∖ F ∗(1 + pE1)
Then, the same arguments as in Theorems (5.6.1) and (5.7.1) show that the character
of  cannot equal F (̃), on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}, unless
 ∼= (̃).
Therefore, combining Theorems (5.6.1), (5.7.1), and (5.5.11), we obtain the
following result.
Theorem 5.7.10. The assignment
{
irreducible  : WF → GL(2,ℂ)
}
7→ ̃ ∈ T̂ (F )∘ 7→ (̃)
from Section (5.2) is the Local Langlands correspondence for positive depth super-
cuspidal representations of GL(2, F ), where (̃) is the unique supercuspidal rep-
resentation whose character, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}, is
F (̃).
5.8 Calculation of various needed constants
In this section we calculate various constants needed throughout the previous
proofs. We calculate (Δ,  ) where Δ ∈ o∗F is not a square, and we calculate
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E/F ( ). Let Δ ∈ F ∗ be a non-square unit, and let  be an additive character of
F . Let ℓ( ) denote the level of  .
Lemma 5.8.1. F (Δ,  ) = (−1)ℓ( ).
Proof. The notation in [17] is F (Δ,  ) instead of (Δ,  ). Let a ∈ F ∗.
By Definition (A.0.7), F (a,  ) =
F (a )
F ( )








where ℓ( ) is the level of  .
Now,
F (a )
ℓ(a ) = F (a,  )
ℓ(a )F ( )
ℓ(a )
since again, by defintion of F , we have that F (a,  ) =
F (a )
F ( )
(this is true for







F (a,  )




Now, a ∈ F ∗ and  is a character of F . Let a = pmu. Note that ℓ(a ) = ℓ( )
if m is even and ℓ(a ) = ℓ( ) + 1 if m is odd.
Moreover,










denotes the Legendre symbol.





if m is even (including m = 0) and





F ( ) if m is odd.
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For our setting, a = Δ is a non-square unit. Thus,






Lemma 5.8.2. E/F ( ) = F (Δ,  )(−1,Δ)F
Proof. Recall that E/F ( ) is the Langlands constant (cf [5, pages 216, 217, 241]),
where  is an additive character of F . By [5, page 240-241], E/F is defined to be
the Weil index of
q : E∗ → ℂ∗
where q(z) :=  (N(z)). Therefore, the quadratic form in question is N : E∗ → F ∗.




We wish to therefore calculate the Weil index ( ∘N), which will be the Langlands
constant E/F ( ).
Well, a basis for E/F is 1, , where E = F (),  =
√
Δ. Then, (1, 1)q = 1,
(1, )q = (, 1)q = 0, and (, )q = −Δ. Thus, the matrix of the quadratic form is⎛⎜⎜⎝ 1 0
0 −Δ
⎞⎟⎟⎠
Then, by Lemma (A.0.9),
( ∘N) = ℎF (N)F ( )nF (det(N),  )
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In our setting, n = 2, and by Lemmas (A.0.8) and (A.0.9)
( ∘N) = (1,−Δ)FF ( )2F (−Δ,  ) = F (−1,  )−1F (−Δ,  ) =
F (−1,  )F (−1,  )−2F (−Δ,  ) = F (−1,  )(−1,−1)FF (−Δ,  ) =
F (Δ,  )(−1,−Δ)F = F (Δ,  )(−1,Δ)F
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Chapter 6
Our constructions in the depth zero case for GL(2, F )
6.1 On the proof that our conjectural character formulas agree with
depth zero supercuspidal characters
In the following two sections, we prove Theorems (5.2.1) and (5.2.3) for the
case of depth zero supercuspidal representations of GL(2, F ) in an analogous way
as in the positive depth case.
Let us recall from the previous chapter that the proposed character formula





, w ∈ T (F )reg
simplifies to





, w ∈ T (F )reg
where W denotes the relative Weyl group W (G(F ), T (F )). For depth zero repre-
sentations we define (̃,Δ+, ) := −deg()(2)
deg()
(Δ+), where (Δ+) is as in Section
(5.3) and deg(), deg() are as in Theorem (6.1.1). Therefore, the formula simplifies
to









w ∈ T (F )reg
Let us recall the following theorem from [9].
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Theorem 6.1.1. 1 [9, Theorem 5.4.1]








if  = zw is unramified elliptic and 
is not in F ∗K1, z ∈ Z,w ∈ K0
(z)L.C.E. if  = z(1 +
gX) witℎ X ∈ b1, g ∈ G, and z ∈ Z
0 otherwise
Here,  is the central character of the representation .
We will compare our conjectured character formula to the supercuspidal char-
acters of Theorem (6.1.1) on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}. Note that
for for depth zero representations, r = 0. We will show that this means that we are
only interested in character values on the elements  = zw where z ∈ Z,w ∈ K0
where  is unramified elliptic and  is not in F ∗K1.
We now compute the supercuspidal characters of Theorem (6.1.1). They are
written in terms of regular pairs, so we recall a few notions regarding the regular pairs
for depth zero supercuspidal representations. We will then compare the formula of
Theorem (6.1.1) with our proposed character formula. Let (E/F, ) be a regular
pair corresponding to a depth zero supercuspidal representation via Theorem (4.3.2).
This means that E/F is unramified and  has level zero, so ∣UE gives rise to a
character  of the multiplicative group of the residue field Fq2 of E. Note that
when E/F is unramified, (E/F, ) is regular if and only if (E/F, ) is admissible.
1Notice that this theorem is slightly different than the one from [9]. It is because there are a
few typos in [9].
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Let G := GL(2,Fq). Let T be the maximal torus of G defined over Fq such that
TΦ = F∗q2 is the elliptic torus in GL(2,Fq). Then, by Deligne-Lusztig theory, the
pair (T, ) yields a generalized character RT, of G(Fq) = GL(2,Fq). We need the
values of this character on the semisimple elements.







Proof. [8, Proposition 7.5.3]
We will define the various terms in the formula throughout the section. Let
us now calculate the values of RT, on the elliptic torus. Let Ts denote the split
torus in G. Then T is obtained from Ts by twisting by the canonical generator of
the Weyl group, the permutation w = (12) (cf [10, Definition 3.24]). That is,
t ∈ TΦ ⇐⇒ g−1tg ∈ TwΦs
where g−1Φ(g) ∈ NG(Ts) maps to w in W (G,Ts). Then, TwΦs is the group of fixed











a = bq, b = aq
which says that a = aq
2










for all regular semisimple s in TΦ, where  is the generator of Gal(Fq2/Fq)
Proof. We first need a lemma:
Lemma 6.1.4. Suppose S is a maximal torus in a connected reductive group G and
s ∈ S is regular. Suppose g ∈ G satisfies g−1sg ∈ S. Then g ∈ NG(S).
Proof. Let C0(s) be the connected centralizer of s in G. Let ℎ ∈ C0(s). Then defining
s′ := g−1sg, we get that ℎs′ = s′ℎ, since C0(s) = S. Therefore, g ∈ NG(C0(s)) =
NG(S).
Let s ∈ TΦ. Since we are assuming that s is regular semisimple, we have by

























since the relative Weyl group is W (G(Fq),T(Fq)) = Aut(Fq2/Fq) (see Theorem
(A.0.3)). It remains to calculate the constants in front.
Now, since s ∈ TΦ is regular semisimple, then C0(s) = T. Therefore, ∣C0(s)Φ∣ =
q2−1, so ∣C0(s)Φ∣p = 1, where ∣ ∣p denotes the p-part of ∣ ∣. Now, H is defined to be
(−1)Fq−rank of H , for any algebraic group H (see [10, page 66]). Therefore, T = −1





(i(s)) = −((s) + (s))
Our character formula is defined on the unramified elliptic torus E∗. We wish
to show that our character formula agrees with a depth zero supercuspidal character
on the sets where they are both defined. i.e. the set (F ∗K0 ∖ F ∗K1)
∩
E∗.
We need the following Lemma:
Lemma 6.1.5. (F ∗K0 ∖ F ∗K1)
∩
E∗ = F ∗A = E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE = {z ∈ T (F )reg :
n(z) = 0}, where A := {pnu+ v : n ≥ 0}
Proof. First note that o∗E consists of the union of the following three sets:
A := {pnu+ v : n ≥ 0}
B := {u+ pmv : m > 0, u mod p ∕= 1}
C := {u+ pmv : m > 0, u mod p = 1}
Note that (F ∗K0 ∖F ∗K1)
∩





Then we claim that the set F ∗K0
∩
E∗ ∖ F ∗K1
∩
E∗ is precisely the set F ∗A: It’s
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clear that F ∗K0
∩
E∗ = F ∗(K0
∩





E∗ = F ∗o∗E = E
∗. Likewise, one can see that K1
∩
E∗ = 1 + pE
(cf [9, Lemma 3.2.1 (2)]), and therefore F ∗K1
∩
E∗ = F ∗(K1
∩
E∗) = F ∗(1 + pE).










while it is true that C is strictly contained in B, it is clear that F ∗C = F ∗B.
Moreover, we have that K1
∩
E∗ = C. Therefore, F ∗K1 = F
∗C. Now, the following
set identities are clear :








F ∗C ∖ F ∗C =




(F ∗B ∖ (F ∗B
∩
F ∗C))
We need the following sublemma:
Lemma 6.1.6. F ∗A
∩
F ∗C = ∅
Proof. Suppose F ∗A
∩
F ∗C ∕= ∅, so that there is an x, y, u, v, u′, v′ ∈ F ∗ such that
y(u+ pmv) = x(pnu′ + v′) where u mod p = 1. Then this says x−1y(u+ pmv) =
pnu′ + v′, and setting x′ := x−1y, we get that there is an x′ ∈ F ∗ such that
x′(u + pmv) = pnu′ + v′. But since m > 0, and n ≥ 0, this is clearly impossible,
because x′ would have to have valuation −m in order for this equality to work out.
But then this would be a contradiction.
Back to the proof of Lemma 6.1.5: Note that we also have that F ∗B = F ∗C, so
that F ∗B
∩







F ∗C)) = F ∗A. Therefore, indeed we have that F ∗K0 ∖ F ∗K1 = F ∗A, and
therefore (F ∗K0 ∖ F ∗K1)
∩
E∗ = F ∗A
We now can prove
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Theorem 6.1.7. F (̃) agrees with the supercuspidal character of Δ on F
∗A =
{z ∈ T (F )reg : n(z) = 0}.
Proof. Recall that Δ is the unique quadratic unramified character of E
∗. Therefore,












((w)Δ(w)+(w)Δ(w)) ∀w ∈ F ∗A
We first show that they are equal on the set A. Let w ∈ A, so w = pnu+v, n ≥
0. Then D(w) = −(w−w)
2
N(w)
. Then ∣D(w)∣ = ∣v2Δ∣F ∣N(w)∣−1F = ∣w∣
−2




) = o(v) = 1. Therefore, we are reduced to showing that
(w) + (w) = (w)Δ(w) + (w)Δ(w) w ∈ A
But this is true since Δ(w) = 1 ∀w ∈ A since Δ is unramified. Therefore, both
sides agree on A. Finally, since o(x) = Δ(x) ∀x ∈ F ∗, we have that both sides
agree on F ∗A.
Note that in constructing the character formula F (̃), we have chosen Δ+ to be
the standard positive root. If we had made the other choice of Δ+, the denominator
in our character formula would include the term o(w − w) instead of o(w − w).
However, because our definition of (̃,Δ+, ) includes the term (Δ+), our overall
character formula F (̃) remains the same regardless of the choice of positive root.
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6.2 On whether there are two character formulas coming from the
same Cartan
In this section, we show that if the distribution characters of two depth zero
supercuspidal representations, both coming from the unramified Cartan, agree on
the n(w) = 0 range, then the supercuspidal representations are isomorphic.
Theorem 6.2.1. Suppose (E/F, 1), (E/F, 2) are admissible pairs such that
F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) on the set E
∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE). Then 1 = 2 for some  ∈
Aut(E/F ).
Proof. Assume F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) on the set E
∗ ∖F ∗(1 + pE). Then this implies
(by [21, page 16]) that 1 = 

2 for some  ∈ Aut(E/F ).
Summing up, we have altogether shown that if (E/F, ) is a regular pair such
that  has level zero, then there is a unique depth zero supercuspidal representation,
Δ , whose character, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2} = {z ∈
T (F )reg : n(z) = 0}, agrees with F (̃). There is one minor point here to resolve. Is
there possibly a positive depth supercuspidal representation whose character, on the
range {z ∈ T (F )reg : n(z) = 0}, also equals F (̃)? Suppose (E1/F, 1) is a regular
pair corresponding to a positive depth supercuspidal representation  via Theorem
(4.3.2). Then, the same arguments as in Theorems (5.6.1) and (5.7.1) show that the
character of  cannot equal F (̃), on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : n(z) = 0}, unless
 ∼= (̃).
Therefore, combining Theorems (6.2.1) and (6.1.7), we obtain the following
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result.
Theorem 6.2.2. The assignment
{
irreducible  : WF → GL(2,ℂ)
}
7→ ̃ ∈ T̂ (F )∘ 7→ (̃)
from Section (5.2) is the Local Langlands correspondence for depth zero supercuspidal
representations of GL(2, F ), where (̃) is the unique supercuspidal representation
whose character, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2} = {z ∈ T (F )reg :
n(z) = 0}, is F (̃).
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Chapter 7
Existing Description of Local Langlands Correspondence
for GL(ℓ, F ), ℓ an odd prime
In this chapter, we describe the statement of the local Langlands correspon-
dence for GL(ℓ, F ) as explained in [14].
7.1 Admissible Pairs
Let E/F be a tamely ramified degree ℓ extension and  a character of E∗,
where ℓ is an odd prime. Recall that N denotes the norm map from E to F .
Definition 7.1.1. The pair (E/F, ) is called an admissible pair if
(i)  does not factor through N and
(ii) If ∣1+pE factors through N , then E/F is unramified.
Admissible pairs (E/F, ), (E ′/F, ′) are said to be F -isomorphic if there exists
an F -isomorphism j : E → E ′ such that (w) = ′(j(w)) ∀w ∈ E∗. If (E/F, ) is an
admissible pair, then there is a Howe factorization  = ′E, where E =  ∘NE/F ,
for some  ∈ F̂ ∗ and where ′ ∈ Ê∗ is of minimal conductor. We write ℙℓ(F ) for
the set of F -isomorphism classes of admissible pairs. Note that if (E/F, ) is an
admissible pair and if  is a character of F ∗, then the pair (E/F,  ⊗ E) is an
admissible pair where E =  ∘N .
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7.2 Depth zero supercuspidal representations of GL(ℓ, F )
In this section we recall the parameterization of the depth zero supercuspidal
representions via a subclass of admissible pairs.
Let (E/F, ) be an admissible pair where  has level 0. By definition of
admissible pair, this implies that E/F is unramified. Write kE = oE/pE. Then
kE/kF is a degree ℓ extension, where kF = oF/pF . Moreover, since ∣1+pE = 1, ∣UE
is the inflation of a character, call it again  of k∗E. By the theory of finite groups
of Lie type, the character  then gives rise to an irreducible cuspidal representation
′ of GL(ℓ, kF ). Let  be the inflation of 
′ to GL(ℓ, oF ). We may extend  to
a representation Λ of K := F ∗GL(ℓ, oF ) by setting Λ∣F ∗ = ∣F ∗ , and induce the




where cInd denotes compact induction.
Then these are all the depth zero representations of GL(ℓ, F ). In particular,
if ℙℓ(F )0 denotes the set of admissible pairs of level zero, and A0ℓ(F )0 denotes the
set of equivalence classes of depth zero supercuspidal representations of GL(ℓ, F ),
then we have
Proposition 7.2.1. The map (E/F, ) 7→  induces a bijection
ℙℓ(F )0 → A0ℓ(F )0
Furthermore, if (E/F, ) ∈ ℙℓ(F )0, then:
(i) if  is a character of F ∗ of level zero, then E = 
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(ii) if  = , then ! = ∣F ∗
Proof. See [14].
7.3 Positive depth supercuspidal representations of GL(ℓ, F )
In this section we recall the parametrization of the positive depth supercuspidal
representions via a subclass of admissible pairs, following [14]. Let A0ℓ(F ) denote
the set of all irreducible supercuspidal representations of GL(ℓ, F ).
Theorem 7.3.1. Suppose the residual characteristic of F is not equal to ℓ. There
is a map (E/F, ) 7→  that induces a bijection
ℙℓ(F )→ A0ℓ(F )
If (E/F, ) ∈ ℙℓ(F ), then:
(i) if  has level l(), then l() = l()/e(E∣F ).
(ii) ! = ∣F ∗
(iii) the pair (E/F, ∨) is admissible and ∨ = 
∨

(iv) if  is a character of F ∗, then E = .
Proof. See [14]
7.4 Weil parameters
In this section, we recall the classical Langlands parameterization for GL(ℓ, F ).
Most of what we say here is taken straight from [14].
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Let Gℓ(F ) denote the set of equivalence classes of ℓ-dimensional, semisimple,
Weil-Deligne representations of the Weil group WF . Let Aℓ(F ) denote the set of
equivalence classes of irreducible, smooth representations of GL(ℓ, F ).
We first state the local Langlands correspondence, and then roughly describe
the elements behind the statement.
Theorem 7.4.1. There is a unique map
 : Gℓ(F )→ Aℓ(F )
such that
L((), s) = L(⊗ , s), (7.1)
((), s,  ) = (⊗ , s,  ), (7.2)
for all  ∈ Gℓ(F ) and all characters  of F ∗. The map  is a bijection.
Proof. See [14].
The map  is the Langlands correspondence for GL(ℓ, F ). We make some
preliminary remarks. We have a decomposition
Gℓ(F ) = G1ℓ(F ) ∪G0ℓ(F )
where G0ℓ(F ) is the set of equivalence classes of irreducible smooth representations
of WF of dimension ℓ, and G1ℓ(F ) denotes the classes of Weil-Deligne representations
(, V, n) ∈ Gℓ(F ) for which the representation  of WF is reducible. Likewise, we
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write
Aℓ(F ) = A1ℓ(F ) ∪ A0ℓ(F )
where A0ℓ(F ) denotes the representations  ∈ Aℓ(F ) that are supercuspidal, and
A1ℓ(F ) denotes the representations  ∈ Aℓ(F ) that are not supercuspidal.
Then it is a fact that the Langlands correspondence  must map G1ℓ(F ) to
A1ℓ(F ) and G0ℓ(F ) to A0ℓ(F ). We are only concerned with the map on G0ℓ(F ), which
is the heart of the matter. That is:
Theorem 7.4.2. There is a unique map
 : G0ℓ(F )→ A0ℓ(F )
with the property
(⊗ , s,  ) = ((), s,  ) (7.3)
for all  ∈ G0ℓ(F ), all characters  of F ∗. Moreover, the map  is a bijection.
Proof. See [14].
A very important property of the map  is:
Proposition 7.4.3. Let  be a map satisfying (7.3) of Theorem (7.4.2). Then:
(i) If  ∈ G0ℓ(F ) and  = (), then ! = det().
(ii) The map  satisfies (7.3).
Proof. See [14].
We next turn to the question of parameterizing representations of WF by ad-
missible pairs. We have already parameterized the supercuspidal representations of
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GL(ℓ, F ) by admissible pairs. We assume throughout that the residual characteristic
of F is not equal to ℓ.
Let ℙℓ(F ) denote again the set of admissible pairs. Recall that there is a local
Artin reciprocity isomorphism given by W abE
∼= E∗. Then, if (E/F, ) ∈ ℙℓ(F ), 
gives rise to a character of W abE , which we can pullback to a character, also denoted
, of WE. We can then form the induced representation  = Ind
WF
WE
 of WF . We
sometimes denote this representation by IndE/F .
Theorem 7.4.4. Suppose the residual characteristic of F is not equal to ℓ. If
(E/F, ) is an admissible pair, the representation  of WF is irreducible. The map
(E/F, ) 7→  induces a bijection
ℙℓ(F )→ G0ℓ(F )
Proof. See [14].
We therefore have canonical bijections
ℙℓ(F )→ A0ℓ(F ), ℙℓ(F )→ G0ℓ(F ) (7.4)
(E/F, ) 7→ , (E/F, ) 7→ ,
given by Theorem (7.4.4) and Theorem (7.3.1). Combining both of these bijections,
we obtain a bijection
G0ℓ(F )→ A0ℓ(F ),
 7→  (7.5)
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However, this bijection is NOT the map  demanded in Theorem (7.4.2). The
reason is as follows. If (E/F, ) ∈ ℙℓ(F ), then by [5, Proposition 29.2], representa-
tion  has determinant E/F ⊗ ∣F ∗ where E/F := det(IndWFWE(1)), whereas  has
central character ∣F ∗ , contrary to the requirement of Proposition (7.4.3). To obtain
the map  of Theorem (7.4.2), we must systematically modify the bijection (7.5),
which we proceed to do now.
Let (E/F, ) ∈ ℙℓ(F ) be an admissible pair. We associate to this pair a
character Δ = Δ of E
∗ of level zero.
Definition 7.4.5. Let (E/F, ) be an admissible pair in which E/F = 1. Define
Δ to be the trivial character of E
∗.
Definition 7.4.6. Let (E/F, ) be an admissible pair in which E/F ∕= 1. Define
Δ to be the unique quadratic unramified character of E
∗.
Lemma 7.4.7. (i) If (E/F, ) is an admissible pair, the pair (E/F, Δ) is admis-
sible and the isomorphism class depends only on that of (E/F, ). The character Δ
satisfies Δ2 = 1.
(ii) The map
ℙℓ(F )→ ℙℓ(F )




We can finally state the local Langlands correspondence for GL(ℓ, F ), as de-
scribed in [14].
Theorem 7.4.8. Tame Local Langlands Correspondence
Suppose the residual characteristic of F is not equal to ℓ.
(i) For  ∈ G0ℓ(F ), define () = Δ in the notation of (7.4) for any
(E/F, ) ∈ ℙℓ(F ) such that  ∼= . The map
 : G0ℓ(F )→ A0ℓ(F )
is a bijection satisfying
(⊗ , s,  ) = ((), s,  ),
for all characters  of F ∗.
(ii) The map  satisfies
(⊗ ) = () and (∨) = ()∨,
for all  and all characters  of F ∗.
Proof. See [14].
We make two concluding remarks: Because of the uniqueness properties,  is
the local Langlands correspondence when the residual characteristic of F is not equal
to ℓ. Moreover, it is important to note that the construction gives !() = det().
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Chapter 8
Our constructions in the positive depth case for GL(ℓ, F ), ℓ an odd
prime
8.1 Preliminaries
In this Chapter we first prove an analogue of Harish-Chandra’s discrete series
theorem (see Theorem (1.0.5)) for the positive depth supercuspidal representations
of GL(ℓ, F ), where ℓ is an odd prime.
Theorem 8.1.1. Let G(F ) = GL(ℓ, F ), and let T (F ) = E∗ be an elliptic torus
in GL(ℓ, F ), so E = F ( ℓ
√
Δ) for some Δ ∈ F ∗. Let L be the unique unramified
extension of F of degree ℓ − 1. Let o be any character of (EL)∗ whose restriction
to L∗ is ℵEL/L, where ℵEL/L is the local class field theory character of L∗ relative
to EL/L. Let  := o ∣ ∣EL, where ∣ ∣EL denotes the EL-adic absolute value. Let




. Let T (F )∘
be the  ∘  cover of T (F ) as in Definition (5.1.1). Let ̃ be a genuine character
of T (F )∘ that is regular. Let W = W (G(F ), T (F )) be the relative Weyl group of
G(F ) with respect to T (F ). If s ∈ W (G(F ), T (F )), let (s) := (−1,Δ)l(s)(ℓ+1), where
(, ) denotes the Hilbert symbol of F and ℓ(s) denotes the length of s. Let T (F )reg
denote the regular elements of T (F ).
Then there exists a unique constant (̃,Δ+, ), depending only on ̃,Δ+, and
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, ∀z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2
where w ∈ T (F )∘ is any element such that Π(w) = z and r is the depth of (̃).
Moreover, every supercuspidal character of GL(ℓ, F ) is of this form.
We will soon define (̃,Δ+, ) and the notion of regularity. We will also
regularly use the fact (see Theorem (A.0.3)) that W (G(F ), T (F )) = Aut(E/F ).
We note that all of our calculations in the next two chapters will assume
that we have chosen the standard positive set of roots of GL(ℓ, F ) with respect to
the standard split maximal torus. Our main results, however, will be seen to be
independent of any choice of positive roots.
Let us remark also that in the course of proving the above theorem, we must
show that a supercuspidal representation of GL(ℓ, F ) is determined by the character
values on elements of the torus E∗ on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}.
Actually, we will even show that a supercuspidal representation of GL(ℓ, F ) is de-
termined by the character values on elements w ∈ E∗ satisfying n(w) = 0, which is
stronger.
Now let  be a supercuspidal Weil parameter for GL(ℓ, F ). We will show later
in this section how to construct a regular genuine character, ̃, of T (F )∘, from .
We will then prove the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1.2. The assignment
 7→ ̃ 7→ (̃)
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is the Local Langlands correspondence for GL(ℓ, F ).
We now introduce a notion of regularity that we will need. Let E/F be a
tamely ramified degree ℓ extension and  a character of E∗. Recall that N denotes
the norm map from E to F .
Definition 8.1.3.  is called regular if  does not factor through N . If  is regular,
we call the pair (E/F, ) a regular pair.
All definitions we have made in the previous chapter for admissible pairs, we
also make for regular pairs and regular characters. In particular, we also define
the character twists Δ for a regular pair (E/F, ) exactly the same way they
were defined for admissible pairs. For example, if (E/F, ) is a regular pair where
E/F ∕= 1, then Δ is the unique unramified quadratic character of E∗. Given a
regular pair (E/F, ), one may also construct a supercuspidal representation  as
in the previous chapter, but this construction is not one to one.
Our constructions and results do not require the stronger notion of admissible
pair. We will sometimes say that  is regular when the field E is understood.
We first explain why double covers of tori play a role. We start by con-
sidering the group PGL(ℓ, F ). First recall that the representations of PGL(ℓ, F )
are precisely the representations of GL(ℓ, F ) with trivial central character. One
of the conditions of the local Langlands correspondence for GL(n, F ) says that if
 : WF → GL(n,ℂ) is irreducible, then det() = !(), where !() denotes the
central character of (), and where () denotes the supercuspidal representation
of GL(n, F ) that corresponds to  under the local Langlands correspondence. Here
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we are viewing det() as a character of F ∗ in the following way. As the image
of det() is in ℂ∗, det() is trivial on [WF ,WF ], and therefore factors to a char-
acter of F ∗ ∼= W abF via the Artin map. Let  be a supercuspidal parameter for
PGL(ℓ, F ) (that is, an irreducible representation WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ) that parame-
terizes a supercuspidal representation of GL(ℓ, F ) with trivial central character).
Then  = IndWFWE() for some regular pair (E/F, ). Since we are using the notion
of regular pair here rather than admissible pair, there may be a choice involved here.




as well. However, this will not matter, and we will show that our results and con-
structions are independent of all choices. It is a fact (see [5, Proposition 29.2]) that
det(IndWFWE()) = ∣F ∗ ⊗ E/F , where E/F = det(Ind
WF
WE
(1)). In the case that E/F
is degree ℓ, 2E/F = 1 (see [14, Corollary 2.5.15]). Now, since () has trivial central
character, the condition det() = !() becomes ∣F ∗ ⊗ E/F = 1, so ∣F ∗ = E/F .
Therefore, the supercuspidal representations of PGL(ℓ, F ) naturally correspond to
regular pairs (E/F, ) where ∣F ∗ = E/F .
One might ask whether the supercuspidal representations of PGL(ℓ, F ) are
parameterized by characters of its elliptic tori E∗/F ∗, as is the case for GL(ℓ, F ).
However, we have just seen that the supercuspidal representations of PGL(ℓ, F ) are
parameterized by characters  of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is E/F . Such a  is
not necessarily a character of the elliptic torus E∗/F ∗ in PGL(ℓ, F ). Rather, it is
a genuine character of a double cover of E∗/F ∗ in the following way. There is an
exact sequence
1 −→ F ∗ −→ E∗ −→ E∗/F ∗ −→ 1
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w 7→ [w]
Reducing this sequence by ker(E/F ), we get an exact sequence
1 −→ F ∗/ker(E/F ) −→ E∗/ker(E/F ) −→ E∗/F ∗ −→ 1.
We first consider the case where E/F ∕= 1. Then since F ∗/ker(E/F ) ∼= ℤ/2ℤ, we
have that E∗/ker(E/F ) is a double cover of E
∗/F ∗. Then the character  of E∗
naturally factors to a character ̃ of E∗/ker(E/F ), given by ̃([w]) := (w) ∀[w] ∈
E∗/ker(E/F ) (since it is a character of E
∗ that is trivial on ker(E/F )). Moreover,
it is not trivial on all of F ∗, so doesn’t factor to a character of E∗/F ∗. This means
that ̃ is a genuine character of E∗/ker(E/F ). Therefore, we are getting that the
supercuspidal representations of PGL(ℓ, F ) (i.e. the supercuspidal representations
of GL(ℓ, F ) with trivial central character) naturally correspond to genuine charac-
ters of the double cover E∗/ker(E/F ) of the torus E
∗/F ∗ inside PGL(ℓ, F ). In fact,
this double cover E∗/ker(E/F ) is none other than an analogue of the -cover that
appears in the theory over the reals (see Definition (1.0.3)), which is a natural double
cover of a real torus inside of the real group considered. We will explain this mo-
mentarily. In the case of E/F = 1, there is no cover, since E
∗/ker(E/F ) = E
∗/F ∗.
Therefore, in this case, supercuspidal representations of PGL(ℓ, F ) naturally corre-
spond to characters  of E∗ that are trivial on F ∗, i.e. characters  of the elliptic
torus E∗/F ∗ in PGL(ℓ, F ). There is still a small subtlety in this case, as the pro-
posed character formula in Theorem (8.1.1) is still written in terms of a double cover
of the elliptic tori. We can’t just say that since the cover splits, then there is nothing
to do, so we just put a sum of characters of E∗/F ∗ in the numerator and let the
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denominator be (Δ0(z,Δ+))( ∘ )(w) because then the denominator is a function
on a double cover of E∗/F ∗ and the numerator is a function on E∗/F ∗. Since the
denominator of the proposed character formula lives on a double cover, we must
have that the numerator lives on a double cover as well, so we will need a method
of going from the character  of E∗/F ∗ to a genuine character ̃ of a double cover.
We will see how to do this shortly. We will also explain shortly why double covers
play a role in the general setting of GL(ℓ, F ).
We first consider the case where E/F ∕= 1. Relative to the standard positive
system of roots of PGL(ℓ, F ), let  be half the sum of the positive roots. An elliptic
torus in PGL(ℓ, F ) is of the form T (F ) = E∗/F ∗. Then if [z] ∈ T (F ) = E∗/F ∗,
2([z]) = [z]. Fix a character o of (EL)
∗ whose restriction to L∗ is ℵEL/L, where
L is the unramified extension of F of degree ℓ− 1 and set  := o ∣ ∣EL. Recall the
denominator
(Δ0(z,Δ+))( ∘ )(w)
that was defined in Theorem (8.1.1). As in the cases of PGL(2, F ) and GL(2, F ),
we will incorporate the cover T (F )∘. Recall that our current situation, since
T (F ) = E∗/F ∗, then T (F )∘ = {([z], w) ∈ E∗/F ∗ × ℂ∗ : (2([z])) = w2}.
We make an important note here. Note that since ℓ is odd, not only do we
have 2 ∈ X∗(T ), but we also have  ∈ X∗(T ). Therefore, if we consider  as a
function on T as such, we may apply  to the element (w) where w ∈ E∗. We will
denote this resulting function  (w), as this is a different function than the function
( ∘ )(w) which naturally lives on T (F )∘. We make this a formal definition.
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Definition 8.1.4. We define
 (w) := ((w)), w ∈ E∗
Here, we are viewing  as an element of X∗(T ), which we may do since ℓ is odd.
We see that we can now identify the natural double cover that we are handed
from the Local Langlands correspondence for PGL(ℓ, F ), with this cover.
Lemma 8.1.5. E∗/ker(E/F ) ∼= T (F )∘, and this isomorphism is unique as an
isomorphism of covering groups (i.e. as covers of T (F )).
Proof. The key is that both groups split, and there is a unique splitting. Recall that
an extension
1→ ℤ/2ℤ→ B → C → 1
splits if and only if there exists a genuine ℤ/2ℤ-valued character  : B → ℤ/2ℤ.
Well, a genuine ℤ/2ℤ-valued character of E∗/ker(E/F ) means a quadratic character
of E∗ whose restriction to F ∗ is given by the unique unramified character of F ∗ of
order 2. Equivalently, this is the unique unramified quadratic character of E∗. This
is the character twist occurring in the local Langlands correspondence, so we call it
Δ, even though it doesn’t depend on  at all. Anyway, the splitting is given by
E∗/ker(E/F )→ E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ
w 7→ (w,Δ(w))
Moreover, this splitting is unique. To see this, note that there is a unique genuine
quadratic character of E∗/ker(E/F ), since E
∗ = (E∗)2F ∗ (here we are using that ℓ
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is an odd prime). Now, it’s also true that T (F )∘ also splits. This is because  lifts
to E∗/F ∗. In the end, we have that there is a unique covering isomorphism
E∗/ker(E/F )
−→ T (F )∘
given by
[w] 7→ ([w],Δ(w) (w))
Now let’s write down the character formula for a supercuspidal representation
of PGL(ℓ, F ) in the case where E/F ∕= 1. In order to do this, we need to move
to the setting of T (F )∘. In particular, the proposed character formula involves
genuine characters of T (F )∘.
Let  : WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ) be a supercuspidal parameter for PGL(ℓ, F ) so that
 = IndWFWE() for some regular pair (E/F, ). As discussed earlier, this gives us a
genuine character ̃ of E∗/ker(E/F ).
Definition 8.1.6. A genuine character ̃ of E∗/ker(E/F ) is called regular if (E/F, )
is regular, where  is the pullback of ̃ to E∗. A genuine character ̃ of T (F )∘ is
called regular if ̃ ∘  is regular.
Now recall from Theorem (8.1.1) the proposed formula





, z ∈ T (F )reg
where w ∈ T (F )∘ is any element such that Π(w) = z. We naturally have con-
structed a character ̃ of E∗/ker(E/F ). However, the functions in F (̃) have domain
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T (F )∘. Recall that T (F )∘ ∼= E∗/ker(E/F ), so we can pull the function ( ∘)(w)
and the Weyl group action in F (̃) back to E∗/ker(E/F ) via this isomorphism from
Lemma (8.1.5), and leave our constructed ̃ as living on E∗/ker(E/F ). That is, we
consider





, z ∈ T (F )reg
where [w] ∈ E∗/ker(E/F ) such that Π(([w])) = z. Unwinding the definitions, we
see that ( ∘ )(([w])) = Δ(w) (w) ∀[w] ∈ E∗/ker(E/F ).
We need to define the Weyl group action. The Weyl group action on the  ∘-
cover is obtained as follows. If ([w], ) is an element of T (F )∘, then analogously to
the real case (recall equation (3.1) in Chapter 3), define s([w], ) = (s[w], ((s−1−
)([w]))) for s ∈ W = W (G(F ), T (F )) = Aut(E/F ) which is the relative Weyl
group. Note that this is well-defined. Simplifying this expression, we get s([w], ) =
([sw],  (sw)
 (w)
) since  lifts to the torus. Then, since our character formula lives on
E∗/ker(E/F ), we must pull back this action from T (F )∘ to E
∗/ker(E/F ) via .
Doing this, we see that we get




) = −1([sw],Δ(w) (sw)) =
−1([sw],Δ(sw) (sw)) = [sw] ∀[w] ∈ E∗/ker(E/F )
for s ∈ W = Aut(E/F ).
We note that the definition of regularity for a genuine character of T (F )∘ is
analogous to the definition of regularity for a genuine character ̃ of T (ℝ) for real
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groups when E/F is Galois, since the notion in the setting of real groups is that ̃
is not fixed by any element of the real Weyl group W (G(ℝ), T (ℝ)).
Finally we can write down the character formula. Recall again the proposed
formula





z ∈ T (F )reg
where w ∈ T (F )∘ is any element such that Π(w) = z.
Pulling back ( ∘ )(w) and the Weyl group action to E∗/ker(E/F ) via  and
incorporating ̃, we get



















where z ∈ E∗/F ∗ and [w] ∈ E∗/ker(E/F ) is any element such that [w] maps to z
under the canonical map E∗/ker(E/F ) → E∗/F ∗ (note that we’ve used here that
Δ(
sw) = Δ(w) ∀s, w). We can pull this character formula all the way back to E∗
as well, and we get






where z ∈ E∗/F ∗ and w ∈ E∗ is any element such that w maps to z under the
projection map E∗ → E∗/F ∗. We will later see that this proposed character formula
for PGL(ℓ, F ) is independent of the choice of  and the choice of positive roots Δ+.
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Summing up, noting that T (F )∘ ∼= E∗/ker(E/F ), we have given a method
of assigning a conjectural character formula for a supercuspidal representation of
PGL(ℓ, F ) when E/F ∕= 1, to a supercuspidal Weil parameter of PGL(ℓ, F ), given
by
⎧⎨⎩
irreducible  : WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ)
witℎ det() = 1
⎫⎬⎭ 7→ ̃ ∈ T̂ (F )∘ 7→ F (̃)
We wish to make an important comment here: In the above derivation of our
character formula, we implicitly chose an isomorphism
E∗/ker(E/F )
−→ T (F )∘
[w] 7→ ([w],Δ(w) (w))
However, we showed that there is only one isomorphism E∗/ker(E/F ) ∼= T (F )∘,
so in the end there were no choices involved. This is in contrast with the case of
PGL(2, F ), where there were two choices of isomorphism E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘,
and we made a choice of isomorphism E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘.
Let us now compute the proposed character formula for GL(ℓ, F ) when E/F ∕=
1. An elliptic torus in GL(ℓ, F ) is of the form T (F ) = E∗. Let  be half the sum of
the standard positive system of roots of GL(ℓ, F ). Recall the denominator
(Δ0(z,Δ+))( ∘ )(w)
that was defined in Theorem (8.1.1). As in the cases of PGL(2, F ) and GL(2, F ),
we will incorporate the cover T (F )∘. We now introduce yet another cover which is
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isomorphic to T (F )∘. This cover is just the pullback of the cover E
∗/ker(E/F )→
E∗/F ∗ in PGL(ℓ, F ), to GL(ℓ, F ).
Definition 8.1.7. Let Υ : E∗/ker(E/F )→ E∗/F ∗ be the canonical projection map
given by Υ([z]) := [z]. We define E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) as the group arising in
the following pullback diagram:
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) −−−→ E∗/ker(E/F )⏐⏐y ⏐⏐yΥ
E∗
w 7→[w]−−−−→ E∗/F ∗
That is, E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) = {(w, [z]) ∈ E∗ × E∗/ker(E/F ) : [w] = [z] ∈
E∗/F ∗}
Then we have
Lemma 8.1.8. E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) ∼= T (F )∘
Proof. T (F )∘ splits since  is in the character lattice of T . Note that the cover
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) splits, as follows. Recall from Lemma (8.1.5) that the
two-fold cover
E∗/ker(E/F )→ E∗/F ∗
has a unique splitting given by
E∗/ker(E/F )→ E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ
[w] 7→ ([w],Δ(w)).
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Then, since E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) is defined via a pullback diagram, we get that
the canonical splitting of E∗/ker(E/F )→ E∗/F ∗ induces, via pulling back, a canon-
ical splitting of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F )→ E∗. One can see that it is given by
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) ∼= E∗ × ℤ/2ℤ
(w, [z]) 7→ (w,Δ(z))
(It is important to note that if any other splitting was chosen for the double
cover E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ), then the resulting character formula will not have
been compatible with the formula for PGL(ℓ, F ). More importantly, if we took a
regular pair (E/F, ) such that ∣F ∗ = E/F and fed it through our GL(ℓ, F ) charac-
ter formula, we would not even get a supercuspidal representation of PGL(ℓ, F ), as
we will show later (if we want to develop any sort of general theory, we should have
the theory for GL(ℓ, F ) and PGL(ℓ, F ) be compatible). Note that in the GL(2, F )
situation, we sometimes did get a supercuspidal representation of PGL(2, F ) this
way, but then we required additionally that the GL(2, F ) and PGL(2, F ) formu-
las be compatible (that is, plugging a regular pair (E/F, ) for PGL(2, F ) into
either formula should give you the same formula). Thus, in a sense, the theory for
GL(ℓ, F ) is determined by the theory for PGL(ℓ, F ). We will discuss this in more
detail shortly.)
Therefore, since both covers split, we have naturally an isomorphism
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F )
−→ T (F )∘
(w, [z]) 7→ (w,Δ(z) (w))
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The proof that this is an isomorphism follows as in the previous cases.
Now let’s write down the character formula for a supercuspidal representation
of GL(ℓ, F ). In order to do this, we need to move to the setting of T (F )∘. In
particular, the proposed character formula involves genuine characters of T (F )∘.
Now let  : WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ) be a supercuspidal parameter so that  =
IndWFWE() for some regular pair (E/F, ). Then this canonically gives a genuine char-
acter ̃ of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) as follows. Define ̃(w, [z]) := (w)E/F (z/w).
Definition 8.1.9. A genuine character ̃ of E∗×E∗/F ∗E∗/ker(E/F ) is called regular
if (E/F, ) is regular, where (w) := ̃(w, [z])E/F (z/w). A genuine character ̃ of
T (F )∘ is called regular if ̃ ∘  is regular.
We have therefore given a map Ê∗ → (E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ))∧ given by
 7→ ̃, where ̃(w, [z]) := (w)E/F (z/w). Note that we have a canonical map
in the other direction, (E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ))∧ → Ê∗, given by ̃ 7→ , where
(w) := ̃(w, [z])E/F (z/w). We will regularly go back and forth between characters
of E∗ and genuine characters of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ). In particular, when we
write ̃, a genuine character of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ), we will sometimes keep in
mind that there is a canonical character  of E∗ that ̃ comes from via the above
maps.
Now recall from Theorem (8.1.1) the proposed formula





, z ∈ T (F )reg
where w ∈ T (F )∘ is any element such that Π(w) = z. The functions in F (̃) have
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domain T (F )∘. We have exhibited a natural isomorphism
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) ∼= T (F )∘
given by  from Lemma (8.1.8), so we can pull the function ( ∘)(w) and the Weyl
group action in F (̃) back to E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) via this isomorphism, and
leave our constructed ̃ as living on E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ). That is, we consider




(Δ0(w,Δ+))( ∘ )((w, [z]))
w ∈ T (F )reg
where (w, [z]) ∈ E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) such that Π(((w, [z]))) = w. Unwinding
the definitions, we see that ( ∘ )(((w, [z]))) = Δ(z) (w) ∀(w, [z]) ∈ E∗ ×E∗/F ∗
E∗/ker(E/F ).
We also need to define the Weyl group action. The Weyl group action on
the  ∘ -cover is obtained as follows. If (w, ) is an element of T (F )∘, then
analogously to the real case (recall equation (3.1) in Chapter 3), define s(w, ) =
(sw, ((s−1 − )(w))), for s ∈ W = W (G(F ), T (F )) = Aut(E/F ), the relative
Weyl group. Note that this is well-defined. Simplifying this expression, we get
s(w, ) = (sw,  (sw)
 (w)
) since  lifts to the torus. Then, since our character formula
lives on E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ), we must pull back this action from T (F )∘ to
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) via . Doing this, we see that we get




) = −1(sw,Δ(z) (sw)) =
−1(sw,Δ(sz) (sw)) = (sw, [sz]) ∀(w, [z]) ∈ E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F )
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for s ∈ W = W (G(F ), T (F )) = Aut(E/F ).
We note that the definition of regularity for a genuine character of T (F )∘ is
analogous to the definition of regularity for a genuine character ̃ of T (ℝ) for real
groups when E/F is Galois, since the notion in the setting of real groups is that ̃
is not fixed by any element of the real Weyl group W (G(ℝ), T (ℝ)).
Pulling back  ∘  and the Weyl group action back to E∗×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F )
via , our character formula becomes











, w ∈ T (F )reg
where (w, [z]) ∈ E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) is any element that maps to w under
the canonical projection E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) → E∗. This formula reduces to
something simpler, which we show now. First note that Δ∣F ∗ = E/F . Therefore,
we get that E/F (z/w) = Δ(z/w). Therefore, the character formula simplifies to :











, w ∈ T (F )reg
where (w, [z]) ∈ E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) is any element that maps to w under the
canonical projection E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) → E∗. Then, since Δ2 = 1, this
formula reduces to














, w ∈ T (F )reg
since Δ(
sw) = Δ(w) ∀s ∈ W . We will later see that our proposed character
formula for GL(ℓ, F ) is independent of the choice of  and the choice of positive
roots Δ+.
Summing up, noting that T (F )∘ ∼= E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ), then we have
given a method of assigning a conjectural character formula for a supercuspidal
representation of GL(ℓ, F ) when E/F ∕= 1, to a supercuspidal Weil parameter of
GL(ℓ, F ), given by
{
irreducible  : WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ)
}
7→ ̃ ∈ T̂ (F )∘ 7→ F (̃)
We note the following important point: Recall that we chose a splitting
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) ∼= E∗ × ℤ/2ℤ
(w, [z]) 7→ (w,Δ(z))
This splitting is both canonical and natural, given how the cover was constructed,
and given that the splitting of
E∗/ker(E/F )→ E∗/F ∗
was unique. One might ask what if we choose a different splitting? Well, any other
splitting is of the form
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) ∼= E∗ × ℤ/2ℤ
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(w, z) 7→ (w,Δ(z)(w, z))
for some character (w, z) of E∗×E∗/F ∗E∗/ker(E/F ). One can check that for this to
be a splitting (i.e. for the morphism to be bijective), (w, z) must be a non-genuine
character of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ), which means it factors to E∗. That is, any
splitting is really of the form
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ E∗/ker(E/F ) ∼= E∗ × ℤ/2ℤ
(w, [z]) 7→ (w,Δ(z)(w))
for some character  of E∗. But since the second factor of this splitting is in ℤ/2ℤ,
we must have that 2 = 1. Moreover, using this splitting for our character formula,
we get






w ∈ T (F )reg
The key point now is that if we take a regular pair (E/F, ) such that ∣F ∗ = E/F
(i.e. a regular pair for PGL(ℓ, F )), and stick it in this character formula, we want
to obtain a supercuspidal character of PGL(ℓ, F ). This is the bare minimum that
we would ask for in a character formula for GL(ℓ, F ) if we wanted it to generalize a
character formula for PGL(ℓ, F ). It should not be the case that if you take a repre-
sentation of GL(ℓ, F ) with trivial central character, and view it as a representation
of GL(ℓ, F ) or PGL(ℓ, F ), one gets a different local Langlands parameterization or
character formula. If we make this request that we take a regular pair (E/F, )
such that ∣F ∗ = E/F , and stick it in this character formula, we want to obtain a
supercuspidal character of PGL(ℓ, F ), then we get the following: since we will show
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that (Δ0(w,Δ+)) (w) = 1 ∀w ∈ E∗ and since representations of PGL(ℓ, F ) have
trivial central character, and since (Δ)∣F ∗ = 1, then this would force ∣F ∗ = 1.
Therefore,  is a character of E∗ such that ∣F ∗ = 1 and 2 = 1. Thus,  factors
to a character of E∗/F ∗ whose square is 1. However, since ℓ is odd, E∗ = (E∗)2F ∗,
and thus this forces  = 1. What we conclude is that the splitting we used, which
was natural to begin with, was the only splitting we could have even chosen in order
to generalize our formula from PGL(ℓ, F ).
We should note that in the theory of real groups, via the theory from [2],
a Langlands parameter naturally induces a genuine character of a double cover of
T (ℝ). This double cover, as we have explained, is isomorphic to the -cover of T (ℝ),
and a choice of isomorphism is made. However, there is a canonical way to choose
an isomorphism, and one uses the theory of E-groups to do this.
Let us note that we will later see that our proposed character formula for
GL(ℓ, F ) is independent of the choice of  .
We now consider the case where E/F = 1. Relative to the standard positive
system of roots of PGL(ℓ, F ), let  be half the sum of the positive roots. An el-
liptic torus in PGL(ℓ, F ) is of the form T (F ) = E∗/F ∗. We still want to study
the group E∗/ker(E/F ), as in the other cases. However, recall that in this case,
a supercuspidal parameter for PGL(ℓ, F ) does not naturally yield a genuine char-
acter of a double cover of E∗/F ∗. Rather, we are naturally handed a character of
E∗/ker(E/F ) = E
∗/F ∗, since E/F = 1. Therefore, the only natural double cover
to consider in this case is the canonical split cover E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ. We will show
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that this setting still naturally fits into our theory. Recall the denominator
(Δ0(z,Δ+))( ∘ )(w)
that was defined in Theorem (8.1.1). As in the cases of PGL(2, F ) and GL(2, F ),
we will incorporate the cover T (F )∘.
Lemma 8.1.10. E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ ∼= T (F )∘, and this isomorphism is unique as an
isomorphism of covering groups (i.e. as covers of T (F ))..
Proof. An explicit isomorphism is given by
E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ −→ T (F )∘
(z, ) 7→ (z,  (z))
To show that this covering isomorphism is unique, suppose that
E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ −→ T (F )∘
(z, ) 7→ (z, (z, ))
was another isomorphism for some character  of E∗/F ∗×ℤ/2ℤ. By commutativity
of the pullback diagram that defines T (F )∘, we have that (z, )
2 = (2(z)) =
 (z)
2. Let (z, ) := (z,)
 (z)
= 1. Then (z, )2 = 1. So we ask what are the
quadratic characters of E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ? Let (z, ) be such a character. Then
(z, ) = 1(z)2() for some character 1 of E
∗/F ∗ and some character 2 of
ℤ/2ℤ. Suppose (z, ) is quadratic. So 1 = (z, )2 = 1(z)22()2. But  ∈ ℤ/2ℤ,
so 2()
2 = 1, so 1(z)
2 = 1. It is not difficult to see that since E/F has degree ℓ
where ℓ is an odd prime, we have that E∗ = (E∗)2F ∗. Therefore, the only quadratic
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character of E∗/F ∗ is the trivial character, so 1 ≡ 1. Therefore, we have that
(z, ) = 2() for some character 2 of ℤ/2ℤ. So 2 is either trivial, or the unique
nontrivial character of ℤ/2ℤ. If 2 ≡ 1, then (z, ) =  (z), and it is easy to see
that the map
E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ −→ T (F )∘
(z, ) 7→ (z, (z, ))
is not bijective. Therefore, the only possibility is that 2 is the nontrivial character
of ℤ/2ℤ. Therefore, (z, ) =  (z), so the covering isomorphism
E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ −→ T (F )∘
(z, ) 7→ (z,  (z))
is unique.
Now let’s write down the character formula for a supercuspidal representation
of PGL(ℓ, F ) in the case where E/F = 1. In order to do this, we need to move
to the setting of T (F )∘. In particular, the proposed character formula involves
genuine characters of T (F )∘.
Let  : WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ) be a supercuspidal parameter for PGL(ℓ, F ) so that
 = IndWFWE() for some regular pair (E/F, ). Now recall that we are trying to
make sense of the proposed character formula





, z ∈ T (F )reg
where w ∈ T (F )∘ is any element such that Π(w) = z. We have that  factors to
a character of E∗/F ∗, which we will also denote . However, the functions in F (̃)
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have domain T (F )∘. We canonically have that
E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ ∼= T (F )∘
(z, ) 7→ (z,  (z))
so we can pull the function ( ∘ )(w) and the Weyl group action in F (̃) back to
E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ via this isomorphism. That is, we consider




(Δ0(z,Δ+))( ∘ )(((z, )))
, z ∈ T (F )reg
where (z, ) ∈ E∗/F ∗×ℤ/2ℤ such that Π(((z, ))) = z. Unwinding the definitions,
we see that ( ∘ )(((z, ))) =  (z) ∀(z, ) ∈ E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ. We can then
canonically assign a genuine character ̃ of E∗/F ∗×ℤ/2ℤ from the regular character
 by setting
̃ := ⊗ sgn
Definition 8.1.11. A genuine character ̃ of E∗×ℤ/2ℤ is called regular if (E/F, )
is regular, where  := ̃⊗ sgn. A genuine character ̃ of T (F )∘ is called regular if
̃ ∘  is regular.
We also need to define the Weyl group action. The Weyl group action on
the  ∘ -cover is obtained as follows. If ([w], ) is an element of T (F )∘, then
analogously to the real case (recall equation (3.1) in Chapter 3), define s([w], ) =
([sw], ((s−1 − )(w))) for s ∈ W = W (G(F ), T (F )) = Aut(E/F ), the relative
Weyl group. Note that this is well-defined. Simplifying this expression, we get
s([w], ) = ([sw],  (sw)
 (w)
) since  lifts to the torus. Then, since our character formula
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lives on E∗×E∗/F ∗E∗/N(E∗), we must pull back this action from T (F )∘ to E∗/F ∗×
ℤ/2ℤ via . Doing this, we see that we get




) = −1([sz],  (sz)) = ([sz], )
∀([z], ) ∈ E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ
for s ∈ W = Aut(E/F ).
We note that the definition of regularity for a genuine character of T (F )∘ is
analogous to the definition of regularity for a genuine character ̃ of T (ℝ) for real
groups when E/F is Galois, since the notion in the setting of real groups is that ̃
is not fixed by any element of the real Weyl group W (G(ℝ), T (ℝ)).
Finally we can write down the character formula. Pulling back ( ∘ )(w) and
the Weyl group action to E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ via  and incorporating ̃, we get






















z ∈ T (F )reg
We will later see that the proposed character formula for PGL(ℓ, F ) is independent
of the choice of  and the choice of positive roots Δ+.
Summing up, noting that T (F )∘ ∼= E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ, then we have given a
method of assigning a conjectural character formula for a supercuspidal representa-
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tion of PGL(ℓ, F ) when E/F = 1, to a supercuspidal Weil parameter of PGL(ℓ, F ),
given by
⎧⎨⎩
irreducible  : WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ)
witℎ det() = 1
⎫⎬⎭ 7→ ̃ ∈ T̂ (F )∘ 7→ F (̃)
We wish to make an important comment here: In the above derivation of our
character formula, we implicitly chose an isomorphism
E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ −→ T (F )∘
([z], ) 7→ ([z],  (z))
However, we showed that there is only one isomorphism E∗/F ∗ ×ℤ/2ℤ ∼= T (F )∘,
so in the end there were no choices involved. This is in contrast with the case of
PGL(2, F ), where there were two choices of isomorphism E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘,
and we made a choice of isomorphism E∗/N(E∗) ∼= T (F )∘.
Let us now compute the proposed character formula for GL(ℓ, F ) in the case
that E/F = 1. Let  be half the sum of the standard positive system of roots
of GL(ℓ, F ). An elliptic torus in GL(ℓ, F ) is of the form T (F ) = E∗. Recall the
denominator
(Δ0(z,Δ+))( ∘ )(w)
that was defined in Theorem (8.1.1). As in the cases of PGL(2, F ) and GL(2, F ), we
will incorporate the cover T (F )∘. Note that T (F )∘ is isomorphic to E
∗ × ℤ/2ℤ.
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We now introduce yet another cover which is isomorphic to T (F )∘, com-
pletely analogously to the case of E/F ∕= 1. This cover is just the pullback of the
cover E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ→ E∗/F ∗ in PGL(ℓ, F ), to GL(ℓ, F ).
Definition 8.1.12. Let Υ : E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ → E∗/F ∗ be the canonical projection
map given by Υ([z], ) := [z]. We define E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ) as the group
arising in the following pullback diagram:
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ) −−−→ E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ⏐⏐y ⏐⏐yΥ
E∗
w 7→[w]−−−−→ E∗/F ∗
That is, E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ) = {(w, ([z], )) : [w] = [z] ∈ E∗/F ∗}
Then we have
Lemma 8.1.13. E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ) ∼= T (F )∘
Proof. An explicit isomorphism is given by
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ)
−→ T (F )∘
(w, ([z], )) 7→ (w,  (w))
Now let’s write down the character formula for a supercuspidal representation
of GL(ℓ, F ). In order to do this, we need to move to the setting of T (F )∘. In
particular, the proposed character formula involves genuine characters of T (F )∘.
Now let  : WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ) be a supercuspidal parameter so that  =
IndWFWE() for some regular pair (E/F, ). Then this gives a genuine character ̃ of
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ) as follows. Define ̃(w, ([z], )) := (w).
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Definition 8.1.14. A genuine character ̃ of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ) is called
regular if (E/F, ) is regular, where (w) := ̃(w, ([z], )). A genuine character ̃
of T (F )∘ is called regular if ̃ ∘  is regular.
We have therefore given a map Ê∗ → (E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ))∧ given
by  7→ ̃, where ̃(w, ([z], )) := (w). Note that we have a canonical map in
the other direction, (E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ))∧ → Ê∗, given by ̃ 7→ , where
(w) := ̃(w, ([z], )). We will regularly go back and forth between characters of
E∗ and genuine characters of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ). In particular, when we
write ̃, a genuine character of E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ ×ℤ/2ℤ), we will sometimes keep
in mind that there is a canonical character  of E∗ that ̃ comes from via the above
maps.
Recall that the functions in F (̃) have domain T (F )∘. We have exhibited a
natural isomorphism E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ) ∼= T (F )∘ given by , so we can
pull the function ( ∘ )(w) and the Weyl group action in F (̃) back to E∗ ×E∗/F ∗
(E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ) via this isomorphism, and leave our constructed ̃ as living on
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ). That is, we consider




(Δ0(w,Δ+))( ∘ )((w, ([z], )))
w ∈ T (F )reg
where (w, ([z], )) ∈ E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ) such that Π(((w, ([z], )))) = w.
Unwinding the definitions, we see that ( ∘ )(((w, (z, )))) =  (w) ∀(w, (z, )) ∈
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ).
We also need to define the Weyl group action. The Weyl group action on
the  ∘ -cover is obtained as follows. If (w, ) is an element of T (F )∘, then
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analogously to the real case (recall equation (3.1) in Chapter 3), define s(w, ) =
(sw, ((s−1 − )(w))) for s ∈ W = W (G(F ), T (F )) = Aut(E/F ), the relative
Weyl group. Note that this is well-defined. Simplifying this expression, we get
s(w, ) = (sw,  (sw)
 (w)
) since  lifts to the torus. Then, since our character formula
lives on E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ ×ℤ/2ℤ), we must pull back this action from T (F )∘ to
E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ) via . Doing this, we see that we get




) = −1(sw,  (sw)) = (sw, ([sz], ))
∀(w, ([z], )) ∈ E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ)
for s ∈ W = Aut(E/F ).
We note that the definition of regularity for a genuine character of T (F )∘ is
analogous to the definition of regularity for a genuine character ̃ of T (ℝ) for real
groups when E/F is Galois, since the notion in the setting of real groups is that ̃
is not fixed by any element of the real Weyl group W (G(ℝ), T (ℝ)).
Pulling back  ∘  and the Weyl group action to E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ)
via  and incorporating ̃, our character formula becomes






















w ∈ T (F )reg
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where (w, (z, )) ∈ E∗×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗×ℤ/2ℤ) is any element that maps to w under
the canonical projection E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗/F ∗ × ℤ/2ℤ) → E∗. This is our character
formula for GL(ℓ, F ) in the case that E/F = 1. Again, we will see that the proposed
character formula for GL(ℓ, F ) is independent of the choice of  and the choice of
positive roots Δ+.
Summing up, noting that T (F )∘ ∼= E∗ ×E∗/F ∗ (E∗ × ℤ/2ℤ), then we have
given a method of assigning a conjectural character formula for a supercuspidal
representation of GL(ℓ, F ) when E/F = 1, to a supercuspidal Weil parameter of
GL(ℓ, F ), given by
{
irreducible  : WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ)
}
7→ ̃ ∈ T̂ (F )∘ 7→ F (̃)
Note that again, we chose various splittings in order to define the character
formula for GL(ℓ, F ) when E/F = 1. However, just like in the case E/F ∕= 1, the
splitting that we use is the only splitting we could have chosen in order to generalize
the character formula for PGL(ℓ, F ).
We should note again that in the theory of real groups, via the theory from
[2], a Langlands parameter naturally induces a genuine character of a double cover
of T (ℝ). This double cover, as we have explained, is isomorphic to the -cover of
T (ℝ), and a choice of isomorphism is made. However, there is a canonical way to
choose an isomorphism, and one uses the theory of E-groups to do this.
We wish to make another important note. The case E/F = 1 is the only
case where the “naive correspondence” of [5], [14], is the actual local Langlands
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correspondence. This is precisely because there is nothing interesting to see in the
double cover. It is clear that in this special case, we didn’t need to use double
covers in order to obtain the local Langlands correspondence, and this is the only
case where we could avoid using double covers of tori. What we are showing in
this thesis, however, is that if we move to the setting of double covers of elliptic
tori, then we can obtain the local Langlands correspondence in all cases by a “naive
correspondence”.
8.2 The constant (̃,Δ+, )
In this section we define the constant (̃,Δ+, ). Again we recall the following
theorem.
Theorem 8.2.1. [9, Theorem 5.3.2] Let (E/F, ) be a regular pair such that 
has positive level, and write G′ = E∗. Let  =  be the associated supercuspidal














(wt)((), wY ) if 0 < n() ≤ r/2 and  = gt wℎere
t = z(1 + Y ) witℎ z ∈ Z, g ∈ G,
and Y ∈ g′n() ∖ (zn() + g′n()+)
(z)()(Y ) if n() > r/2 and  = z(1 +
gY ) witℎ
g ∈ G, z ∈ Z, and Y ∈ Vn()
0 otherwise
The constant C is in Theorem (8.2.1) is defined as
C := c (g
′)c−1 (g)∣D()∣
−1/2∣(())∣−1/2
(see [9, Section 5.3.2]).
Definition 8.2.2. Define (Δ+) to be 1 if Δ+ is the standard choice of positive
roots of GL(ℓ, F ) with respect to the diagonal maximal torus T (F ). Any other set
of positive roots is of the form sΔ+ for some s ∈ W (G(F ), T (F )). We then define
(sΔ+) = o((−1)ℓ(s)) where ℓ is the length of s. Let Δ+ be any set of positive roots.
We set







It will be useful to define another constant. We set




In the calculations we will make throughout the rest of this chapter and the
next, we will make a choice of Δ+ to be the standard set of positive roots. There-
fore, the term (Δ+) is just 1, and therefore this term will not appear in most of
our calculations and formulas. We will show later that all of our results will be
independent of the choice of Δ+.
8.3 The case E/F ∕= 1
In the next two sections, we show that the proposed character formula F (̃)
agrees with the character of the positive depth supercuspidal representation Δ
occuring in the local Langlands correspondence, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤
n(z) ≤ r/2}. We will assume again without loss of generality, as in Chapter 5,
that our regular pairs (E/F, ) are such that  has minimal conductor (In [21],
the terminology conductor is used instead of the terms “minimal regular pair”.
We follow the terminology in [21] since we will use results from there). The same
argument as in the end of Chapter 5 shows that this doesn’t matter, and that
all of our results are true for arbitrary regular pairs. We need a result from [21].
Unwinding all the definitions, it is shown in [21, Sections 6 and 7]1 that if (E/F, )
1Actually, what is shown in [21, Sections 6 and 7] implies that the character values on the





2 in front of the character formulas, depending on whether the elliptic torus is
unramified or ramified, respectively. But in Theorem (8.2.1), it is shown that the character values
on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2} are of the same form with a single constant in front
of the formulas, namely, deg()C(), regardless of whether the torus is ramified or unramfied.
Therefore, because of this, and because of the rewritten version of the character formulas in [21,
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is a regular pair where  has positive level, then the character, , of the associated
supercuspidal representation  via Theorem (7.3.1), satisfies
2







∀w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2
We wish to show that F (̃) agrees (on the 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2 range) with the char-
acter formula of the supercuspidal representation Δ . We will also show that a
supercuspidal character is completely determined by its values on the n(w) = 0
range.
We first need some preliminary calculations:
Let Δ be the standard set of roots for GL(ℓ, F ) with respect to the diagonal
torus T , where ℓ is an odd prime, Δ = {ei− ej : i ∕= j}, and let Δ+ be the standard
set of positive roots. Then Δ+ = {ei − ej ∣ i < j}.
Sections 6 and 7], it must be that what we write here as the formula for (w) is correct. Moreover,
in a private communication, Loren mentioned to me that c1 = cℓ = 1
2In a private communication with Loren Spice, Loren told me that the notation r in [21] is the
same as the notation r in [9]. In [9], there is an explicit formula for the supercuspidal characters on
the range 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2. In [21], there is an explicit formula for the supercuspidal characters on
the range 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r. Therefore, [21] has more information about the supercuspidal characters
than [9]. In particular, the expression that we write above for (w) holds for supercuspidal repre-
sentations coming from unramified and ramified tori definitely on the range 0 ≤ n(w) < r (and for
unramified tori, it also holds on n(w) = r, but for ramified tori, there is a problem at n(w) = r,
which is called “at the level”), and therefore the expression that we write above for (w) holds for
all supercuspidal representations of GL(ℓ, F ) on on the range 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2, which is the only
range on which there is an explicit formula for the supercuspidal characters in [9].
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Recall that the definition of  (w) was as follows. Since ℓ is odd,  is a
legitimate character of T . Therefore, we may apply  to the element (w) where
w ∈ E∗, and we denote the resulting element  (w) (where we view E∗ as embedded
in T = T (F )). In this section, we will view  as a character of T , so that we may
eventually compute  .
Lemma 8.3.1. If w is the diagonal matrix
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
w1 0 0 0 0
0 w2 0 0 0


















 = (ℓ−1)e1 + (ℓ−3)e2 + ...+ 2e ℓ+1
2





(ℓ − 3)eℓ−1 − (ℓ − 1)eℓ, where a hat over a character means that character doesn’t
exist in the sum with a non-zero coefficient. Thus, since the coefficients of this sum





e2 + ...+e ℓ+1
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Clearing denominators, we can rewrite this as
Δ0(w,Δ+) =




























































where L is the unramified extension of F of degree ℓ− 1, and  is an embedding of
E into F .
Proof. E∗ naturally embeds as a torus in GL(ℓ,F). Over F , E becomes a product
of ℓ copies of F
∗
, and via this isomorphism, an element w ∈ E∗ maps to
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
w 0 0 0 0
0 (w) 0 0 0






0 0 0 0 ℓ−1(w)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(note that in the case that E/F ∕= 1, E/F is never Galois. Even in the case E/F = 1,
E/F is sometimes not Galois). Using this description of w in F
∗ × F ∗ × ... × F ∗,























k=1 k NEL/L(w − (w))NEL/L(w − 2(w))...NEL/L(w − 
ℓ−1
2 (w))












Recall that our proposed character formula reduces in the case E/F ∕= 1 to






, w ∈ T (F )reg
Theorem 8.3.3. F (̃) agrees with the character of the supercuspidal representation
Δ on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}.
Proof. Recall that o is a character of (EL)
∗ whose restriction to L∗ is a local class
field theory character ℵEL/L. Then, since o is trivial on NEL/L((EL)∗), and since












, w ∈ E∗
becomes merely














, w ∈ E∗
since recall that ∣Δ0(w,Δ+)(w)∣ = ∣D(w)∣1/2 from Chapter 3. F (̃) is the character
of a supercuspidal representation (on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}, which
we will show is enough to determine any supercuspidal representation), which we
denote (̃). It is the character of the supercuspidal representation Δ occurring
in the local Langlands correspondence.
Note that F (̃) is independent of the choice of  . That is, all that matters is o∣L∗ ,
which we have required from the outset is ℵEL/L.
Note that in the above, we have chosen Δ+ to be the standard set of positive
roots, which implies that (Δ+) = 1. We wish to make the following observation.
Suppose we made another choice of positive roots. Any other choice is of the form
sΔ+ where Δ+ is the standard choice of positive roots and s ∈ W (G(F ), T (F )). Let
 be half the sum of positive roots in Δ+ and let s be half the sum of positive roots
in sΔ+. Then Δ0(w, sΔ+)s(w) = (−1)ℓ(s)Δ0(w,Δ+)(w), where ℓ(s) is the length
of s. Therefore, the denominator in our character formula for the choice sΔ+ would
include the term o((−1)ℓ(s)). However, because our definition of (̃,Δ+, ) includes
the term (Δ+), our overall character formula F (̃) remains the same regardless of
the choice of positive roots. The same line of reasoning is true for the case of
E/F = 1 and PGL(ℓ, F ).
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8.4 The case E/F = 1
Let E/F now be a degree ℓ extension such that E/F = 1. Recall that E/F =
1 ⇔ Δ = 1. Recall that our proposed character formula reduces in the case
E/F = 1 to





, w ∈ T (F )reg
Theorem 8.4.1. F (̃) agrees with the character of the supercuspidal representation
Δ on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}.
Proof. Since o is trivial on NEL/L((EL)






k=1 k). Thus, our character formula reduces to

















, w ∈ E∗
on the range {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2} (which we will show is enough to
completely determine the representation), this is the character of a supercuspidal
representation. It is the character of the supercuspidal representation Δ occurring
in the local Langlands correspondence (in our current case E/F = 1, so it’s true
that Δ = 1).
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Note again that F (̃) is independent of the choice of  . That is, all that
matters is o∣L∗ , which we have required from the outset is ℵEL/L. Also note again
that we have chosen Δ+ to be the standard set of positive roots, which implies
that (Δ+) = 1. Moreover, F (̃) is independent of the choice of Δ+ for the same
reasoning as in the previous section.
8.5 On whether there are two positive depth character formulas com-
ing from the same Cartan
Given a supercuspidal parameter for GL(ℓ, F ), we constructed a conjectural
character formula for a supercuspidal representation of GL(ℓ, F ). We showed that
it agrees with the character formula of the positive depth supercuspidal represen-
tation Δ on the set {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r2}, where r is the depth of the
representation. In the next two sections we show that there are no other positive
depth supercuspidal representations whose character agree with F (̃) on the set
{w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}, thereby solving the uniqueness question in Theorem
(8.1.1). In fact, we show something stronger. In the next two sections, we show that
a positive depth supercuspidal representation of GL(ℓ, F ) is uniquely determined by
the restriction of its distribution character to the n(w) = 0 range. In this section,
we show that if the distribution characters of two positive depth supercuspidal rep-
resentations, both coming from the same Cartan, agree on the n(w) = 0 range, then
the supercuspidal representations are isomorphic. That is, we prove the following
theorem.
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Theorem 8.5.1. Suppose (E/F, 1) and (E/F, 2) are admissible pairs such that
F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Then, 1 = 2 for some  ∈
Aut(E/F ).
We will split the proof of this theorem into several cases.
We wish to make the following important note. Recall that in the previous
sections, we constructed a character formula F (̃) from a regular pair (E/F, ). The
above theorem and Theorem (8.6.1) will together prove that a positive depth super-
cuspidal representation of GL(ℓ, F ) is uniquely determined by its restriction of its
distribution character to the n(w) = 0 range. We are claiming in the above theorem
and in Theorem (8.6.1) that it is sufficient to consider admissible pairs rather than
regular pairs in order to prove that a positive depth supercuspidal representation of
GL(ℓ, F ) is uniquely determined by its restriction of its distribution character to the
n(w) = 0 range. This is because the positive depth supercuspidal representations
of GL(ℓ, F ) are parameterized by admissible pairs, and so it is sufficient to consider
just admissible pairs.
Proposition 8.5.2. Let E/F be ramified Galois. Suppose (E/F, 1), (E/F, 2) are
admissible pairs such that F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Then
1 = 

2 for some  ∈ Aut(E/F ).
Proof. Assume F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) on the set {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0}. We partially
follow a proof in [21, page 16]. We have
c1∣D(w)∣−
1
2 [1](w) = c2∣D(w)∣−
1
2 [2](w) ∀w ∈ E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE)
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where c1, c2 ∈ ℝ are some non-zero constants appearing in front of the ramified




(w) and D is the Weyl denominator for GL(n, F ).
Therefore, c1[1] = c2[2] on E
∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE). Now, we will prove in the
next section that [1] doesn’t vanish completely on E
∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE). Assuming
this fact, we then have that by [21, Lemma 5.1], 1∣F ∗(1+pE) = 
′
2 ∣F ∗(1+pE) for some
′ ∈ Aut(E/F ). Since replacing 2 with (2)
′
doesn’t change anything in the
calculations, we may assume that ′ = 1.
Now let c := c1
c2
. Then we have c[1](w) = [2](w) ∀w ∈ E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE) and
we also have that 1∣F ∗(1+pE) = 2∣F ∗(1+pE). Now let E be the uniformizer of E and
let F be the uniformizer of F . Then since 
ℓ
E = F , and since 1(F ) = 2(F ),
we have that 1(E)
ℓ = 2(E)
ℓ, and so 2(E) = ℓ1(E) for some ℓth root of
unity ℓ. Therefore, since 1∣F ∗(1+pE) = 2∣F ∗(1+pE) and since 2(E) = ℓ1(E),
notice that this implies that 2(w) = 1(w)
val(w)
ℓ ∀w ∈ E∗, where val(w) denotes
the E-adic valuation of w ∈ E∗. Therefore, plugging this into the formula
c[1](w) = [2](w) ∀w ∈ E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE)
we obtain
















∀w ∈ E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE)




ℓ [1](w) ∀w ∈ E
∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE) (8.1)
Now, again, since we proved that [1] doesn’t vanish completely on E
∗∖F ∗(1+
pE), there exists a w
′ ∈ E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE) such that [1](w′) ∕= 0, and thus plugging
that into Equation (5.6), we can cancel [1](w




Therefore, c is an ℓth root of unity.
Now, suppose that c = 1. Then this implies that [1](w) = [2](w) ∀w ∈
E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE). We already know that [1](w) = [2](w) ∀w ∈ F ∗(1 + pE) (since
1∣F ∗(1+pE) = 2∣F ∗(1+pE)) and so we get [1](w) = [2](w) ∀w ∈ E∗. Therefore, by
linear independence of characters, 1 = 2, and we’re done.
Suppose c ∕= 1. Then since ℓ is odd and since we concluded above that c is an
ℓth root of unity, c ∈ ℂ ∖ ℝ. But the original definition of c was that c = c1
c2
, and
these constants c1 and c2 are from [21, Corollary 7.15]. In particular, they are both
real numbers. Since the quotient of two real numbers can’t be a non-real complex
number, we have a contradiction, and therefore we are done.
Proposition 8.5.3. Let E/F be ramified non-Galois. Suppose (E/F, 1), (E/F, 2)
are admissible pairs such that F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Then
1 = 2.
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Proof. Assume F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) on the set {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0}. Then since
Aut(E/F ) = 1, by inspecting the formula for F (̃1), F (̃2), we see that there are
constants c1, c2 such that c11(w) = c22(w) ∀w : n(w) = 0. So we have that
c1(w) = 2(w) ∀w : n(w) = 0 where c = c1c2 . By [21, Lemma 5.1], this says that
1(w) = 2(w) ∀w ∈ F ∗(1 + pE). But then, we can use the exact same proof
as in Proposition (8.5.2) adapted to the fact that we don’t have a sum of Galois
conjugates of characters but just the character itself.
Proposition 8.5.4. Let E/F be unramified. Suppose (E/F, 1), (E/F, 2) are ad-
missible pairs such that F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Then 1 = 2
for some  ∈ Aut(E/F ).
Proof. See [21, page 16]).
Hence, we are now done with all cases.
8.6 On whether there are two positive depth character formulas com-
ing from different Cartans
In this section we answer the question of uniqueness with respect to positive
depth supercuspidal representations coming from distinct Cartans. We show that if
the character formula F (̃) comes from the Cartan E, then there is no positive depth
supercuspidal representation coming from a different Cartan E1 ≇ E whose charac-
ter agrees with F (̃) on the set {w ∈ E∗ : 0 ≤ n(w) ≤ r/2}. We know that there is
a positive depth supercuspidal representation whose character formula agrees with
ours on this range, and there are no other positive depth supercuspidal characters
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coming from E∗ that agree with F (̃) on the range. In this section we show that the
distribution characters of two positive depth supercuspidal representations, coming
from different Cartans, can’t agree on the n(w) = 0 range. This, together with the
results from the previous section, shows that if (E/F, ) is a regular pair such that 
has positive level, then there is a unique positive depth supercuspidal representation
whose distribution character agrees with F (̃) on the range w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0.
Note that we are using our formulation F (̃) of the supercuspidal characters
of GL(ℓ, F ), and we are implicitly using the fact which we proved that every su-
percuspidal character on a Cartan E∗ of GL(ℓ, F ) is of the form F (̃) for some
̃.
Theorem 8.6.1. Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissible pairs with E ≇
E1. Then
∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 1Δ1 (w).
There are many cases to check, and we split them up in a sequence of propositions.
Proposition 8.6.2. Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissible pairs with E
ramified Galois and E1 unramified. Then ∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 such that F (̃)(w) ∕=
1Δ1 (w).
Proof. Suppose E is ramified Galois, and E1 is unramified. Then it is shown in [22]
that 1Δ1 (w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E
∗ : n(w) = 0. Thus, if we can find a single element of
{w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0} such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 0, then we’d be done.
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By way of contradiction, suppose F (̃)(w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. This says
that
(w) + ((w)) + (2(w)) + ...+ (n−1(w)) = 0 ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0,
where  generates Aut(E/F ), since (w)+((w))+(2(w))+...+(n−1(w)) is the





(w) = ((w)), 
2
(w) = (2(w)), ..., 
n−1
(w) = (n−1(w)).





(w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0.
Recall the decomposition E∗ = ℤE×F ×U1E, where F are roots of unity and
U1E = 1 + pE, and E is the uniformizer of E. This decomposes further into
E∗ = (ℓℤE × F × U1E)
∪






(ℓℤ+ℓ−1E × F × U
1
E).
Let B := E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE) = {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0}. Let B1 := ℓℤ+1E × F × U1E.
Let w, z1, ..., zℓ ∈ B1. Then wz1, wz2, ..., wzℓ ∈ B. Therefore, because we assumed
by way of contradiction that (w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0, we have that
(wz1) + 
(wz1) + 









2(wzℓ) + ...+ 
ℓ−1(wzℓ) = 0
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Rewriting this, we have
(z1)(w) + 
(z1)

















Letting 1 = , 2 = 
, 3 = 
2 , ..., ℓ = 
ℓ−1 , then in matrix form, this
becomes
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1(z1) 2(z1) 3(z1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(z1)
1(z2) 2(z2) 3(z2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(z2)























This says that the determinant of the matrix
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1(z1) 2(z1) 3(z1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(z1)
1(z2) 2(z2) 3(z2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(z2)






1(zℓ) 2(zℓ) 3(zℓ) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(zℓ)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
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is zero for all z1, z2, ..., zℓ ∈ B1. Now fix some z2, ..., zℓ ∈ B1. Then, expanding
the determinant by the first row, we get the important equality that
a11(z1) + a22(z1) + ...+ aℓℓ(z1) = 0 ∀z1 ∈ B1
where ai are the determinants of the obvious (ℓ− 1) × (ℓ− 1) subminors. Now we
are about to replace z1 with other elements in B1 to our advantage. We split into 2
subcases:
SubCase 1: Suppose that none of the ai vanished. First note that if
1, 2, ..., ℓ ∈ F ∗(1 + pE), then iz1 ∈ B1 ∀i. Therefore, the equality
a11(z1) + a22(z1) + ...+ aℓℓ(z1) = 0 ∀z1 ∈ B1
implies that
a11(1z1) + a22(1z1) + ...+ aℓℓ(1z1) = 0
a11(2z1) + a22(2z1) + ...+ aℓℓ(2z1) = 0
...
a11(ℓz1) + a22(ℓz1) + ...+ aℓℓ(ℓz1) = 0
which, written differently, is
1(1)a11(z1) + 2(1)a22(z1) + ...+ ℓ(1)aℓℓ(z1) = 0
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1(2)a11(z1) + 2(2)a22(z1) + ...+ ℓ(2)aℓℓ(z1) = 0
...
1(ℓ)a11(z1) + 2(ℓ)a22(z1) + ...+ ℓ(ℓ)aℓℓ(z1) = 0
Therefore, we have that
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1(1) 2(1) 3(1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(1)
1(2) 2(2) 3(2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(2)























Thus the determinant of
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1(1) 2(1) 3(1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(1)
1(2) 2(2) 3(2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(2)






1(ℓ) 2(ℓ) 3(ℓ) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(ℓ)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
is zero for all 1, 2, ..., ℓ ∈ F ∗(1 + pE). Thus, again, fixing 2, ..., ℓ, and
expanding this determinant along the top row, we get that
b11(1) + b22(1) + ...+ bnℓ(1) = 0 ∀1 ∈ F ∗(1 + pE)
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where bi are the determinants of the obvious (n− 1)× (n− 1) subminors. Now we
split again into three more subcases of this particular subcase.
Subcase 1(i): Suppose none of the bi vanish. Then, we have that the character
b11 + ...+ bnℓ
vanishes on the group F ∗(1 + pE). Then by orthogonality of characters, we get that
1 = 2 = ... = ℓ on the group F
∗(1 + pE). More specifically, assume by way of
contradiction that all the characters i are mutually distinct. Then, by using an
inner product on characters, we get that
(b11 + ...+ bnℓ, 1) = b1
on the one hand, but on the other hand, since b11 + ...+ bnℓ = 0, we get that
(b11 + ...+ bnℓ, 1) = 0
which says that b1 = 0, a contradiction. Thus we must have that i = j for some
i ∕= j. But then this says that r(1) = 
s
(1) where r = i − 1, s = j − 1.




s((1)), which says that 
r+1(1) = 




s+2(1) ∀1 ∈ F ∗(1 + pE), etc. A quick analysis shows that this
implies that 1 = 2 = ... = ℓ on F
∗(1 + pE), contradicting admissibility of the
pair (E/F, ) since E/F is ramified.
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Subcase 1(ii): Suppose there was some bi that was zero. Without loss of
generality, suppose b1 = 0. Then
b22 + ...+ bnℓ = 0
on F ∗(1 + pE). If none of b2, b3, ..., bn vanish, then you use the orthogonality of
characters argument as in Subcase 1(i). On the other hand, suppose without loss
of generality that b2 = 0. Then b33 + ... + bnℓ = 0 on F
∗(1 + pE). If none of the
b3, ..., bn vanish, then again you use the orthogonality of characters argument. So
we are eventually led to consider the case that b1 = b2 = b3 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = bn = 0, which
is the next subcase.
Subcase 1(iii): Recall that in Subcase 1, we fixed 2, ..., ℓ, and expanded a
big matrix along the first row. We asserted that if none, or some (but not all),
of the bi vanished (i.e. subcase 1(i) and 1(ii), respectively), then we could use
some orthogonality of characters arguments to derive a contradiction and thus be
done. Well, if all the bi vanished, then maybe we can search for other 2, ..., ℓ such
that either none of the bi vanished, or some (but not all) of the bi vanished, and
then proceeded with Subcase 1(i) or Subcase 1(ii). That is, it seems plausible that
there are some 2, ..., ℓ out there such that none of the corresponding bi vanish
(or at least maybe we could find 2, ..., ℓ such that not all of the corresponding bi
vanished which would be Subcase 1(ii)). We now prove this by way of contradiction.
So suppose by way of contradiction that for any choice of 2, ..., ℓ ∈ F ∗(1 + pE),
we get that all of the corresponding bi vanish.
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Then, in particular, b1 = 0 for any choice of 2, ..., ℓ, so since b1 is the
determinant of the subminor
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
2(2) 3(2) 4(2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(2)
2(3) 3(3) 4(3) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(3)






2(ℓ) 3(ℓ) 4(ℓ) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(ℓ)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
then again, fixing 3, 4, ..., ℓ, and expanding this determinant by the top
row, we get an equality
b′22(2) + b
′
33(2) + ...+ b
′








on the group F ∗(1 + pE), where b
′
j are the determinants of the obvious subminors.
Therefore, if none of the b′j vanish, again you use an orthogonality of characters
argument to give that i′ = j′ on F
∗(1 + pE) for some i
′, j′, and therefore for all
i′, j′. If some b′j vanishes, then you proceed as before, but if all of the b
′
j vanish, then
in particular, some b′j vanishes, so suppose b
′
2 = 0. Then, again, as in the beginning




3(3) 4(3) 5(3) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(3)
3(4) 4(4) 5(4) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(4)






3(ℓ) 4(ℓ) 5(ℓ) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(ℓ)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
whose determinant is zero ∀3, 4, ..., ℓ ∈ F ∗(1 + pE). Continuing to proceed
in the same way, we get to a situation where not all of the coefficients of an equation
of the form
∑
cii = 0 vanish, so that we can use an orthogonality of characters
argument, or, eventually, we are left with continuing to consider more and more
subminors, but eventually we are left with a subminor of the form⎛⎜⎜⎝ i′′(n′) j′′(n′)
i′′(n′+1) j′′(n′+1)
⎞⎟⎟⎠
whose determinant would be zero for some i′′, j′′ ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} and some n′ ∈






∀n′ , n′+1 ∈ F ∗(1 + pE)
Then plugging in n′+1 = 1, we get that i′′ = j′′ on F
∗(1 + pE), and thus 1 =
2 = ... = ℓ on F
∗(1 + pE), contradicting admissibility of (E/F, ).
SubCase 2: Suppose there was some ai that vanished. More precisely, we make
a similar argument as in the first paragraph in Subcase 1(iii). That is, suppose we
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couldn’t find any z2, z3, ..., zℓ such that no ai vanished (because if we could, then
we would be in Subcase 1). Suppose without loss of generality that a1 = 0 for all
choices of z2, ..., zℓ. Then this says that the determinant of
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
2(z2) 3(z2) 4(z2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(z2)
2(z3) 3(z3) 4(z3) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(z3)






2(zℓ) 3(zℓ) 4(zℓ) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(zℓ)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
is zero ∀z2, z3, ..., zℓ ∈ B1. Then again expanding this determinant by the top
row, we get an equality
a′22(z2) + a
′
33(z2) + ...+ a
′
ℓℓ(z2) = 0 ∀z2 ∈ B1
where a′j are the determinants of the obvious subminors. Therefore, if none of the
a′j vanish (i.e. if we can find some z3, ..., zℓ such that none of the a
′
j vanish), we
can proceed as in SubCase 1. If some a′j vanishes for all choices of z3, ..., zℓ, then
suppose without loss of generality that a′2 = 0 for all choice of z3, z4, ..., zℓ. Then,
again, we get another subminor
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⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
3(z3) 4(z3) 5(z3) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(z3)
3(z4) 4(z4) 5(z4) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(z4)






3(zℓ) 4(zℓ) 5(zℓ) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ℓ(zℓ)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
whose determinant is zero for all z3, z4, ..., zℓ ∈ B1. Continuing in this way, we
will eventually have that none of the coefficients we have will vanish, so that we are
reduced back to SubCase 1, or we eventually end up with a subminor⎛⎜⎜⎝ i′′(zn′) j′′(zn′)
i′′(zn′+1) j′′(zn′+1)
⎞⎟⎟⎠
whose determinant would be zero for some i′′, j′′ ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} and some n′′ ∈






∀zn′ , zn′+1 ∈ B1








= c ∀zn′ ∈ B1






















= c ∀zn′ ∈ B1










⋅ ⋅ ⋅ i
′′(aℓ)
j′′(aℓ)
= cn = 1
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But this implies that
i′′
j′′
∣F ∗(1+pE) since F ∗(1 + pE) = {x1x2...xn : xi ∈ B1 ∀i}.
Therefore, again we get that 1 = 2 = ... = ℓ on F
∗(1 + pE), contradicting
admissibility of the pair (E/F, ).
This concludes the proof of Proposition (8.6.2)
Proposition 8.6.3. Suppose E/F is ramified non-Galois, and E1/F is unramified.
Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissible pairs. Then ∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 1Δ1 (w).
Proof. It is shown in [22] that 1Δ1 (w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E
∗ : n(w) = 0. Thus, if we can
find a single element of {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0} such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 0, then we’d be
done.
But this is clear, because the numerator (w)Δ(w), of F (̃), takes values in
ℂ∗.
Proposition 8.6.4. Suppose E/F is unramified, and E1/F is ramified (Galois or
non-Galois, it doesn’t matter). Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissible
pairs. Then ∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 1Δ1 (w).
Proof. It is shown in [23] that 1Δ1 (w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E
∗ : n(w) = 0. Thus, if we can
find a single element of {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0} such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 0, then we’d be
done. So suppose by way of contradiction that F (̃)(w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0.
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In fact, there is always an element w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 0.
The following proof was communicated to me by Loren Spice and can be found in
his thesis ([21, page 11-12, 16]):
We first start with some results on finite fields. We introduce some new nota-
tion. Let F be a local field and F its residue field. Let E be the degree ℓ extension
of of F. If  is a character of E∗, then  ̃ denotes
∑
∈Aut(E/F)
 . In this section, we




Lemma 8.6.5. Acceptable subgroups exist.
Proof. [21, Theorem 5.4]
Note that if K is acceptable, then so is F∗K and any ℍ ≤ K which is not
contained in F∗.
Restricting our attention to acceptable subgroups allow us to work only with
characters which are trivial on F∗. We make this more precise. Since E∗ is cyclic, if
K is acceptable, then there is a subgroup ℍ of E∗ so that K = ℍ×(K
∩
F∗). For any
character  of K, we denote by TK( ) the character of K which agrees with  on
ℍ but is trivial on K
∩
F∗. Put SK( ) =  −1TK( ). Note that SK( ) is completely
determined by  ∣K∩F∗ . Since SK( ) is trivial on ℍ, it satisfies SK( ) = SK( ) for
all  ∈ Aut(E/F). Thus we have that TK( ))∼ = SK( ) ̃. This fact will allow us to
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replace  by TK( ) in our calculations.
The next lemma plays a technical role.
Lemma 8.6.6. If K ≤ E∗ is acceptable, then, for any character of E∗, there is some
 ∈ K ∖ F∗ so that  ̃() ∕= 0.
Proof. Put  ′ = TK( ) and  = SK( ). Since  ̃
′ =  ̃, it suffices to prove that
there is some  ∈ K ∖ F∗ so that  ̃′() ∕= 0.
If  ′ is trivial on K, then this is obvious. Thus, without loss of generality,  ′






































 ′() = 0.
Since the first summand (in the first sum) is nonzero, so is the second summand.
This can happen only if there is some  ∈ K ∖ F∗ so that  ̃′() ∕= 0.
Since acceptable subgroups exist, in particular, for any character  of E∗ there
is some  ∈ E∗ ∖ F∗ so that  ̃() ∕= 0.
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Now, back to our setting where E/F is a degree ℓ extension of local fields
and E, F are their residue fields. Let  be a character of E∗, and let  be the
restriction of  to E∗, where we view E∗ as embedded in E∗ as a subset. (We may
therefore regard E∗ as a subset of E∗). Then E∗ ∖ F∗ ⊂ E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE) = {w ∈
E∗ : n(w) = 0}. Therefore, by the remark following the above lemma, there is some
 ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 satisfying  ̃() ∕= 0, and therefore ()+()+...+ℓ−1() ∕= 0
since  ̃() = () + () + ...+ 
ℓ−1
() . Therefore, F (̃)() ∕= 0, which is what
we sought out to prove.
Therefore, our unramified character formula can’t come from a ramified char-
acter formula.
Proposition 8.6.7. Suppose E/F is ramified Galois, and E1/F is ramified Galois
such that E ≇ E1. Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissible pairs. Then
∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 1Δ1 (w).
Proof. Then, it is shown in [23] that 1Δ1 (w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E
∗ : n(w) = 0. Thus, if
we can find a single element of {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0} such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 0, then
we’d be done.
By way of contradiction, suppose F (̃)(w) = 0 ∀w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. Then,
the same proof from Proposition (8.6.2) works here.
Proposition 8.6.8. Suppose E/F is ramified non-Galois, and E1/F is ramified
Galois. Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissible pairs. Then ∃w ∈ E∗ :
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n(w) = 0 such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 1Δ1 (w).
Proof. This is tautological, since if F is a local field, then it can’t simultaneously
have a degree ℓ ramified non-Galois extension and a degree ℓ ramified Galois exten-
sion.
Proposition 8.6.9. Suppose E is ramified Galois, and E1 is ramified non-Galois.
Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissible pairs. Then ∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0
such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 1Δ1 (w).
Proof. This is tautological, since if F is a local field, then it can’t simultaneously
have a degree ℓ ramified non-Galois extension and a degree ℓ ramified Galois exten-
sion.
Proposition 8.6.10. Suppose E/F is ramified non-Galois, and E1/F is ramified
non-Galois such that E ≇ E1. Suppose (E/F, ) and (E1/F, 1) are admissible
pairs. Then ∃w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0 such that F (̃)(w) ∕= 1Δ1 (w).
Proof. The same argument as in Proposition (8.6.3) works here.
Now we are finished all cases. Therefore, we have finished the proof of Theorem
(8.6.1). Summing up, we have altogether shown that if (E/F, ) is a regular pair
such that  has positive level, then there is a unique positive depth supercuspidal
representation, Δ , whose character, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2},
agrees with F (̃). There is one minor point here to resolve. Is there possibly a depth
zero supercuspidal representation whose character, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤
n(z) ≤ r/2}, also equals F (̃)? We will prove in the next chapter that if (E1/F, 1)
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is a regular pair corresponding to a depth zero supercuspidal representation  via
Theorem (7.3.1), then its character formula, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤
r/2}, is














∀w ∈ E∗1 ∖ F ∗(1 + pE1)
where  is a generator of Aut(E1/F ). Then, the same arguments as in Theorems
(8.5.1) and (8.6.1) show that the character of  cannot equal F (̃), on the range
{z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}, unless  ∼= (̃).
Therefore, combining Theorems (8.5.1), (8.6.1), and (8.3.3) and (8.4.1), we
obtain the following result.
Theorem 8.6.11. The assignment
{
irreducible  : WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ)
}
7→ ̃ ∈ T̂ (F )∘ 7→ (̃)
from Section (8.1) is the Local Langlands correspondence for positive depth super-
cuspidal representations of GL(ℓ, F ), where (̃) is the unique supercuspidal rep-




Our constructions in the depth zero case for GL(ℓ, F ), ℓ an odd
prime
9.1 On the proof that our conjectural character formulas agree with
depth zero supercuspidal characters
In the following two sections, we prove Theorems (8.1.1) and (8.1.2) for the case
of depth zero supercuspidal representations ofGL(ℓ, F ), where ℓ is an odd prime. We
prove that our conjectured character formula F (̃) agrees with a supercuspidal char-
acter, again, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2}. Note that for depth zero
representations, r = 0. We show that this supercuspidal character is the character of
the supercuspidal representation that occurs in the local Langlands correspondence
Δ . We then prove that there are no other supercuspidal characters that agree with
F (̃), on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2} = {z ∈ T (F )reg : n(z) = 0}.
Let us make a few preliminaries. Since regular pairs in the setting of depth
zero supercuspidal representations of GL(ℓ, F ) are of the form (E/F, ) where in
particular E/F is unramified, we have that E/F = 1. Moreover, since E/F = 1, we
have that Δ = 1.
Let us recall from the previous chapter that the proposed character formula





, w ∈ T (F )reg
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reduces to





, w ∈ T (F )reg
where W denotes the relative Weyl group W (G(F ), T (F )). For depth zero repre-





k=1 k)(Δ+), where (Δ+)
is as in Section (8.2) and deg(), deg() are as in Theorem (6.1.1). Therefore, the
formula simplifies to











⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ w ∈ T (F )reg
where  is a generator of Aut(E/F ).
Recall that the following theorem gives the formula for the depth zero super-
cuspidal representations of GL(ℓ, F ):
Theorem 9.1.1. 1[9, Theorem 5.4.1]








if  = zw is unramified elliptic and 
is not in F ∗K1, z ∈ Z,w ∈ K0
(z)L.C.E. if  = z(1 +
gX) witℎ X ∈ b1, g ∈ G, and z ∈ Z
0 otherwise
1Notice that this theorem is slightly different than the one from [9]. It is because there are a
few typos in [9].
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Here,  is the central character of the representation .
We will compare our conjectured character formula to the supercuspidal char-
acters of Theorem (9.1.1), on elements on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : n(z) = 0}. We
will show that this means that we are only interested in character values on the
elements  = zw where z ∈ Z,w ∈ K0 where  is unramified elliptic and  is not in
F ∗K1.
We will first simplify the supercuspidal characters of Theorem (9.1.1). They
are written in terms of regular pairs, so we recall a few notions regarding regular pairs
corresponding to depth zero supercuspidal representations. We will then compare
the depth zero supercuspidal characters with our proposed character formula.
We now compute the supercuspidal characters of Theorem (9.1.1). They are
written in terms of regular pairs, so we recall a few notions regarding the regular pairs
for depth zero supercuspidal representations. We will then compare the formula of
Theorem (9.1.1) with our proposed character formula. Let (E/F, ) be a regular
pair corresponding to a depth zero supercuspidal representation via Theorem (7.3.1).
This means that E/F is unramified and  has level zero, so ∣UE gives rise to a
character  of the multiplicative group of the residue field Fqℓ of E. Note that when
E/F is unramified, (E/F, ) is regular if and only if (E/F, ) is admissible. Let
G := GL(ℓ,Fq). Let T be the maximal torus of G defined over Fq such that TΦ = F∗qℓ
is the elliptic torus in GL(ℓ,Fq). Then, by Deligne-Lusztig theory, the pair (T, )
yields a generalized character RT, of G(Fq) = GL(ℓ,Fq). We need the values of this
character on the semisimple elements elements.
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Proof. [8, Proposition 7.5.3].
We will define the various terms in this formula throughout the section. Let
us calculate the values of RT, on the elliptic torus. Let Ts denote the split torus in
G. Then T is obtained from Ts by twisting by the canonical generator of the Weyl
group, the permutation w = (123...n) (cf [10, Definition 3.24]). That is,
t ∈ TΦ ⇐⇒ g−1tg ∈ TwΦs
where g−1Φ(g) ∈ NG(Ts) maps to w in W (G,Ts). Then, TwΦs is the group of fixed
points of the morphism
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
a1 0 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
0 a2 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0










aqn 0 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
0 aq1 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0











n, a2 = a
q
1, a3 = a
q
2, ..., an = a
q
n−1
which says that a = aq
n
so that a ∈ F∗qn . Therefore, the group of fixed points is
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⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
a 0 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
0 aq 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 0
0 0 aq






0 0 0 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ aqn−1
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠






for all regular semsimple s in TΦ, where  is a generator of Gal(Fqℓ/Fq).
Proof. We first need a lemma:
Lemma 9.1.4. Suppose S is a maximal torus in a connected reductive group G and
s ∈ S is regular. Suppose g ∈ G satisfies g−1sg ∈ S. Then g ∈ NG(S).
Proof. Let C0(s) be the connected centralizer of s in G. Let ℎ ∈ C0(s). Then defining
s′ := g−1sg, we get that ℎs′ = s′ℎ, since C0(s) = S. Therefore, g ∈ NG(C0(s)) =
NG(S).
Let s ∈ TΦ. Since we are assuming that s is regular semisimple, we have by

























where  is a generator of Gal(Fqℓ/Fq), since the relative Weyl group is
W (G(Fq),T(Fq)) = Aut(Fqℓ/Fq) (see Theorem (A.0.3)). It remains to calculate the
constants in front.
Now, since s ∈ TΦ is regular semisimple, then C0(s) = T. Therefore, ∣C0(s)Φ∣ =
qℓ − 1, so ∣C0(s)Φ∣p = 1, where ∣ ∣p denotes the p-part of ∣ ∣. Now, H is defined to
be (−1)Fq−rank of H , for any algebraic group H [10, page 66]. Therefore, T = −1
and C0(s) = (−1)ℓ. Therefore, the values of RT, on regular semisimple elements of








We wish to show that our proposed character formula agrees with a depth
zero supercuspidal character on the ranges where they are defined, i.e. (F ∗K0 ∖
F ∗K1)
∩
E∗. In the next section we will prove that this supercuspidal character is
unique. We need the following Lemma:
Lemma 9.1.5. (F ∗K0 ∖ F ∗K1)
∩
E∗ = E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE)
Proof. Note that (F ∗K0 ∖ F ∗K1)
∩
E∗ = (F ∗K0
∩
E∗) ∖ (F ∗K1
∩
E∗). Then we
claim that the set F ∗K0
∩
E∗ ∖ F ∗K1
∩
E∗ is precisely the set E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE).
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To see this, one can check that F ∗K0
∩
E∗ = F ∗(K0
∩
E∗). Now, one knows that
K0
∩
E∗ = o∗E (cf [9, Lemma 3.2.1 (2)]). Therefore, F
∗K0
∩
E∗ = F ∗o∗E = E
∗.
Likewise, you F ∗K1
∩
E∗ = F ∗(K1
∩
E∗) = F ∗(1 + pE). Therefore, we have that
(F ∗K0 ∖ F ∗K1)
∩
E∗ = E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE).
We now can prove
Theorem 9.1.6. F (̃) agrees with the character of the depth zero supercuspidal
representation Δ on the range E
∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE) = {z ∈ E∗ : n(z) = 0}.













(i(w)) ∀w ∈ E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE)
Recall that (Δ0(w,Δ+)) (w) = o(Δ
0(w,Δ+))o(w)∣Δ0(w,Δ+)(w)∣. Let
















k=1 k) for any element w ∈ E∗.
Now, let w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0. We claim that ∣Δ0(w,Δ+)(w)∣ = 1. For let w = pnu,
where u ∈ o∗E and n ∈ ℤ. Then

























Now, since n(w) = 0, this means that the leading coefficient of u is in kE ∖ kF ,
where kE is the residue field of E and kF is the residue field of F . Therefore,
u− i(u) ∈ o∗E ∀i = 1, 2, ... ℓ−12 . Therefore,







and therefore it’s absolute value is 1.
Note that in constructing the character formula F (̃), we have chosen Δ+ to
be the standard set of positive roots. The same argument as in the case of positive
depth supercuspidal representations shows that our overall character formula F (̃)
remains the same regardless of the choice of positive roots.
9.2 On whether there are two character formulas coming from the
same Cartan
In this section, we show that if the distribution characters of two depth zero
supercuspidal representations, both coming from the unramified Cartan, agree on
the n(w) = 0 range, then the supercuspidal representations are isomorphic. Note
that (F ∗K0 ∖ F ∗K1)
∩
E∗ = E∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE) = {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0}.
Theorem 9.2.1. Suppose (E/F, 1), (E/F, 2) are admissible pairs such that
F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) on the set E
∗ ∖ F ∗(1 + pE) = {w ∈ E∗ : n(w) = 0}. Then
1 = 

2 for some  ∈ Aut(E/F ).
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Proof. Assume F (̃1)(w) = F (̃2)(w) on the set E
∗ ∖F ∗(1 + pE). Then this implies
(by [21, page 16]) that 1 = 

2 for some  ∈ Aut(E/F ).
Summing up, we have altogether shown that if (E/F, ) is a regular pair such
that  has level zero, then there is a unique depth zero supercuspidal representation,
Δ , whose character, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2} = {z ∈
T (F )reg : n(z) = 0}, agrees with F (̃). There is one minor point here to resolve. Is
there possibly a positive depth supercuspidal representation whose character, on the
range {z ∈ T (F )reg : n(z) = 0}, also equals F (̃)? Suppose (E1/F, 1) is a regular
pair corresponding to a positive depth supercuspidal representation  via Theorem
(7.3.1). Then, the same arguments as in Theorems (8.5.1) and (8.6.1) show that the
character of  cannot equal F (̃), on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : n(z) = 0}, unless
 ∼= (̃).
Therefore, combining Theorems (9.2.1) and (9.1.6), we obtain the following
result.
Theorem 9.2.2. The assignment
{
irreducible  : WF → GL(ℓ,ℂ)
}
7→ ̃ ∈ T̂ (F )∘ 7→ (̃)
from Section (8.1) is the Local Langlands correspondence for depth zero supercuspidal
representations of GL(ℓ, F ), where (̃) is the unique supercuspidal representation
whose character, on the range {z ∈ T (F )reg : 0 ≤ n(z) ≤ r/2} = {z ∈ T (F )reg :
n(z) = 0}, is F (̃).
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Appendix A
Miscellaneous and Weil Index Notions
Here we list some various helpful lemmas that we needed throughout the thesis.
The following result and proof was communicated to me by Loren Spice.
Theorem A.0.3. Let F be a local non-archimedean field of characteristic zero or
a finite field. Suppose T is the elliptic torus in G(F ) = GL(n, F ) whose F -points
are T (F ) = E∗ where E/F is a degree n extension. Then the relative Weyl group
W (G(F ), T (F )) = NormG(F )(T (F ))/T (F ) is isomorphic to Aut(E/F ), the group
of field automorphisms of E that fix F pointwise, where Norm denotes normalizer.
Proof. First note that NormG(F )(E
∗)/T (F ) = NormG(F )(E)/T (F ), where we are





where g(w) := gwg
−1. We need the following Lemma, which is a Corollary of the
Noether-Skolem theorem (see Milne’s notes on Class Field Theory).
Lemma A.0.4. Let A be a central simple algebra over F , and let B1, B2 be simple
F -subalgebras of A. Any isomorphism f : B1 → B2 is induced by an inner au-
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tomorphism of A. That is, there exists an a ∈ A such that f(b) = aba−1 for all
b ∈ B1.
Setting A = Mn(F ) and B1 = B2 = E in the lemma, we conclude that Ξ is sur-
jective. It is clear that the kernel of Ξ is CentG(F )(E) = CentG(F )(T (F )). It remains
to show that CentG(F )(T (F )) = T (F ). But this is clear because CentG(F )(T (F )) =
CentG(T (F ))
Gal(F/F ) = CentG(T (F ))∩G(F ) = T ∩G(F ) = T (F ). Note that since
T (F ) contains strongly regular semisimple elements x, we have CentG(x) = T ,
which implies that CentG(T (F )) = T .
Lemma A.0.5. Let F be a local field whose residual characteristic is not 2. Suppose
 is a character of F ∗ whose order is a power of 2. Then ∣U1E ≡ 1.
Proof. Let w ∈ U1E. Then w is a square since the leading term in the power series
expansion is 1. Moreover, one of the square roots of w is in U1E. We may then
proceed inductively to conclude that w is a 2n-th power for any n ∈ ℕ.
Lemma A.0.6. Suppose the residual characteristic of the local field F is not 2. Let
x = pnu be an element of F ∗, with n ∈ ℤ, u ∈ UF . For x to be a square, it is
necessary and sufficient that n is even and the image u of u in F∗p = UE/U1E is a
square.
Proof. See [19, Section 3.3]
We now collect some basic properties of the Weil index, which we need for
various computations (see [17] for more details):
Throughout, F denotes either a local field or a finite field of characteristic ∕= 2,
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and (x, y) ∈ 2 the Hilbert symbol of F . Let  be a nontrivial additive character of
F . For any a ∈ F , we write a for the character a : x 7→ (ax).
Definition A.0.7. Define
F () := Weil index of : x 7→ (x2)
F (a, ) := F (a)/F () a ∈ F ∗
We have:
Lemma A.0.8. (1)F (ac
2, ) = F (a, ) and F (ab, )F (a, )
−1F (b, )
−1 = (a, b)F .
(2)F (−1, ) = F ()−2
(3){F (a, )}2 = (−1, a)F = (a, a)F
Let Q be a nondegenerate quadratic form of degree n over F .
Definition A.0.9. The Hasse invariant ℎF (Q) is defined as follows:
ℎF (Q) = ( ∘Q){F ()}−n{F (detQ, )}−1
Here ( ∘Q) is the Weil index of x 7→ (Q(x)).
We then have




2, a1, a2 ∈ F ∗, then ℎF (Q) =
(a1, a2)F .
Lemma A.0.11. Let F be a finite field of characteristic ∕= 2. Then









equals 1 or −1, according to whether a is a square or not.
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For the next Lemma, let F be a nonarchimedean local field with characteristic
∕= 2, R the ring of integers of F ,  a generator of the maximal ideal of R, F the
residue field of F . Let  be a nontrivial additive character of F and let ord  denote
the largest integer m such that  = 1 on −mR. Let () denote the parity of ord ,
i.e. () = 0 or1 according to whether ord  is even or odd. We then have
Lemma A.0.12. Suppose the characteristic of F is not 2. Let
 : x+ R 7→ (−m−1x).
Then  is a nontrivial character of F and
F () = {F ()}().
Moreover,






where a = ord au, u being a unit of R.
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